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Preface 
The Public Interest Energy Research (PIER) Program supports public interest energy research 
and development that will help improve the quality of life in California by bringing 
environmentally safe, affordable, and reliable energy services and products to the marketplace. 
 
The PIER Program, managed by the California Energy Commission conducts public interest 
research, development, and demonstration (RD&D) projects to benefit the electricity and 
natural gas ratepayers in California. The Energy Commission awards up to $62 million annually 
in electricity-related RD&D, and up to $15 million annually for natural gas RD&D.  
 
The PIER program strives to conduct the most promising public interest energy research by 
partnering with RD&D organizations, including individuals, businesses, utilities, and public or 
private research institutions. 
 
PIER funding efforts are focused on the following RD&D program areas: 
 
Buildings End-Use Energy Efficiency 
Industrial/Agricultural/Water End-Use Energy Efficiency 
Renewable Energy Technologies 
Environmentally Preferred Advanced Generation 
Energy-Related Environmental Research 
Energy Systems Integration  
 
Real Time Grid Reliability Management 2005 is the final report for the Real Time Grid 
Reliability Management 2005 project (contract number 500−02−004) conducted by the 
Consortium for Electric Reliability Technology Solutions (CERTS). The information from this 
project contributes to PIER’s Transmission Research Program. For more information on the 
PIER Program, please visit the Energy Commission’s Web site at http://www.energy.ca.gov/pier 
or contact the Energy Commission at (916) 654−5164. 
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Report Organization 
 
The Real Time Grid Reliability Management 2005 project consists of three parallel technical 
tasks: 
 
• Task 2.0: Develop a Real-Time Voltage Security Assessment (VSA) Prototype Tool; 
• Task 3.0: Real-Time Applications of Phasors for Monitoring, Alarming and Control; 
• Task 4.0: Improving Dynamic Load and Generator Response Performance Tools. 
 
The tasks funded under this work authorization were coordinated by Consortium for Electric 
Reliability Technology Solutions (CERTS) for the Energy Commission’s PIER Transmission 
Research Program. Tasks 2 and 3 were the second phases of a multi-project ongoing RD&D 
activity, while Task 4 was a new project. Earlier phases of the research on Tasks 2 and 3 were 
sponsored by PIER through a RD&D contract with LBNL (Contract #: 150−99−003) and through 
several task orders funded through the California Institute for Energy and Environment 
Contract #500−24−004 (BOA#20).  
 
Additional funding through two separate subsequent work authorizations has been provided to 
build upon the work initiated in this work authorization. Follow-on work for Task 2: Develop a 
Real Time Voltage Security Assessment (VSA) Prototype Tool and Task 3: Real-Time 
Applications of Phasors for Monitoring, Alarming and Control has been funded under Contract 
#500−02−004: MR−041, Real Time System Operations (RTSO) 2006–2007. Follow-on work for 
Task 4: Improving Dynamic Load and Generator Response Performance Tools has been funded 
under Contract #500−02−004: MR−049, WECC Load Modeling Transmission Reliability 
Research Project. 
 
An overview of Real Time Grid Reliability Management 2005 is provided in the Project 
Introduction. Additional reporting is organized separately for each technical task. 
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Project Introduction 
 
The increased need to manage the California electricity grid more actively in real time is a result 
of the ongoing transition from a system operated by vertically-integrated utilities serving native 
loads to one operated by an independent system operator supporting competitive energy 
markets. In effect, markets are replacing utilities in performing the match between generation 
and demand. System operators must both ensure reliability as they have always done and now 
also facilitate the operation of these newly created markets. This transition has confronted 
system operators with dramatic changes from past practices including new and greatly 
increased numbers of market participants and the resulting dramatic increase in the volumes of 
energy trades, often over long distances.  
 
To meet these new challenges, operators have had, until now, only the previous generation of 
grid management tools. These tools were designed for a vertically-integrated and centrally-
controlled system whose relatively predictable conditions did not require the kind of minute-
by-minute decision making resulting from the operation of today’s electricity markets. For 
example, the traditional approach for managing reliability is to use models to analyze, months 
in advance, a pre-determined set of contingencies for peak load conditions and then set 
conservative operating limits for the system. Yet, managed and unmanaged power outages, 
transmission congestion, energy price spikes, frequency abnormalities, and voltage degradation 
routinely occur at times other than peak load and, sometimes, as a result of contingencies not 
previously considered. As a result, traditional management tools are increasingly inadequate 
and practices must be updated. 
 
In light of these developments, the best strategy for managing reliability is to equip the system 
operator with better real-time information about actual operating margins so that he can better 
understand and manage the risk of operating closer to the edge. In some cases, these tools must 
be able to analyze geographically dispersed events in real-time, which require using time-
stamped data in order to conduct dynamic system analysis, alarm operators, and, in the future, 
enable dynamic response through automatic system controls. The strategic direction the Energy 
Commission is sponsoring for its research includes: (1) enhancement of tools that obtain and 
translate real-time data for analysis and operator actions, and (2) advanced monitoring tools 
with time synchronized phasor data. These tools and technologies will also set the stage for a 
future smart electricity grid that will be able to automatically sense and respond to system 
emergencies.  
 
A companion strategy is to also address known deficiencies in the offline modeling tools that 
continue to be needed to ground the use of improved real-time tools. The risk of blackouts 
exacerbated by inaccurate models was clearly illustrated by the August 10, 1996 blackout (and 
others) in which simulations after the event were unable to replicate the event. Since that time, 
Western Electric Coordinating Council (WECC) members have improved some aspects of their 
modeling tools, yet it is well accepted that the models for load response remain deficient. 
Recent, close call events in the West, in which slow voltage recovery from faults has increased 
concern about uncontrolled, cascading voltage collapse (i.e., blackouts) continue to remind us of 
the need to improve these load models.  
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The costs of blackouts are high. The August 14th 2003 blackout was estimated to have cost in the 
range of $4 billon and $10 billion in the United States (at least $2.3 billion in Canada) (U.S.‐
Canada  Power  System  Outage  Task  Force  2004), and a recent report estimates that power 
system disturbances cost $80 billion annually in the United States (LaCommare and Eto 2006). 
 
The overall goals of this project are to: 
 
• Improve the reliability and quality and cost/value of California’s electricity through the 
use of new and better real-time operational tools. 
• Develop two prototype real-time operational tools to meet California Independent 
System Operator (CA ISO) specifications. 
• Initiate the transfer of these prototypes to a vendor for implementation as production-
grade operating tools. 
• Prioritize options for data collection to improve the load and generator models used by 
CA ISO and WECC. 
 
The objectives of this project are to: 
 
• Develop and conduct first-ever demonstration of two prototype real-time software tools 
for CA ISO (Task 2.0 and 3.0); and 
• Prepare a scoping study report on improving load and generator response models (Task 
4.0). 
 
The tasks funded under this work authorization represent the second phase of an ongoing 
multi-project RD&D activity that is being coordinated by CERTS for the Energy Commission’s 
PIER Transmission Research Program. Earlier phases of this research were sponsored by PIER 
through a RD&D contract with LBNL (Contract #150−99−003) and through several task orders 
funded through the California Institute for Energy and Environment (BOA#20).  
 
Additional funding through two separate subsequent work authorizations has already been 
provided to build upon the work initiated in this work authorization. Contract #500−02−004, 
MR−041, Real Time System Operations (RTSO) 2006–2007 extends Task 2.0: Develop a Real 
Time Voltage Security Assessment (VSA) Prototype Tool and Task 3.0: Real-Time Applications 
of Phasors for Monitoring, Alarming and Control. Contract #500−02−004: MR−049, WECC Load 
Modeling Transmission Reliability Research Project has initiated the research identified in Task 
4.0: Improving Dynamic Load and Generator Response Performance Tools.  
 
Tasks and deliverables described below refer solely to accomplishments that have been 
completed under the funding for this work authorization. 
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Abstract 
 
The increased need to manage California’s electricity grid in real time is a result of the ongoing 
transition from a system operated by vertically-integrated utilities serving native loads to one 
operated by an independent system operator supporting competitive energy markets. During 
this transition period, the traditional approach to reliability management – construction of new 
transmission lines – has not been pursued due to unresolved issues related to the financing and 
recovery of transmission project costs. In the absence of investments in new transmission 
infrastructure, the best strategy for managing reliability is to equip system operators with better 
real-time information about actual operating margins so that they can better understand and 
manage the risk of operating closer to the edge. A companion strategy is to address known 
deficiencies in offline modeling tools that are needed to ground the use of improved real-time 
tools. 
 
This project: (1) developed and conducted first-ever demonstrations of two prototype real-time 
software tools for voltage security assessment and phasor monitoring; and (2) prepared a 
scoping study on improving load and generator response models. Additional funding through 
two separate subsequent work authorizations has already been provided to build upon the 
work initiated in this project. 
 
Keywords: Electricity grid, reliability, real-time operator tools, voltage security, time 
synchronized phasor measurements, dynamic load models, dynamic generation response 
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1.0 Task 2.0: Develop a Real-Time Voltage Security Assessment (VSA) Prototype Tool 
1.1 Executive Summary 
California Independent System Operator (CA ISO) system operators need to know how to more 
effectively manage the grid and its reactive resources, including coordination with other 
organizations (interconnected system operators, load-serving entities, and generators), within 
today’s changed operational environment, especially during periods of system stress. 
Conducting voltage security assessments is the principal means for achieving this end. The 
problem of voltage security assessment is exacerbated by the effects of multiple transfers 
through the network that result from the buying and selling of electric power across the 
boundaries of control areas in which the point of production and the point of delivery may be in 
geographically distant locations. CA ISO does not have a real-time dispatcher’s tool for voltage 
security assessment (VSA). In this task, CERTS conducted a technical assessment of algorithms, 
developed a first prototype incorporating contingency ranking, continuation power flow and 
hyperplanes, and a prepared prototype functional specification. This task is the middle phase of 
a multi-project research activity through which CERTS is developing VSA prototype real-time 
operational tools that implement, test and demonstrate key CA ISO requirements for a future 
production-quality VSA tool. The VSA prototype tool implemented a traditional continuation 
power flow algorithm within a hyperplane framework that enabled contingency ranking. The 
accuracy of the VSA prototype tool was validated by comparing its results to those calculated 
by an industry standard off-line planning analysis tool. The VSA prototype tool also included 
wide-area visuals to support operators in managing voltage and Voltage-Ampere Reactive 
(VAR) resources on the transmission system. When completed in the final, subsequent phase of 
this research, CA ISO will use the results of this research to procure a production-quality tool 
that will become part of a suite of advanced computational tools for CA ISO congestion 
management, which is slated for implementation over the next few years.  
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1.2 Introduction 
California Independent System Operator (CA ISO) system operators need to know how to more 
effectively manage the grid and its reactive resources, including coordination with other 
organizations (interconnected system operators, load-serving entities, and generators), within 
today’s changed operational environment, particularly during periods of system stress. The 
problem of voltage security assessment is exacerbated by the effects of multiple transfers 
through the network that result from the buying and selling of electric power across the 
boundaries of control areas in which the point of production and the point of delivery may be in 
geographically distant locations. CA ISO does not have a real-time dispatcher’s tools for voltage 
security assessment (VSA). To meet CA ISO specifications, CERTS is developing a VSA 
prototype real-time operational tool that will implement, test and demonstrate the key elements 
of a future production-quality VSA tool.  
 
The VSA Project consists of three tracks including data requirements, algorithms, and prototype 
development. There are four phases for each track. The phases include platform development 
and initial research, algorithm development and the proof-of-concept simulations, and data 
integration and project expansion. Figure 1 illustrates the multi-year research roadmap for the 
VSA project. The roadmap identifies the activities completed under this contract, which are 
identified as the second phase of research for each track. It also identifies earlier activities 
accomplished under #BOA20 and activities on a subsequent phase that are being conducted 
through a follow-on contract, #500−02−004, MR−041, Real Time System Operations (RTSO) 
2006–2007. 
 
1.2.1 Background and Overview 
Over the past 40 years, more than 30 major blackouts worldwide have been related to voltage 
instability and collapse. Among them, at least 13 voltage-related blackouts occurred in the 
United States, including two major blackouts in the Western Interconnection in 1996 and a 
wide-scale blackout in the Eastern Interconnection in 2003. Several times, the blackout 
investigation teams have identified the need for on-line or real-time power flow and stability 
tools and indicators of voltage performance in a real-time operating environment in order to 
help prevent future blackouts. 
 
Currently, CA ISO real time operations do not have a real-time dispatcher’s VSA tool and 
corresponding wide-area visuals to manage the voltage and VAR resources on the transmission 
system, and to identify the following: 
 
• Voltage security margin calculation. 
• Worst-case contingencies leading to voltage collapse and/or contingencies with 
insufficient voltage stability margin. 
• Abnormal reductions of nodal voltages. 
• Contingency ranks according to a severity index for system problems. 
• System conditions with insufficient stability margin.
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Figure 1. Multi Year Development Roadmap for CA ISO Voltage Security Assessment (VSA) Project 
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• Weakest elements within the grid and the regions most affected by potential voltage 
problems 
• A real-time dispatcher’s dashboard-type of display providing information about voltage 
problems at the normal look-ahead operating conditions and for the worst-case 
contingencies (contingencies with large severity ranks) that may appear in the future. 
 
CERTS development of an initial VAR-Voltage Management prototype tool was funded by the 
Department of Energy (DOE) Transmission Reliability program in 1999 and 2000 as a direct 
response to CA ISO’s desire to improve procedures for implementing WECC’s revised voltage-
VAR requirements. Prototype tailoring and enhancements for demonstration at CA ISO began 
under PIER support in 2001. Key project milestones under this earlier PIER funding have been: 
1) in 2001–02, installation of initial prototype with snapshot displays of San Diego system, only; 
2) in 2003, development of a full CA ISO system model, including incorporation of CA ISO user 
feedback, but still based on snapshots. In summer 2004, CA ISO developed a specification for a 
new real-time voltage security assessment tool that incorporates and extends the functionality 
of the original CERTS VAR-Voltage Management prototype for voltage security monitoring 
purposes. The prototype was enhanced to run contingency simulations and perform 
contingency ranking which is required for the Voltage Security Assessment prototype phase of 
the project, and these new features were tested on the CA ISO system. 
 
In July of 2004, the TRP Program Review Committee recommended continued RD&D in this 
area; focusing on what VAR margins are needed around the system, on what they are now, and 
on identifying options for addressing short-falls as they arise. This Committee also 
recommended research on identifying the information needed by operators to make better 
operating decisions, including improving comfort and confidence in new real-time operating 
tools. 
 
Under a prior contract, CERTS formulated a survey (Appendix A. Summary of Survey Results 
on Methodologies for use in Real-Time Voltage Security Assessment) to reach out to experts in 
this field for comments, information, suggestions, and recommendations related to the VSA 
project. The survey was sent to 51 experts in universities and in the power industry worldwide. 
The consensus opinion was that the continuation method hyperplane approximation 
approaches are well suited for VSA.  
 
1.2.2 Task Objectives 
The overall technical objective is to conduct research that will assist CA ISO in acquiring a 
production-quality, real-time dispatcher’s VSA tool, including wide-area visuals to help them 
manage the voltage and VAR resources on the transmission system. The tool includes the 
following features: 
 
• Voltage security margin calculation, 
• Worst-case contingencies leading to voltage collapse and/or contingencies with 
insufficient voltage stability margin, 
• Abnormal reductions of nodal voltages, 
• Contingency ranks according to a severity index for system problems, 
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• System conditions with insufficient stability margin, 
• Weakest elements within the grid and the regions most affected by potential voltage 
problems, 
• A real-time dispatcher’s dashboard-type of display providing information about voltage 
problems at the normal look-ahead operating conditions and for the worst-case 
contingencies (contingencies with large severity ranks) that may appear in the future. 
 
Acceptance by CA ISO of a final functional specification for a production-quality VSA software 
tool is the principal evidence that this overall technical objective has been met.  
 
The objective of Task 2.0 in support of this overall technical objective is to develop and conduct 
the first-ever demonstration of the first of two prototype real-time software tools for CA ISO 
(Task 3.0 is to conduct parallel work on the second of these prototype tools). 
 
The specific objectives of Task 2.0 are to: 
 
• Perform a technical assessment of algorithms: 1) for voltage security margin, the 
distance to instability determined for a selected loading of stress direction, and 2) to 
identify weak elements; 
• Develop and test an initial VSA prototype software tool incorporating these features, 
and conduct a technical assessment of the continuation power flow algorithm; and 
• Provide a functional specification for a next VSA prototype software tool to CA ISO that 
includes enhancements to these algorithms, among other features, such as contingency 
ranking. The actual development and testing of this prototype is being conducted under 
a separate contract #500−02−004, MR−041, Real Time System Operations (RTSO) 2006–
2007. 
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1.3 Task Approach 
The task approach involved research on each of the first phases of the three project tracks 
identified in Figure 1: (1) implementation and validation of suitable algorithms; (2) integration 
with CA ISO energy management system (EMS); and (3) creation of a platform for validating 
the tool through its development.  
 
The project team conducted an extensive review of existing VSA approaches, and identified and 
selected a state-of-the-art combination of approaches and computational engines for 
implementation in this project. Key elements of the task approach are the use of 1) parameter 
continuation, 2) direct methods, and 3) hyperplane approximation of the voltage stability 
boundary. 
 
1) Parameter continuation is also known as the predictor-corrector method. It involves 
finding a continuum of power flow solutions starting at some base load and leading to 
the steady state voltage stability limit (critical point) of the system. This method is quite 
robust and useful since it overcomes several mathematical obstacles. 
 
2) Finding the exact critical point or the point of collapse using parameter continuation 
technique might require several iterations especially while operating close to the critical 
point. With the help of the direct method algorithm, one can avoid such multiple 
iterations and obtain the exact solution point directly. However, this method can only be 
applied when the operating point is in the vicinity of the point of collapse. Hence, VSA 
utilizes a parameter continuation-direct method hybrid approach to quickly find the 
point of collapse. 
 
3) Hyperplane is a linear geometry in multi-dimensional space. In 1, 2, and 3 dimensions 
this happens to be a point, a line and a plane respectively. In power systems, a 2-
dimensional security region constructed by hyperplane approximation describes a 
region of safe operation (aka operating nomograms). 
 
These elements were first approved by a panel of leading experts during the course of the 
survey described above. The elements were also verified in the course of face-to-face personal 
meetings with well-known university professors, industry experts, and software developers, 
and included email discussions, telephone exchanges, and feedback from industrial advisors 
and brainstorm meetings with the projects’ consultants.  
 
CERTS industrial advisors reviewed these developments during two Technical Advisory 
Committee (TAC) meetings conducted in 2005. The TAC, consisting of representatives from the 
CA ISO, California utilities, Bonneville Power Authority (BPA), DOE and other organizations, 
provided strategic guidance for this Real-Time Operations RD&D program to foster rapid 
adoption of RD&D results. At the TAC meetings, the California utilities shared their plans on 
various applications of phasor measurements such as local remedial control interests by SCE, 
state estimation improvements by SDG&E, and critical path monitoring by PG&E. 
 
And, finally, CA ISO staff was consulted extensively throughout the project. 
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The approach is based on the following principles and algorithms: 
 
• Concepts of local voltage problem areas and descriptive variables influencing the 
voltage stability problem were used in each area. Information about the known voltage 
problem areas was utilized, and formal screening procedures to periodically discover 
new potential problem areas and their description parameters, were developed 
• The voltage stability boundary was calculated and approximated. The approximated 
voltage security conditions in real time for a fast VSA, and hyperplanes to approximate 
the voltage stability boundary were used. 
• To calculate the approximating hyperplanes, and reactive margins, the project team used 
the parameter continuation techniques and introduced a sufficient additional security 
margin to account for inaccuracies of approximation and uncertainties of the power flow 
parameters. 
• A list of abnormal reductions in nodal voltages that highlighted the elements and 
regions most affected by potential voltage problems was compiled. 
• The parameter continuation predictor corrector methods were implemented by 
identifying and developing necessary improvements. 
• Motivated by survey results, the project team used the PSERC parameter continuation 
program and MATLAB programming language as a basis for building the VSA 
prototype functional specifications. 
 
The project team prototyped the proposed algorithms on a platform developed by the team for 
validating the tool and tested it with a CA ISO-provided test case. The project team validated 
the VSA algorithm results through numerous meetings and correspondence with CA ISO staff, 
who helped identified test cases and appropriate stressing directions. The project team used the 
GE PSLF power flow tool (a well-accepted off-line planning tool currently used by CA ISO) to 
simulate the VSA algorithms and compare output results, and the CA ISO system planning 
model (in GE PSLF form). 
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1.4 Task Outcomes 
The project team completed research on each of the first phases of the three project tracks 
identified in Figure 1: (1) implementation and validation of suitable algorithms; (2) integration 
with CA ISO energy management system (EMS); and (3) creation of a platform for validating 
the tool through its development.  
 
With respect to the project objectives, the project team: 
 
• Performed a technical assessment of algorithms: (1) for voltage security margin, the 
distance to instability determined for a selected loading of stress direction, and (2) to 
identify weak elements. 
• Developed and tested an initial VSA prototype software tool incorporating these 
features, and conduct a technical assessment of the continuation power flow algorithm 
and the hyperplane approach. 
• Provided a functional specification for a next VSA prototype software tool to CA ISO 
that includes enhancements to these algorithms, among other features, such as 
contingency ranking. The actual development and testing of this prototype is being 
conducted under a separate contract #500−02−004, MR−041, Real Time System 
Operations (RTSO) 2006–2007. 
 
What follows in this sub-section is a summary of the task accomplishments and research 
findings. A complete discussion of the research findings is contained in Appendix B, CA ISO 
Real-Time Voltage Security Assessment Summary Report. 
 
The proposed algorithm was successfully implemented on the VSA platform and tested on the 
Humboldt and San Diego areas. The efficacy of using hyperplanes to approximate the voltage 
stability boundaries, as well as identifying the associated weak elements and the ‘controllable’ 
elements for these boundaries were corroborated. 
 
The approximated voltage stability boundary was compared to results obtained from the GE 
PSLF program which is commonly used in the Western Interconnection. The results of the 
comparison of the approximated voltage stability boundary to the results obtained from the GE 
PSLF program were within a few percent of each other. The main contributing factor to these 
discrepancies was the CA ISO state estimator model, which had deficiencies that required 
manual modifications to get it to solve. The GE PSLF handles such scenarios differently, and 
these differences show up in the stability boundary calculations. The project team expects that, 
with improvements to the CA ISO state estimator model, these differences will disappear. 
 
A first prototype was developed and tested. Among other features, it incorporated a 
contingency ranking feature that had been previously requested by CA ISO, the continuation 
power flow algorithm as recommended by the academic experts, and the hyperplane concept. 
The release was preceded by factory testing, and presentation of results to CA ISO.  
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The VSA prototype functional specifications (Appendix C) included: 
 
• Expansion of VAR Management application to include contingency simulation and 
ranking capabilities. 
• Calculation of sensitivity factors of the security margin with respect to dispatchable and 
non-dispatchable parameters in order to determine the reasons for potential instability 
and to identify the best actions to increase the security margin. 
• Findings from the analysis of algorithms for assessing voltage security margins.  
• Findings from the analysis of algorithms for weak elements calculation. 
• Execution results from field test of prototype voltage security software. 
• Displays of the most limiting overloads and voltage deviations restricting the current 
and future operating conditions. 
• Remedial actions pre-calculated for the worst contingencies in order to effectively 
support the real-time dispatcher’s need to respond quickly to dangerous contingencies 
once they occur. 
 
Our research suggests that while the continuation method worked well in reaching the 
proximity of the collapse point in a particular stressing direction, several iterations of the 
algorithm and associated step-halving within the vicinity of the point-of-collapse were required 
to obtain the functions needed to extract accurate information about the hyperplane boundaries, 
weak elements and control elements. 
 
The project team discovered the advantage of applying the direct method at this point is that it 
is a one step approach of finding the collapse point within a predefined tolerance, and therefore 
overcomes accuracy limitation in the continuation method. Once having accurately reached a 
point on the stability boundary, it is also theoretically feasible to apply the underlying 
continuation method framework to the direct method equations (as apposed to the powerflow 
equations as in the traditional continuation powerflow) and systematically trace the voltage 
stability boundary (i.e. Boundary Orbiting Method). This adaptation is believed to further 
reduce the computational time because there is no longer a need to return back to the operating 
point and move in a different stress direction to find a second point on the stability boundary. 
These enhancements will be incorporated into the VSA platform and this overall hybrid 
algorithmic approach will be validated under the follow-on contract.  
 
Additionally, the efficacy of using hyperplanes (i.e., linear planes defined in multidimensional 
space) to approximate the voltage stability boundaries as well as identifying the controllable 
elements in the space of power injections was corroborated. In particular, the project team 
demonstrated that the attributes of hyperplanes (i.e. coefficients of the hyperplane) can be 
interpreted as the parametric sensitivities of the margin to power injections and therefore are 
particularly useful in ranking the most appropriate corrective actions to steer away from the 
stability boundary. Similarly, the participation factors at the various buses in the voltage 
collapse also fall out of the proposed methodology and aid in identifying the various weak 
areas with the worst degradation in voltages during a voltage collapse situation.  
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In summary, the validation process confirmed that: 1) these hyperplanes, or piecewise linear 
approximations, can be extracted from the solution at the point of collapse in a particular 
stressing direction, 2) using piecewise linear approximations for the stability boundary are in 
fact appropriate, 3) the properties of these boundaries (e.g. the orientation of the hyperplanes) 
also offered valuable information on the ‘control’ elements which represent the optimal points 
in the system for corrective action to steer away from a dangerous condition, or the weak 
elements which are the areas where the impact of the voltage collapse phenomenon is the most 
severe. The findings also suggested that the continuum power flow algorithm on its own lacked 
the accuracy and speed required for a real time security assessment tool, and a hybrid 
approach, wherein the continuum power flow algorithm augmented with direct methods, could 
meet these performance requirements. 
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1.5 Conclusions and Recommendations 
1.5.1 Conclusions 
The project team concluded that the continuation powerflow had limitations. It was not able to 
achieve the execution speed and accuracy required from a real time voltage security assessment 
tool to provide the level of detailed information required by CA ISO. However, the project team 
established that a hybrid approach, wherein the continuation powerflow is augmented by other 
algorithms such as the direct method, which are more suitable for calculating these margins 
near the voltage collapse point, could meet the desired performance requirements for a real 
time tool. 
 
1.5.2 Recommendations 
The project team recommends additional work to enhance the functionality of the VSA Real-
Time tool by conducting RD&D on algorithms, such as the direct methods, which have the 
potential to overcome the limitations of the continuation powerflow, validating these methods 
on the CA ISO system, and finally providing a functional specification for a production-quality 
VSA tool to CA ISO. 
 
This additional functionality and the projection quality functional specifications are being 
developed under the subsequent Work Authorization, Contract #500−02−004, MR−041, RTSO 
2006–2007. 
 
1.5.3 Benefits to California 
The benefit to California is the enhanced reliability of the CA ISO and interconnected Western 
Interconnection by providing reliability coordinators and control area operators at CA ISO, 
California’s major utilities, and Bonneville Power Administration (BPA) with the latest 
technology in VAR management tools. Most of the voltage security assessment tools that are 
currently available commercially are well-suited for the planning environment, where they are 
used in an offline mode to conduct studies and define safe operating regions and margins (or 
nomograms). However, these nomograms, which are utilized to operate the grid in real time, 
tend to be conservative in order to accommodate unforeseen uncertainties, worst case 
conditions, and any discrepancies between the real time operating conditions and those used in 
the offline planning studies. Therefore, the ability to dynamically adjust the voltage security 
regions to changing system conditions, and compute margins in real time that accurately reflect 
the true system conditions, will have the following benefits to CA ISO and the California 
utilities: 
 
• CA ISO will immediately benefit from increased reliability;  
• Improved voltage monitoring may also improve the accuracy of locational marginal 
pricing (LMP) calculations that will accompany the roll-out of CA ISO’s Market 
Redesign Technology Update (MRTU) initiative. MRTU will address problems in 
California’s electricity markets that contributed to the market disruptions experienced in 
2000 and 2001, and translate into better management, potentially at lower cost, of 
congestion on the CA ISO system. It builds on three foundational designs – a full 
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network model of the electricity grid, an integrated day ahead forward market and 
LMP. The LMP is the result of the integrated forward market which provides nodal 
prices so that all market participants know the cost of generating power, serving load 
and resolving congestion at each location on the system. LMPs reflect physical 
constraints under all load and system conditions and offer better economic measures 
and signals with which to manage the system. These pricing patterns also indicate 
where additional generation and transmission upgrades are needed in the future; and 
• A successful demonstration at the CA ISO will likely accelerate market acceptance of 
this and similar operating tools by the industry, leading to a promulgation of these first 
two benefits to other regions of the country. 
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2.0 Task 3.0: Real-Time Applications of Phasors for Monitoring, Alarming and Control 
2.1 Executive Summary 
Electric industry restructuring in California has led to the formation of larger control areas with 
correspondingly larger areas of reliability oversight, as well as increased energy transactions 
over long, region-wide transmission paths. These developments have introduced greater 
uncertainty into real-time grid operations, which, in turn, has led to the need for better real-time 
information on actual conditions that can supplement traditional operating guidelines based on 
off-line studies. Currently, control areas depend on static nomograms produced from off-line 
simulations conducted several months in advance of the operating season to manage power 
flows on critical transmission paths. Because actual operating conditions may differ 
significantly from those assumed in preparing the off-line simulations, the California 
Independent System Operator (CA ISO) system may be operated (unknowingly) without 
adequate reliability margins. This project is the second phase of a multi-year program of 
research in which CERTS is conducting research on and developing prototypes for real-time 
applications of phasors for monitoring, alarming and control to accelerate the adoption and 
foster greater use of new, more accurate, time-synchronized phasor measurements by CA ISO 
reliability coordinators and control area operators, as well as by California and WECC utility 
transmission dispatchers. The project significantly leverages companion efforts, also managed 
by CERTS for the U.S. Department of Energy (DOE), to promote the use of phasor 
measurements nationally. For this project, version 3 of the CERTS Real-Time Dynamics 
Monitoring System (RTDMS) was developed and delivered for testing and feedback from the 
CA ISO. Version 3 includes real-time alarming and event detection, and event archiving and 
playback. In addition, training on the use of the tool was provided along with a user guide. 
Version 3 incorporated visualization concepts that were developed initially under DOE funding 
for the prototype RTDMS that has been released for evaluation by reliability coordinators in the 
Eastern Interconnection. Ultimately, research in this area will lead to the development of 
functional specifications for a production quality system that would be acquired by CA ISO and 
other entities with operating reliability responsibilities in the Western Interconnection. 
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2.2 Introduction 
Electric industry restructuring in California has led to the formation of larger control areas with 
correspondingly larger areas of reliability oversight, as well as increased energy transactions 
over long, region-wide transmission paths. These developments have introduced greater 
uncertainty into real-time grid operations, which, in turn, has led to the need for better real-time 
information on actual conditions that can supplement traditional operating guidelines based on 
off-line studies. Currently, control areas depend on static nomograms produced from off-line 
simulations conducted several months in advance of the operating season to manage power 
flows on critical transmission paths. Because actual operating conditions may differ 
significantly from those assumed in preparing the off-line simulations, the CA ISO system may 
be operated (unknowingly) without adequate reliability margins. CERTS is conducting research 
on real-time applications of phasors for monitoring, alarming and control to accelerate the 
adoption and foster greater use of new, more accurate, time-synchronized phasor 
measurements by CA ISO reliability coordinators and control area operators, as well as by 
California and WECC utility transmission dispatchers. 
 
Applications based on phasor measurements will provide the real-time operating staff with the 
previously unavailable, yet greatly needed, tools to avoid voltage and dynamic instability, and 
monitor generator response to abnormal significant system frequency excursions. Perhaps of 
equal or greater importance, in the near term, the measurement infrastructure will provide CA 
ISO with an alternate, independent real-time monitoring system that could act as an end-of-line 
backup for failures affecting CA ISO’s current Supervisory Control and Data 
Acquisition/Energy Management System (SCADA/EMS). In the long term, the infrastructure is 
expected to become a key element of CA ISO’s next generation monitoring system for advanced 
real time control. 
 
• SCADA is a category of software application program for process control, the gathering 
of data in real time from remote locations in order to control equipment and conditions. 
SCADA systems include hardware and software components. The hardware (sensors) 
gathers and feeds data into a computer that has SCADA software installed. The 
computer then processes this data and presents it in a timely manner. SCADA also 
records and logs all events into a file stored on a hard disk or sends them to a printer. 
SCADA warns when conditions become hazardous by sounding alarms. 
 
• EMS is a system of computer-aided tools used by operators of electric utility grids to 
monitor, control, and optimize the performance of the generation and/or transmission 
system. The monitor and control functions are known as SCADA; the optimization 
packages are often referred to as "advanced applications."  
 
This project is the second phase of an ongoing RD&D activity coordinated by CERTS for the 
Energy Commission’s PIER Transmission Research Program. Earlier phases of this research 
were sponsored by PIER through a RD&D contract with LBNL (Contract #150−99−003) and 
through several task orders funded through the California Institute for Energy and 
Environment (BOA#20). Additional funding, through a separate subsequent work 
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authorization, Contract #500−02−004: MR−041, has already been provided to continue the work 
initiated in this task (see Figure 2, Multi Year Research Roadmap for CA ISO Phasor Project).  
 
2.2.1 Background and Overview 
Currently, the CA ISO and other WECC control areas depend on static nomograms to manage 
power flows on critical transmission paths. These nomograms are produced from off-line 
simulations that are conducted several months in advance of the operating season. Because 
actual operating conditions may differ significantly from those assumed in preparing the off-
line simulations and because the simulations, themselves, may be based on incorrect models 
(which is the topic addressed in Task 4.0), the CA ISO system may be operated (unknowingly) 
without adequate reliability margins. 
 
Due to the long-distance nature of transmission in the west, there is a special need to ensure the 
dynamic stability of the grid. The information required to assess reliability margins in real-time 
must be: a) collected over a wide area; b) sampled at high frequency (30 times or more per 
second, compared to traditional monitoring at once every 4 seconds); and, most important of 
all, c) precisely time-stamped so that information collected from different locations can be 
synchronized with each other. Phasor measurement units are a leading example of the new 
generation of advanced measurement technology that has these capabilities. Currently, there is 
reasonable deployment of these units throughout the west; however, to date, they have only 
been used to support off-line applications, such as model validation and post-disturbance 
analysis. 
 
The first research grade demonstration of phasor technologies was undertaken by Department 
of Energy (DOE), Electric Power Research Institute (EPRI), Bonneville Power Administration 
(BPA), and Western Area Power Administration (WAPA) in the early 1990s. The investment 
was paid in full when data recorded by the system was effectively used to investigate causes of 
the major 1996 west coast blackouts. DOE has continued to support outreach for these 
technologies and has provided technical support to the WECC committees that rely on these 
data for off-line and model validation reliability studies.  
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Figure 2. Task 3.0 Multi Year Research Roadmap for CA ISO Phasor Project 
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PIER, through CERTS, supported installation of an initial data connection and workstation to 
support offline analysis by CA ISO staff in 2002. In 2003 and 2004, PIER, through CERTS, 
supported the deployment of a real-time application, using phasor technology, to monitor 
actual grid conditions, a phasor-data link to BPA and WAPA for real-time data. 
 
In July of 2004, the TRP Program Review Committee recommended that the Energy 
Commission and CA ISO continue the research, development and application of this technology 
including research to determine what phase angles and rates of change of phase angles are 
appropriate for various locations in system, what actions should be taken by operators or 
automatic control equipment, if there are major deviations, and the desired location for 
additional phasor monitoring equipment around the WECC. The proposed approach, 
developed in conjunction with CA ISO staff, represents a phased approach toward addressing 
these issues, centered around introducing phasor information to operators and working closely 
with them to modify and enhance the applications (including training) to increase their 
confidence in relying on this information to support their day-to-day activities. 
 
During 2004 and 2005, the CERTS Real-Time Dynamics Monitoring System (RTDMS) phasor 
visualization prototype, which was initially developed as a stand-alone application, was 
transformed into a phasor technology development platform with the underlying 
functionalities to support a longer-term goal to use phasor technology for wide-area 
monitoring, alarming and control. In particular, the RTDMS platform now supports a server-
client architecture with the central server responsible for data management functions (such as 
data acquisition, filtering and caching), and multiple client applications installed on different 
machines can simultaneously access data from the central server.  
 
In July of 2005, CERTS worked with CA ISO in developing an RD&D Roadmap to guide the 
Phasor Applications technology research and development effort. Figure 2 is the Multi Year 
Research Roadmap for CA ISO Phasor Projects. It outlines the research and development plans 
by the various task activities that need attention, as well as through the various phases of the 
development cycle including research, development, demonstration, and technology transfer, 
and the intermediate milestones and deliverables. Potential applications include the use of 
phasor measurements for wide-area visibility, real-time monitoring and alarming, small-signal 
stability assessment, frequency data collection, nomogram validation and improvements, 
improved state estimation, and real-time control. 
 
These applications will provide the operators with the previously unavailable, yet greatly 
needed, tools to avoid voltage and dynamic instability, and monitor generator response to 
abnormal significant system frequency excursions. Perhaps of equal or greater importance, in 
the near term, the measurement infrastructure will provide CA ISO with an alternate, 
independent real-time monitoring system that could act as an end-of-line backup for failures 
affecting CA ISO’s current SCADA/EMS. In the long term, this infrastructure a key element of 
CA ISO’s next generation monitoring system for advanced real time control.  
 
The project significantly leverages companion efforts, also managed by CERTS for the U.S. 
Department of Energy (DOE), to promote the use of phasor measurements nationally. Starting 
in 2003, DOE has tasked CERTS to provide technical support to the industry-led development 
of a phasor-based measurement network in the Eastern Interconnection. CERTS has provided 
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technical support for the creation of a phasor data concentrator hosted by Tennessee Valley 
Authority and developed a prototype platform and visualization application for evaluation by 
reliability coordinators in the east. The experience and concepts developed through these DOE-
supported activities contributes directly to the research undertaken in this task. 
 
2.2.2 Task Objectives 
The overall technical objective is to accelerate the adoption and foster greater use of new, more 
accurate, time-synchronized phasor measurements by CA ISO reliability coordinators and 
control area operators as well as by California and WECC utility transmission dispatchers. The 
research required includes: 
 
• Providing real-time operators with new tools that provide previously unavailable wide-
area visibility and information on the dynamic stability of the grid; 
• Designing the conceptual look of operator displays for phasor applications; 
• Defining functional specifications such that, upon completion, the tools can be 
transferred to a vendor (selected by CA ISO) for implementation as a production-grade 
operating tools; and 
• Providing technical support to and assist in coordinating phasor applications being 
researched and developed by CA utilities. 
 
The objective of Task 3.0 in support of this overall technical objective is to develop and conduct 
the first-ever demonstration of the second of two prototype real-time software tools for CA ISO 
(Task 2.0 is to conduct parallel work on the first of these prototype tools). 
 
Delivery of the RTDMS Version 3, the user guide, and CA ISO staff training is the principal 
evidence that this objective has been met.  
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2.3 Task Approach 
The task approach involved research on the first phases of each of the four project tracks 
identified in Figure 2: a) input data requirements; b) CA ISO applications; c) new system 
capabilities, and d) system integration and support. 
 
CERTS utilized and expanded the current WECC and CA ISO phasor infrastructure as the input 
data source for the real-time applications.  
 
CERTS conducted a survey to reach out to experts in the field for their comments, suggestions, 
and recommendations on wide area security assessment. The survey was sent to 51 academic 
and power industry experts worldwide with sixteen responses received; eight of the 
respondents were from the power industry and eight from academia. The consensus from the 
joint CERTS-CA ISO survey (Appendix A. Summary of Survey Results on Methodologies for 
use in Real-Time Voltage Security Assessment) was that the use of phasor measurements for 
modal estimation to assess small signal stability was an ideal initial step towards achieving the 
CA ISO’s objectives for wide area security assessment with phasors.  
 
As a result of the survey, the project team began to collaborate with Bonneville Power 
Administration (BPA) and others to develop a small signal stability application on the RTDMS 
platform. The small signal stability application and the proposed visualization solution are 
being implemented on the RTDMS platform under Contract #500−02−004: MR−041. 
 
The project team developed a phasor technology platform for research and prototyping new 
tools, called the Real-Time Dynamics Monitoring System (RTDMS). The project team developed 
RTDMS with a server-client architecture to accommodate the high data rates associated with 
phasor measurements. This is a system design where the data management (i.e. RTDMS Server) 
and the algorithmic and visualization components (i.e. RTDMS Clients) are separate and 
independent functions in order to ensure that the computational burden of algorithms does not 
affect real time data management and flow, and cause data loss. The server-client architecture 
also offers the flexibility of having a single central data server, and multiple monitoring clients 
which could then simultaneously access the same central server and present the corresponding 
results within their individual visualization displays.  
 
CERTS also provided assistance and support to California utilities in their efforts to use phasor 
measurements for local remedial action control (SCE), state estimation improvement (SDG&E), 
and critical path monitoring (PG&E). CERTS provided technical assistance to CA ISO in 
preparing their multi-year research roadmap, which included activities such as WECC-EIPP 
collaboration and knowledge exchange, and collaboration with industry and academic experts. 
 
Throughout this task, the work built upon both off-line analysis and research conducted by CA 
ISO staff, as well as feedback from operators on the usability and usefulness of the information 
provided by the network and the means developed to present it. These interactive processes 
continued in parallel directly with the delivery of specific functionalities and prototype 
displays. 
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2.4 Task Outcomes  
CERTS produced task outcomes for each of the first phases of three of the four project tracks 
identified in Figure 2: a) input data requirements; b) CA ISO applications; c) new system 
capabilities, and d) system integration and support. 
 
What follows in this sub-section is a summary of the task accomplishments and research 
findings. A complete discussion of the research findings is contained in Appendix D, CA ISO 
Phasor Applications Summary Report.  
 
Initially the phasor network consisted of only 14 Phasor Measurement Units (PMUs) that 
gathered data at the sub-second resolution (30 samples/second) from two utilities and sent it in 
real time to CA ISO. Through this project, the network grew to 42 PMUs with expanded 
coverage including Western Area Power Administration (WAPA) and PG&E regions. Presently, 
CA ISO Phasor Data Concentrator (PDC) receives data from PMUs in geographically 
distributed locations via the WECC Wide Area Network (WAN) which connects utilities’ PDCs 
with the PDC at CA ISO. PMUs feed into their corresponding PDCs, and this data is further 
transmitted in real-time to the CA ISO PDC. Figure 3 shows the current synchronized data 
communication network and proposed expansions. 
 
 
 
Figure 3: CA ISO Phasor Network Diagram  
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CERTS developed and delivered RTDMS version 3 to CA ISO operators and reliability 
coordinators as a stand-alone application for real time monitoring. Version 3 includes 
applications for real-time alarming and event detection, and event archiving and playback. 
CERTS also provided training to CA ISO staff (Appendix E) and a users guide (Appendix F).  
 
The current RTDMS application, version 3, at CA ISO reads the collective set of phasor data 
output from the CA ISO PDC and displays it in real-time. This complete set of time-
synchronized high-resolution data provides the desired wide-area visibility across the western 
interconnection required for security monitoring by dispatchers including dynamic 
performance assessment and post disturbance analysis. See Figure 3: CA ISO Phasor Network 
Diagram.  
 
Another initial application that was developed on the RTDMS platform includes the collection 
and archiving of sub-second frequency data from PMUs to meet new North American Electric 
Reliability Council (NERC)-WECC Western Interconnection frequency data collection 
requirements. 
 
The RTDMS platform and visualization application tool is undergoing active evaluation by CA 
ISO operations staff. Operational versions of the prototype are located at both the CA ISO 
control room and operations desk. See Figure 3. Feedback from staff has been incorporated into 
specifications for future prototype releases and new avenues of basic research that is enabled by 
the availability of phasor measurement data in real-time. 
 
The consensus from the joint CERTS-CA ISO survey was that the use of phasor measurements 
for modal estimation to assess small signal stability was an ideal initial step towards achieving 
the CA ISO’s objectives for wide area security assessment with phasors. As noted earlier, the 
project team began conducting collaborative research with BPA and others in the Northwest to 
explore this application. Our initial research in this project concludes that it is possible to 
characterize the stability of the power system in real time and under ambient system conditions 
with respect to the low frequency oscillations that exist in the system. As a result, the project 
team began work to develop an application to monitor small signal oscillations in real time, and 
alert operators when the system is experiencing poor damping. CERTS began developing 
visualization enhancements to deal with the rapid growth in the numbers of PMUs within the 
WECC phasor network and the associated clutter. The small signal stability application and the 
proposed visualization solution are being implemented on the RTDMS platform under Contract 
#500−02−004: MR−041, Real Time System Operations 2006−2007. 
 
A wide-area research need that extended beyond the CA ISO, the use of phasor measurements 
for real-time wide-area control, was also addressed. As a first step towards achieving new 
system capabilities (see roadmap), the project team researched methods for utilizing phasor 
measurement to validate and possibly improve stability nomograms. This work is also 
continuing under Contract #500−02−004: MR−041, Real Time System Operations 2006−2007. 
 
Figure 4 provides a conceptual overview of the system hardware and software architecture for 
RTDMS Version 3. The RTDMS platform now supports a server-client architecture with the 
central RTDMS server responsible for data management functions such as data acquisition, 
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filtering, data processing and caching, and a thin client layer where multiple RTDMS client 
applications installed on different machines can simultaneously access data from the central 
server. By centralizing the data management process, this architecture minimizes the necessary 
performance requirements for all client machines, which translates to a reduction in hardware 
cost. Finally, any new client applications that are developed in the future will be able to connect 
to the common RTDMS server for data access and retrieval. 
 
 
Figure 4: RTDMS Version 3 System Architecture 
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CERTS provided system integration and technical support and assisted as needed in 
coordinating phasor applications being researched and developed by CA utilities (e.g. local 
remedial action controls with phasors at SCE, state estimation using phasor measurements at 
SDG&E, and critical path monitoring by PG&E) as well as WECC-EIPP collaboration and 
knowledge exchange, and collaboration with industry and academic experts. CERTS prepared 
and delivered a PMU Measurement Unit Installation and Cost Estimates document to SDG&E, 
and have offered RTDMS to PG&E to meet their respective objectives. 
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2.5 Conclusions and Recommendations 
2.5.1 Conclusions 
The development and testing of a prototype RTDMS with CA ISO system operators has 
accelerated the adoption and use of time-synchronized phasor measurements for real-time 
applications in the Western Interconnection. Eventually, this wide-area, common view will 
allow operators to evaluate stability margins across critical transmission paths, detect potential 
system instability in real time, and, in the future, take manual or initiate automatic actions to 
mitigate or dampen these potential problems. It will also enable CA ISO, California and WECC 
utilities to explore closely related issues, such as use of phasor data to improve state estimation, 
to determine the optimal location of additional phasor measurements, and to gain the 
experience with the technology required to develop these advanced real-time control 
applications. Finally, it will facilitate technical exchange, collaboration, and resource leveraging 
with companion phasor measurement-based activities supported by the operating entities and 
DOE throughout North America. 
 
2.5.2 Recommendations 
CERTS recommend continued research and development of prototype applications that, 
ultimately, will provide the technical basis for preparation of functional specifications for a 
production-quality system that can be used by CA ISO to select a commercial vendor for the 
system. CERTS also recommend continued efforts through the WECC to expand and link 
phasor measurement units across the entire Western Interconnection. 
 
Aspects of the additional RD&D required have already begun under Contract #500−02−004, 
MR−041, Real Time System Operations 2006–2007. 
 
2.5.3 Benefits to California 
The benefit to California is the enhanced reliability of the CA ISO and interconnected Western 
Interconnection by providing reliability coordinators and control area operators at CA ISO and 
California’s major utilities with the latest advances in phasor measurement applications. 
Ultimately, system operators will be able to evaluate stability margins across critical 
transmission paths, detect potential system instability (pattern recognition) in real time, and 
then provide control signal(s) to devices or controls that will mitigate or dampen the instability. 
The wide-area, common view will also allow operators to detect unanticipated system 
limitations in real-time, even when the grid is operating within perceived safe portions of the 
existing operating nomograms. Thus, the system will serve a dual purpose to both improve 
transmission loadability from the point of view of transient stability and help operate the 
system within safe regions.  
 
As a result, this research, ultimately, will have the following benefits for CA ISO and the 
California utilities:  
• CA ISO will immediately benefit from increased reliability; 
• Improved voltage monitoring may also improve the accuracy of locational marginal 
pricing (LMP) calculations that will accompany the roll-out of CA ISO’s Market 
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Redesign Technology Update (MRTU) initiative. MRTU will address problems in 
California’s electricity markets that contributed to the market disruptions experienced in 
2000 and 2001, and translate into better management, potentially at lower cost, of 
congestion on the CA ISO system. MRTU builds on three foundational designs – a full 
network model of the electricity grid, an integrated day ahead forward market and 
LMP. The LMP is the result of the integrated forward market which provides nodal 
prices so that all market participants know the cost of generating power, serving load 
and resolving congestion at each location on the system. LMPs reflect physical 
constraints under all load and system conditions and offer better economic measures 
and signals with which to manage the system. These pricing patterns also indicate 
where additional generation and transmission upgrades are needed in the future; and 
• A successful demonstration at the CA ISO will likely accelerate market acceptance of 
this and similar operating tools by the industry, leading to a promulgation of these first 
two benefits to other regions of the country. 
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3.0 Task 4.0: Improving Dynamic Load and Generator Response Performance Tools 
3.1 Executive Summary 
Secure operation of the electric grid relies on planning studies, conducted off-line, typically 
months in advance, that consider whether the grid is capable of withstanding credible 
contingencies (such as the unplanned loss of major generating plants or transmission inter-ties). 
These anticipatory (or what if) studies are used to establish operating limits for secure operation 
following criteria established by North American Electric Reliability Council (NERC) and 
Western Electricity Coordinating Council (WECC). The dynamic load models currently relied 
on to prepare these studies are known to be inadequate. They were first developed over 20 
years ago and have rarely been updated to capture the dramatic changes that have taken place 
in the underlying composition of load (for example, increased saturation of power electronic 
devices, induction motors, etc). Similarly, dynamic models for governor frequency response 
control, until recently, have not kept pace with industry changes. Blackout risks, exacerbated by 
inaccurate models, were clearly illustrated in the August 10, 1996 blackout, when simulations, 
using these models, were unable to replicate blackout events. Recent disturbances in Southern 
California displaying delayed voltage recovery, and lightly damped oscillations on the 
California-Oregon Intertie are not captured by simulations using current models. This project 
prepared a scoping study to identify the research required to improve dynamic load and 
generator response models. The study was based on literature reviews of current state-of-the-art 
load modeling, active participation in the WECC Load Modeling Task Force, and discussions 
with leading researchers and practitioners. The project has already led to formal sponsorship by 
WECC of a follow-on, cost-shared PIER project to conduct research on the highest priorities 
identified in the scoping study. 
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3.2 Introduction 
Secure operation of the electric grid relies on planning studies, conducted off-line, typically 
months in advance, that consider whether the grid is capable of withstanding credible 
contingencies (such as the unplanned loss of major generating plants or transmission inter-ties). 
These anticipatory (or what if) studies are used to establish operating limits for secure operation 
following criteria established by NERC and WECC. The dynamic load models currently relied 
on to prepare these studies are known to be inadequate. They were first developed over 20 
years ago and have rarely been updated to capture the dramatic changes that have taken place 
in the underlying composition of load (for example, increased saturation of power electronic 
devices, induction motors, etc). Similarly, dynamic models for governor frequency response 
control, until recently, have not kept pace with industry changes. Blackout risks, exacerbated by 
inaccurate models, were clearly illustrated in the August 10, 1996 blackout, when simulations, 
using these models, were unable to replicate blackout events.  
 
This project is the first phase of an ongoing RD&D activity coordinated by CERTS for the 
Energy Commission’s PIER TRP. The purpose of this initial phase is to prepare a scoping study 
that identifies needed research to improve these dynamic models. The research identified in this 
scoping study is being conducted through a separate TRP contract #500−02−004: MR−049, 
WECC Load Modeling Research Project. 
 
3.2.1 Background and Overview 
To study transient events, such as the sudden, unplanned loss of a major transmission line or 
generator, dynamic computer simulation models are used to predict the response of the grid in 
the first few cycles and seconds following an event. CA ISO and others have reported that these 
simulations are inaccurate and, sometimes, do not adequately predict the actual, observed 
response of the system to events, especially when the grid is under stressed conditions. A 
comparison of observed voltage and frequency transients to simulated responses suggests that 
there are inaccuracies both in load models and in generation plant control models used in these 
simulations.  
 
The load models in use today were first developed over 20 years ago and have rarely been 
updated to capture the dramatic changes that have taken place in the underlying composition of 
load (for example, increased saturation of power electronic devices, induction motors, etc.). 
Moreover, the forms of the load models that are used are unrealistic because they are based on 
the estimated composition of loads during the summer peak period, while they are also used for 
studies of other time periods (such as other seasons and other times of day). 
 
Similarly, until recently, the models for governor frequency response control have not kept pace 
with changes in the industry. CA ISO staff have noted decreased frequency response after large 
outages, and NERC has documented a persistent decline in frequency response in both the 
Eastern and Western Interconnections. As a result of restructuring, the actual settings on 
generator controls are not as well-known as they used to be by the transmission system 
operators because different firms now operate the generators. Previously, the same firm 
operated both the transmission system and the majority of generators, so information sharing 
on settings was easier. Newer generation technologies, especially, have plant controls that are 
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believed to override the automatic governor controls on the generators. Yet, transmission 
operators have traditionally assumed that these controls are operating in order to ensure system 
reliability. Better information is required on the actual settings for these controls, as well as on 
the plant control systems than may override them. Recent WECC modeling work has resulted 
in new plant control models that should improve the simulations of plant response. 
 
3.2.2 Task Objectives 
The overall technical objective is to conduct research that will improve the accuracy of the 
dynamic models used in WECC to set reliability limits, retrospectively evaluate significant 
disturbances, and conduct additional planning studies. 
 
Incorporation of research results into the models used by WECC to conduct these studies is the 
principal measure of success for this program of research. 
 
The specific technical objective of Task 4.0 is to prepare a scoping study that identifies and 
prioritizes the research activities needed to improve the performance of computer-simulation 
models. 
 
Follow-on work, which has been awarded through a separate TRP contract #500−02−004: 
MR−049, WECC Load Modeling Research Project, to conduct the research identified in this 
scoping study, is the principal measure of success for this project. 
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3.3 Task Approach  
The task approach involved gathering information through literature reviews of current state-
of-the-art load modeling, phone and electronic consultations with experts, and active 
participation in meetings of the WECC Load Modeling Task Force (LMTF).  
 
The draft report of research findings and recommendations was submitted for review to a panel 
of seasoned and knowledgeable industry experts, including: Bob Cummings (NERC), Dimitry 
Kosterev (BPA), Irina Green (CA ISO), Anatoliy Meklin (PG&E), Gary Chinn (SCE), Abraham 
Ellis (PNM), Henry Huang (PNNL), Donald Davies (WECC), David Hawkins (CA ISO); and Baj 
Agrawal (APS). In addition, presentations were made to the WECC LMTF, CA ISO, PIER and 
TRP. 
 
A final report, Improving Dynamic Load and Generator Response Performance Tools, that 
responds to these reviewers was prepared and submitted to TRP/PIER/CIEE. (Appendix G. 
Scoping Study Report on Improving Load and Generator Response Models.) 
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3.4 Task Outcomes  
The literature reviews and interviews with staff in the West, documented the need for improved 
load generator governor modeling. CERTS paid special attention to WECC modeling activities, 
including the work of both the Model Validation Working Group and the Load Modeling Task 
Force. As a result, the project team learned that WECC research had neared completion of a 
project to improve models for generator governor controls, but that more work is required in 
the area of dynamic load modeling. Accordingly, the project team focused our efforts on RD&D 
needs to improve dynamic load models. 
 
The project team developed 16 recommendations to improve dynamic load models. See Table 1. 
The recommendations are grouped into three general areas (Policy, Load Modeling, 
Measurement and Validation, etc.), by level of effort, including time required, the need for/role 
of PIER support, and our assessment of the overall significance of each recommendation with 
respect to the others.  
 
As part of the review process for the scoping study, the project team vetted its 
recommendations with the aforementioned WECC Working Group and Task Force. They were 
well-received. While the scoping study was in its final stages of development, the WECC Load 
Modeling Task Force sponsored a research project to implement the highest priority 
recommendations from the scoping study. The study is being cost-shared by industry 
participants and PIER. 
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Table 1: Summary of Research Recommendations 
 
 
Recommendation 
Level of 
Effort 
Time 
Required 
PIER 
Support 
Significan-
ce 
Load Model Development and Policies 
Develop seasonal models. Low 1-year Low Moderate 
Validate with state estimator models. Low 1-year Low Moderate 
Review reliability criteria. Low Multi-year Low High 
Load Modeling 
Study motor mechanical load characteristics 
and impact. Moderate 1-year Moderate High 
Study impact of single-phase and three-phase 
motors. Moderate 1-year High High 
Model motor load shedding and Low-voltage 
conditions. Moderate 1-year Moderate Low 
Improve Low-voltage protection. Low 1-year Low High 
Measurement and Validation 
$10K load monitor Low 1-year Low High 
Scoping study: research needs for automatic 
validation and dynamic state estimation. Moderate 1-year Moderate Moderate 
Load Monitoring 
Estimate load composition from 
measurements. High Multi-year High High 
Characterize model uncertainties using 
measurements. Moderate Multi-year High High 
Use harmonic information in measurements to 
enhance load composition estimates. Moderate Multi-year High unknown 
Measurement-Only (Black Box) Models 
FolLow research activities in this area. Low Multi-year Low Low 
Uncertainty Analysis 
Develop methods to assess the impact of load 
model uncertainties on system studies. High Multi-year High High 
Generator Governor Models 
Support WECC activities to implement best 
model and maintain data for generator 
characteristics. 
Low Multi-year Low High 
Develop tools to monitor individual generator 
frequency response. High Multi-year High Moderate 
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3.5 Conclusions and Recommendations 
3.5.1 Conclusions 
CERTS corroborated industry sentiment that dynamic load models are the least accurate of all 
of the components in current dynamic system models. CERTS also develop support for the 
contention that air conditioner models, as a prominent class of dynamic load models, represent 
the most important area for improvements. 
 
Alarmingly, evidence suggests that generator response to disturbances has been steadily 
decreasing. Studies conducted using traditional dynamic models do not reproduce these 
findings. A recent WECC project, however, has already produced an improved model that 
better represents actual generator governor behavior. Hence, additional, fundamental research 
is not required, as these efforts are already well-underway. Nevertheless, maintenance of the 
databases of generator characteristics remains important. In the future, there may be a need for 
tools to monitor generator frequency response, which is not a modeling issue, per se. 
 
3.5.2 Recommendations  
As noted in Table 1, above, the project team makes 16 recommendations to improve dynamic 
load models (Appendix G. pages 16−41). The recommendations are by general area (Policy, 
Load Modeling, Measurement and Validation, etc.), level of effort, time required, need for PIER 
support, and significance. CERTS recommend pursuit of research on these topics in a follow-on 
project. 
 
CERTS also strongly recommend that this program of research be conducted in close 
collaboration with and, ideally, with support from the WECC Load Modeling Task Force. 
WECC already has a standing committee structure whose sole purpose is to review these 
models and seek to improve them as needed. Working directly with WECC is essential for 
ensuring that the results of this research can be implemented readily. 
 
Note: based on the results of this task, a formal load modeling research program has been 
approved by the PIER TRP under Contract #500−02−004: MR−049, WECC Load Modeling 
Research Project. 
 
3.5.3 Benefits to California 
California will benefit from improved dynamic models in several ways. First, improved models 
and a better understanding of the likely impacts of remaining uncertainties in these models will 
increase the reliability of grid operations by allowing operators to more accurately study system 
voltage problems and the dynamic stability response of the system to disturbances.  
 
Second, improved models will increase operator confidence in operational limits and operator 
controls. Secure operation of the grid is maintained through planning for credible contingencies, 
including the specification of path ratings and the deployment of remedial action schemes. 
Improved models may identify the need to curb optimistic ratings or may allow increases for 
overly conservative ratings. In either case, confidence in grid security will increase. Confidence 
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for operator actions will also increase with the ability to accurately predict system responses to 
events and actions.  
 
Third, in the longer-term, improved models will benefit the decision process for capital 
investments, which must account for how operational limits value the benefit of a proposed 
resource. For example, load modeling studies will lead to better informed investments in 
components for remedial action schemes. Similarly since the models are used to set operational 
path ratings, they will impact decisions for transmission and generation investment. 
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5.0 Glossary  
Acronym Definition 
APS Arizona Public Service 
BPA Bonneville Power Administration 
CA ISO California Independent System Operator 
CERTS Consortium for Electric Reliability Technology Solutions 
CIEE California Institute for Energy and Environment 
DOE Department of Energy 
EIPP Eastern Interconnection Phasor Project 
EMS Energy Management System 
EPG Electric Power Group 
EPRI Electric Power Research Institute 
LBNL Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory 
LMP Locational Marginal Pricing 
LMTF Load Modeling Task Force 
MRTU  Market Redesign and Technology Update 
NERC North American Electric Reliability Council 
PDC Phasor Data Concentrator 
PG&E Pacific Gas and Electric 
PIER Public Interest Energy Research 
PMUs Phasor Measurement Units 
PNM Public Service Company of New Mexico 
PNNL Pacific Northwest National Laboratory 
PSE Puget Sound Energy 
PSERC Power Systems Engineering Research Center 
PSLF Positive Sequence Load Flow  
RD&D Research Development & Demonstration 
RTDMS Real Time Dynamics Monitoring System 
RTSO Real Time System Operations 
SCADA/EMS Supervisory Control and Data Acquisition/Energy Management System 
SCE Southern California Edison 
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SDG&E San Diego Gas and Electric 
TAC Technical Advisory Committee 
TRP Transmission Research Program 
VAR Volt-Ampere Reactive 
VSA Voltage Security Assessment 
WAN Wide Area Network 
WAPA Western Area Power Administration 
WECC Western Electricity Coordinating Council 
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Appendix A 
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Introduction 
 
The CA ISO Real Time Voltage Security Assessment (VSA) project is designed to research methodologies 
and analytic approaches for utilization in developing tools for use by dispatchers that provide real time 
assessment of voltage margins and contingency rankings.  As the first step to achieve this objective, 
CERTS/EPG formulated a survey to reach out to experts in this field for comments, information, 
suggestions, and recommendations. The Survey can be found in Appendix A. Two projects were suggested 
to the reviewers.  The first was a proposal to develop a Real-Time Voltage Security Margin Assessment tool 
with the ability to identify abnormal reductions of nodal voltages, weak elements and regions most affected 
by voltage problems. The other was to develop a Real-Time Angle Stability Margin Assessment tool with the 
ability to use Phasor Measurement Unit (PMU) data to calculate “distance to instability”.  
 
Survey Overview 
The surveys were sent to fifty-one experts in universities and in the power industry. Sixteen reviewers 
(Appendix D) responded and their responses are listed in Appendix B & C. Eight of these respondents are 
from the power industry and eight are from academia. Four proposals for commercial software were 
received from Bigwood Systems Inc (BSI), Vaiman Research (V&R), New England Transmission System 
Services (NETSS) and Energy Concepts International (ECI). 
 
A summary of research issues, comments and conclusions from responses are provided in Table 1 (below) 
 
Table 1: Summary of Issues, Responses and Conclusions 
ISSUE RESPONSES / COMMENTS CONCLUSION 
Voltage Security Assessment (VSA) 
(Hyper planes for security regions) 
Online hyper plane possible 
Not as unproven as interior point methods. 
Ideally suited for phenomena that are 
local. 
Hyper planes well suited for VSA 
Methodology for computing hyper planes Loading & Generation Direction needed. 
Stress path until voltage collapses. 
At collapse, determine local boundary. 
Use left eigenvector approach 
Direct versus Time-domain methods  Time domain iterative methods are proven 
and robust, capable of handling 
intermediate discrete actions/events. 
Example: Generator limits being reached 
Direct methods rely on simplistic models 
Direct Method could be used for fine-
tuning the security boundaries after an 
iterative set of continuation power flows 
Weak elements identification Voltage collapses are concentrated in 
certain regions in the sense that the 
voltage falls more in those regions.  There 
is no single element that collapses.  That 
is, voltage collapse occurs system wide 
with varying participation from all the 
system buses.    
The participation is computed from the 
right eigenvector of the Jacobian evaluated 
at voltage collapse corresponding to the 
zero eigenvalue. 
Transient Security Assessment (TSA) 
(Hyper planes for security regions) 
Need detailed dynamical model. 
Controlling UEP is hard to calculate. 
Limited observability with PMUs. 
Hyper planes not yet validated for 
application in TSA 
 
Use of phasor measurements for security 
assessment 
Limited observability Start with small signal stability assessment 
 
 
 
Summary of Responses for Real Time Voltage Security Assessment 
 
The responses led to the conclusion that the hyper plane approach to defining security regions is ideally 
suited for voltage instability assessment.  Voltage instability is more of a local area/region phenomenon.  
Several participants in the survey felt that the algorithms that utilize Direct Methods should be augmented 
with time domain algorithms to capture system topology change. It was suggested that without time domain 
simulations, it is not clear how switching conditions could be revealed. The computational methods to be 
used in VSA could be grouped into 2 broad classes – the Iterative Approach using Continuation Power 
Flows and the Direct Method.  The Direct Method does not provide information on any discontinuous events 
when the stress parameter is increased. These discontinuous events occur when thermal, voltage or 
reactive limits are reached.   
 
Summary of Responses for Real-Time Angle Stability Assessment  
 
The majority of respondents felt that transient stability assessment requires very detailed dynamical 
modeling to be a successful tool in wide area security assessment. A representative from a utility in the East 
listed concerns about the practical implementation of wide area monitoring such as the validity of the system 
model to capture phenomena of interest and also the accuracy of angle difference from PMUs of different 
vendors.  Several respondents flagged the issue of un-observability in PMU based measurements and the 
subsequent problem of determining optimal PMU placement locations. A proposal addressing this item was 
received from NETSS that focuses on the economic assessment of voltage support measurements known 
as pilot points.   
 
Conclusions 
 
The majority of responses favor the use of the hyper plane approach in determining Voltage Security 
Assessment.   Also, the majority of responses do not see hyper planes suitable for determining Dynamic 
Voltage Assessment at this time. Small Signal Stability Analysis is considered to be a good first step for 
Wide Area Stability Monitoring and assessment using phasor measurements. 
 
Recommendations 
 
1. The primary recommendation is to use the hyper plane approach in computing security regions for 
Voltage Security Assessment. 
 
? The Continuation Power Flow has been tested by several researchers in commercial and non-
commercial software and is recommended as  an initial step in the CA ISO VSA computational 
engine. 
 
? An alternate recommendation is a hybrid approach, where a Direct Method could be used for fine-
tuning the security boundaries after an iterative set of continuation power flows.  
 
2. Continue research in the following areas: 
(a) Existing approaches that can be applied for modal and coherency analysis (Small Signal Analysis) 
(b) Methods to develop practical applications for Dynamic Security Assessment (DSA).  
 
APPENDIX A – CA ISO RTWSA Survey 
 
 
REAL TIME WIDE-AREA SECURITY ASSESSMENT FOR CA ISO SYSTEM 
REQUEST FOR COMMENTS AND FEEDBACK 
 
 
REQUEST OBJECTIVE:  The California Independent System Operator (CA ISO) and other Grid and Transmission System 
Operators in California are exploring avenues to better optimize utilization of the existing transmission system via development of 
state-of-the-art real time wide-area security assessment applications using both traditional SCADA data and new phasor metering 
technologies providing sub-second measurements of relative phase angles, voltage magnitudes and current line flows.  As the first 
step to achieve this objective, we are reaching out to you as experts in this field for comments, information, suggestions, and 
recommendations on the two applications and corresponding algorithms and methodologies described in the following sections. 
Additionally, alternate new, proven, methodologies to develop a state-of-the-art application to optimize the operating limits of the CA 
ISO system while maintaining adequate wide-area security and reliability are also welcome. 
 
REAL TIME APPLICATIONS BEING CONSIDERED:  The CA ISO is interested in real time system security via two 
projects. Both projects will be based on similar advanced methods for calculating angle, voltage and transient stability limits.  In 
order to obtain fast security margin evaluation in real-time, the security regions will be calculated offline as a set of periodically 
updated (interconnection wide) constraints.  The CA ISO proposal is aimed at developing a real-time dispatcher’s security system 
display that will include the results of the two applications described below:  
 
PROJECT 1:  Develop a Real-Time Angle Stability Margin Assessment tool with the following characteristics: 
 
? Real-time wide area monitoring using Phasor Measurement Unit (PMU) data to calculate “distance to instability”. 
? The security margin for the current moment and system configuration is estimated. 
? The approximated stability boundaries are determined in coordinates of relative phase angles.   
? The system is unobservable because the interconnection state cannot be determined based on PMU data.     
? The analysis is conducted for the entire interconnection based on available geographically dispersed measurements.   
 
PROJECT 2:  Develop a Real-Time Voltage Security Margin Assessment tool with the following characteristics: 
 
? Real-time voltage security margin determination by (offline) operating constraints calculation. 
? Identification of abnormal reductions of nodal voltages, weak elements and regions most affected by voltage problems. 
? The analysis is conducted for local control areas, e.g. California ISO area. 
? The boundaries are in coordinates of nodal power injections and power flows in selected lines such as cut-sets & paths. 
? The project deals with the observable part of the system, such as the control area and potentially its closest vicinity.   
 
METHODOLOGIES AND TECHNOLOGIES BEING CONSIDERED: The focus would be on calculating global 
“metrics” for the stability margin instead of “bus oriented” indices. It is hoped that Direct Methods for calculating security regions 
offline will be used to obtain fast stability margin evaluation in real-time. Some publications on Direct Methods & Phasors have been 
listed as a sample of the ideas being investigated by CA ISO. 
 
? A. G. Phadke, J. S. Thorp, K. J. Karimi: “State Estimation with Phasor Measurements”, IEEE Transactions on Power 
Systems, Vol. PWRS-1, No. 1, February 1986. 
? Y. V. Makarov, D. J. Hill, and Z. Y. Dong, “Computation of bifurcation boundaries for power systems: a new Delta-
plane method” IEEE Trans. on Circuits and Systems - I: Fundamental Theory and Applications, Vol. 47, No. 4, April 
2000, pp. 536-544.  
? Hsiao-Dong Chiang, Chia-Chi Chu, Gerry Cauley, “Direct stability analysis of electric power systems using energy 
functions: Theory, applications, and perspective”, Proceedings of the IEEE, 13, pp. 1497-1529, 1995. 
? F. Alvarado, I. Dobson & Y. Hu, “Computation of Closest Bifurcations in Power Systems”, IEEE Transactions on Power 
Systems, Vol 9, No 2, May 1994, pp. 918-22.    
 
 
 
APPENDIX B – Survey Responses Specific to VSA & TSA 
 
Reviewer VSA using Hyperplane Methods TSA  using Hyperplane Methods 
[1] ? Recommends hyperplane approach for VSA. 
Furthermore suggests online hyperplane 
computation if loading directions and 
generating unit dispatch vectors are known a 
priori. Needs only up to 10 load flow runs with 
to compute “weak” elements. 
? Data are more demanding than VSA 
? Recommends using PMU measurements for modal 
estimation (model independent technique) to 
assess small signal stability 
 
[2]  ? Adopted similar direct methods for 
contingency ranking and also in hybrid system 
aimed to give a measure of angle as well as 
voltage stability. These experiences 
demonstrate the applicability of the proposed 
methodologies. 
? Practical security boundary must account for 
grid topology changes (implying online 
security assessment). 
? Methods like the one proposed in this project have 
not been implemented by any grid operator, even if 
monitoring of system variables for angle and 
voltage stability assessment has been a concern in 
several research activities.  
? Optimal number & placement of PMUs is required 
to correctly evaluate system stability (complete 
observability). 
 
[3] ? More information needed about the 
hyperplane approach to VSA. 
? Computational complexity in computing controlling 
unstable equilibrium point is a big drawback 
[4] ? Has real potential – and it is not as unproven 
as some other concepts like interior point 
optimization. 
? Problem is limited observability 
? Requires time domain verification 
[5] ? Seems to be ideally suited for voltage 
instability where the phenomena is more 
localized and ideally suited for decision based 
on measurements 
? Not convinced that Practical Dynamic Security 
Region direct method has any particular 
computational advantage over other methods  
? Recommends EPRI-Siemens Approach 
? Direct method used for ranking contingencies 
? Full blown time domain program with energy 
indicators is used determine stability  
 
[6] ? Experience has shown that secure operating 
space calculations done off line rarely match 
exact real time conditions, which may well be 
away from design conditions, implying online 
security assessment or adequate safety 
margins. 
? Investigated various grid margin indices with the 
EPRI-Siemens product but were unable to develop 
a suitable production metric. Integration of both 
continuous (load growth) and non-continuous 
(contingency) factors into a single metric was a 
major challenge. 
[7]  
? Least squares approximation of hyper planes 
with load flow simulations is prone to error 
enhancement for bad state estimator 
measurements. 
 
 
? It is not clear how switching conditions can be 
revealed without “time-domain” simulations. 
[8] ? Proposes New Electricity Transmission 
Software Solutions (NETSS) for voltage 
optimization, and the economic assessment of 
voltage support measurements (known as pilot 
points).  
? It is important to determine the right locations 
to measure. Results depend on voltage 
dispatch strategies, loading   conditions and 
system-specific equipment status. 
 
? Pilot points will help in PMU placement. 
 
APPENDIX C – Survey Responses related to General Issues 
 
Reviewer  General comments on tools and methodologies that were discussed in the Survey   
[9]  
? Advises to use equations like J’(X) F(X) =0 to search for the closest points of the steady-state stability boundary. 
He also warns that the thermal constraints are often more limiting than stability constraints. 
[10] ? Methods not yet been utilized by grid operators. 
?  Emphasizes mode meter and system stiffness.  
? Refers to WACS paper by Carson Taylor. 
 [11]         Suggested the advantages of the following V&R products: 
 
? For off-line computations the exact boundary of dynamic security region (security nomogram) is automatically 
constructed using V&R’s Boundary of Operating Region (BOR) software.  
? For on-line computations, sensitivity-based n-dimensional boundary of operating region can be computed using 
BOR. The approximated boundary may be computed using Direct methods. 
[12]  
? Visualization of voltage stability region in cut-set space has been implemented and a visualization system of 
dynamic security region in injection space to guarantee transient stability is in development for Henan Power 
System of CHINA 
 
? It might be used in monitoring, assessment and optimization of security. “Up to now almost all research results of 
mine are about the dynamic security region in power injection space and the voltage stability region in cut-set 
power space. I think it might be used not only in security monitoring and control, but also in probabilistic security 
assessment.” 
[13] ? Submitted a Proceeding of IEEE paper on WACS accepted for publication in May 2005. This paper co-authored 
by Taylor describes an online demonstration of a new response based wide area control system with 
discontinuous actions for power system stabilization. 
[14] ? Submitted a product overview of Energy Concepts International software “QuickStab”. 
[15] ? Submitted a company overview and product list of Bigwood systems. 
? This included information that showed partnerships with ABB to install BCU-DSA at the EMS of three power 
companies. BCU method is the only method used in EPRI Direct 4.0 and BCU method has been implemented by 
Siemens, at the Northern Power Company. 
 
[16] ? Provided areas of concern in the implementation of wide area monitoring such as: 
? Validity of the system model to capture the phenomena of interest.       
? Accuracy of angle measurements by PMUs.  
? Accuracy of angle differences from PMUs of different vendors.  
? Determining acceptable vs. unacceptable levels of angular separations among various pairs of PMU  
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[Extracted from Marek Zima, Special Protection Schemes in Electric Power Systems Literature survey ETH, 2002.] 
 
The best trend, which has appeared in the last decade, is Synchronized Phasor Measurement Technology. The main idea is to 
measure the voltage and current phasors in the same time at the selected locations in the network, transmit them into a central 
point, where they can be compared, evaluated and further processed. The devices performing the measurements are called PMU 
(Phasor Measurement Unit). PMU is basically a conventional RTU (Remote Telemetry Unit) equipped with the receiver of GPS 
signal synchronizing the measurements and tagging the time stamp to them. PMU is also capable of pre-processing of data (Fourier 
transformation etc.). The PMU technology was originally developed in eighties by Thorp, Phadke and others at Cornell, Virginia 
Polytechnic Institute and American Electric Power. Since the quantities measured by PMUs are voltage and current phasors, the 
linear relation between them holds when modelling the branches in the network (i.e. π - equivalent of line and transformer). This 
feature/property permits linear State Estimation process, thus avoiding repetitive manipulations with large matrices in iterative 
procedure as it is in the traditional case. This significantly reduces the computational time and errors level. This approach has 
probably been derived first time in [Phadke, 1986] where the authors have formulated the linear State Estimation equations and 
applied them on 118 buses IEEE test system. The authors assume that all substations are equipped with PMUs measuring all 
voltages and some selected currents. The high cost of both PMUs themselves (although nowadays this is not as critical issue as it 
used to be, the price of PMU is approximately 3 500 USD) and the communication links to all substations force to keep the number 
of installed PMUs to a minimum.  
 
 
[Phadke 86] A. G. Phadke, J. S. Thorp, K. J. Karimi: “State Estimation with Phasor Measurements”, IEEE Transactions on Power 
Systems, Vol. PWRS-1, No. 1, February 1986
 
APPENDIX E.3 –  Definition of Instability Phenomena  
 
        • Frequency Instability – is inability of a power system to maintain steady frequency within the operating limits.  
• Voltage Instability – is the inability of a power system to maintain steady acceptable voltages at all buses in the system under 
normal operating conditions and after being subjected to a disturbance. A system enters a state of voltage instability 
when a disturbance, increases in load demand, or change in system conditions causes a progressive and uncontrollable 
drop in voltage. A system is voltage unstable if, for at least one bus in the system, the bus voltage magnitude decreases 
as the reactive power injection in the same bus is increased.  
• Transient Angular Instability (also called Generator’s Out-of-step) – is the inability of the power system to maintain 
synchronism when subjected to a severe transient disturbance. The resulting system response involves large excursions 
of generator angles and is influenced by the nonlinear power-angle relationship.  
• Local mode of Small-signal Angular Instability (also mentioned as Generator’s Swinging or Power Oscillations) – is the 
inability of the power system to maintain synchronism under small disturbances. Such disturbances occur continually on 
the system because of small variations in loads and generation. The disturbances are considered sufficiently small for 
linearization of system equations to be permissible for purposes of analysis. Local modes or machine-system modes are 
associated with the swinging of units at a generating station with respect to the rest of the power system. The term local 
is used because the oscillations are localized at one station or small part of the power system.  
 
[Extracted from  Marek Zima, Instability Phenomena in Electric Power Systems Literature survey ETH, 2002]
 
An idea of preventive analysis conducted in regular on-line cycles adopting N-1 rule and applying the results immediately after the 
detected contingency, is probably the only solution for the phenomena on very fast time scale. In the voltage instability case it 
means calculations of a minimal load shedding necessary to stabilize the power system subjected to any contingency from the 
selected range. Thus, an optimization problem can be formulated, where the function to be minimized is the amount of load 
shedding subject to the following constraints: solvability of static power flow equations (this essentially means, that minimal feasible 
solution can be found in the maximum loadability point), allowed voltage limits, angle stability inequality constraints and dynamic 
equality constraints . Continuation Power Flow (CPF) can overcome the numerical problems indicated above. In principle, it is 
slightly reformulated conventional power flow. The equations are augmented by the term quantifying the load increase and 
containing new variable – load parameter. A new equation is introduced, which basically forces a continuation parameter chosen in 
the predictor step to hold its value in the iterative correction process. This continuation parameter is optimally loading in the 
beginning of the PV –curve and when approaching to “nose”, voltage. Various techniques have been developed for predictor step in 
order to speed up the computations and increase the accuracy. Very good explanatory example of the tangent method and the 
secant predictor (in fact linear approximation estimate) can be found in [Chiang, 1999]. CPFLOW has probably become the most 
widely accepted tool for the voltage instability assessment/evaluation and a huge number of papers have been written about it. 
 
[Chiang 99] Hsiao-Dong Chiang, Cheng-Shan Wang and Hua Li, “Development of BCU classifiers for on-line dynamic contingency 
screening of electric power systems”, IEEE Transactions on Power Systems, 14, pp. 660-666, 1999. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 
 
The Voltage Security Assessment (VSA) project is designed to be part of the suite of advanced 
computational tools for congestion management that is slated for practical applications in 
California in the next few years.  Modern voltage assessment methods include the development 
of such advanced functions as identification of weak elements, automatic selection of remedial 
actions and automatic development of composite operating nomograms and security regions. 
Real-time production-grade VSA tools are becoming increasingly available nowadays. These 
tools are integrated with EMS/SCADA systems and use results from the state estimator.  
Some advanced contemporary real-time applications already promote the idea of using the 
security regions determined in parameter space with the composite boundaries limited by 
stability, thermal, and voltage constraints. At the same time, the majority of the tools are still 
based on the static system power flow models and implement such traditional approaches as 
sink-source system stressing approach, P-V and V-Q analyses, V-Q sensitivity and modal 
analysis. Unfortunately, many of the most promising methods suggested in the literature have not 
been implemented yet in the industrial environment, including the state-of-the-art direct method to 
finding the exact Point of Collapse. Currently there exists no real-time monitoring tool for voltage 
security assessment. The problems of voltage security will be exacerbated by the effects of multi-
transfers through the network. These sets of simultaneous transfers are manifest because of the 
buying and selling of electric power across the boundaries of control areas.  Moreover the point of 
production and the point of delivery may be in geographically distant locations.  
An extensive analysis of existing VSA approaches was conducted. This included research by 
EPG, surveys from the leading experts’ opinion worldwide, feedback from industrial advisors and  
brainstorm meetings with the projects’ consultants.  A state-of-the-art combination of approaches 
and computational engines was identified and selected for implementation in this project. The 
suggested approach is based on the following principles and algorithms: 
• Use the concepts of local voltage problem areas and descriptive variables influencing the 
voltage stability problem in each area. Utilize information about the known voltage problem 
areas and develop formal screening procedures to periodically discover new potential 
problem areas and their description parameters. 
• Calculate and approximate the voltage stability boundary off real time, and apply the 
approximated voltage security conditions in real time for a fast VSA. Use hyperplanes to 
approximate the voltage stability boundary. 
• Apply the dual space concept while developing the sets of approximating hyperplanes. Use 
the descriptive variable space to determine the sequence of stress directions to approximate 
and visualize the boundary. Perform all the rest of the required computational work in the 
parameter space. A mapping between the dual spaces can be established based on pre-
determined generation dispatches and load scaling patterns and linearization. 
• To calculate the approximating hyperplanes, apply a combination of the parameter 
continuation techniques and direct methods as suggested in this report. Introduce a sufficient 
additional security margin to account for inaccuracies of approximation and uncertainties of 
the power flow parameters. 
• Produce a list of abnormal reductions in nodal voltages and highlight the elements and 
regions most affected by potential voltage problems. The list of most congested corridors in 
the system will be ranked by the worst-case contingencies leading to voltage collapse. 
The initial framework of this project was originally formulated by California ISO. The key elements 
of the suggested approach which are the use of parameter continuation, direct methods and the 
hyperplane approximation of the voltage stability boundary were approved by a panel of leading 
experts in the area in the course of a survey conducted by EPG in 2005. These concepts were 
also verified in the course of face-to-face personal meetings with well-known university 
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professors, industry experts, software developers and included email discussions and telephone 
exchanges. CERTS industrial advisors approved these developments during two TAC meetings 
conducted in 2005. 
In 2005, the project development team successfully implemented the parameter continuation 
predictor-corrector methods. Necessary improvements were identified and developed. The 
PSERC parameter continuation program and MATLAB programming language were used in the 
project. The techniques were tested for the California San Diego problem areas suggested for 
these purposes by California ISO. The approximated voltage stability boundary was compared to 
the results obtained from the GE PSLF program commonly used in the Western Interconnection. 
Work in future years will include Direct Methods and the investigation of descriptive variables. 
This will further develop the concept of utilizing the dual space approach to choose axis sets that 
are needed for visualization purposes. Direct Method algorithms will be developed for finding the 
exact PoC (Point of Collapse).  In addition, procedures will be implemented for selecting the 
minimum number of approximating hyperplanes. Other items in the scope of future work are 
techniques for analyzing margin sensitivities, coping with parameter uncertainties, and selecting 
remedial actions. The prototype tool will be tested for some additional problem areas in California, 
and then expanded to the entire CA ISO system. 
 
1.1 Description of the Voltage Stability Problem 
A system enters a state of voltage instability when a disturbance, increase in load demand, or 
change in system condition causes a progressive and uncontrollable decline in voltage. The main 
factor causing voltage instability is the inability of the power system to meet the demand for 
reactive power. Voltage stability is the ability of a power system to maintain acceptable voltages 
at all buses in the system under normal operating conditions and after being subjected to a 
disturbance. Voltage stability margin is the distance to instability determined for a selected 
loading or stress direction in parameter space.  It is known that voltage magnitudes alone are 
poor indicators of voltage stability or security. Voltages can be near normal with generators, 
synchronous condensers, and SVCs near current limiting levels, thus resulting in a possible 
voltage collapse. Therefore, it is prudent to specify a MVAR margin or MW margin [20]. 
 
Venikov and co-authors in [41] first demonstrated that under certain model assumptions, such as 
constant voltages of the generator buses, matching load models and the same slack bus model, 
the static aperiodic stability limit or the saddle node bifurcation coincides with the power flow 
feasibility limit. This allows analyzing aperiodic stability limits using conventional power flow 
models under these modeling assumptions. Generally speaking, for the voltage stability problem, 
the assumptions do not hold, but nevertheless, the power flow model, and the power flow 
Jacobian matrix singularities are frequently used for an approximate description of the static 
aperiodic voltage stability problem. 
 
1.1.1  Summary of Recommendations by WECC 
The following is a list of blackouts and near blackouts related to voltage collapse. Many system 
blackouts and “near misses” were related to voltage instability and voltage collapse problems. 
See [1] to [19] for more details and among these, the following major events can be mentioned.   
 
1. 1965: Eastern US and Canada  
2. 1970: Japan and New York Power Pool 
3. 1977: New York City and Jacksonville, Florida 
4. 1978: France 
5. 1982: Belgium and Florida 
6. 1983: Sweden  
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7. 1987: Tokyo, Japan, Western Tennessee, France 
8. 1989, 1993-1994: Italy 
9. 1996: US Western Interconnection (2 events) 
10. 1997: The Netherlands 
11. 1998: Atlanta, San Francisco Area, Upper Midwest U.S. 
12. 1999: Northeast U.S. (2 events) 
13. 2003: Croatia and Bosnia Herzegovina, Eastern U.S. and Canada, Denmark and 
Sweden, and Italy 
14. 2004: Western Norway and Southern Greece  
15. 2005: Moscow region, Russia 
These also include the following blackouts or “near blackouts” related to voltage collapse: 
 
1. Severe blackout in Eastern US (including NYC) and Canada on November 9, 1965 
was initiated by disconnection of one of the five 230-kV lines from Beck power plant 
going north to Toronto. The blackout affected ~30 million people in Canada and USA, 
including New York City and lasted 13 hours. [2,3] 
2. New York Power Pool disturbances of September 22, 1970. [1,18] 
3. New York City blackout on July 13, 1977 was caused by a thunderstorm and heavy 
winds and rain. It affected 3 million people and lasted 22 hours. [2,3] 
4. Jacksonville, Florida on September 22, 1977. 
5. France December 19, 1978 [1,19]. 
6. Northern Belgium, August 4, 1982 [1,19]. 
7. Florida, September 9, November 26, December 28 and 30, 1982.[1,18] 
8. Voltage collapse in Sweden on December 27, 1983, was a result of a breaker failure 
at a 400 kV substation. The blackout affected 4.5 million people and lasted 5.5 hours. 
[1,2,4] 
9. Tokyo, Japan, July 23, 1987 [1,5] 
10. Western Tennessee, USA, August 22, 1987 [6] 
11. France, January 12, 1987 [1,19]. 
12. Italy, 1989. 
13. Italy, 1993 and 1994. 
14. US Western Interconnection Blackout, July 2, 1996, started with loss of two 345 kV 
transmission lines Jim Bridger – Kinport and subsequent tripping of two Jim Bridger 
units in the southern Idaho-Montana region. This initiated a blackout in 14 western 
states, two Canadian provinces, and the northern portion of Baja California, Mexico. 
[7] 
15. US Western Interconnection Blackout on August 10, 1996. This disturbance 
effectively began with the loss of the Keeler-Allston 500 kV line in the Portland area. 
WECC system was separated into four islands, interrupting service to 7.5 million 
customers for periods ranging from several minutes to about nine hours. [8] 
16. The Netherlands, 1997. 
17. Atlanta, a near blackout situation with prolonged voltage reductions to 0.95 p.u., on 
June 2, 1998. 
18. California ISO system disturbance (in San Francisco Area), December 8, 1998. The 
disturbance was caused by a PG&E construction crew and by the Substation 
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Operators failing to follow standard procedures at San Mateo substation. The 
blackout affected more than 456,000 customers and nearly one million people. [9] 
19. Upper Midwest Blackout on June 25, 1998 load and affected 152,000 people in 
Minnesota, Montana, North Dakota, South Dakota, and Wisconsin in the United 
States; and Ontario, Manitoba, and Saskatchewan in Canada. Outages lasted up to 
19 hours. The blackout was initiated by a  lightning storm in Minnesota [3] 
20. Northeast U.S. non-outage Disturbances on July 6 and 19, 1999, were caused by 
above-expected load in the PJM system. A near blackout situation with prolonged 
voltage reductions to 0.95 p.u. A voltage collapse was barely averted through the use 
of emergency procedures. [3] 
21. Blackout in Croatia and Bosnia Herzegovina on January 12, 2003 was triggered by a 
short-circuit and circuit breaker malfunction on the 400 kV transmission line Konjsko 
– Velebit. [10] 
22. Blackout in the Eastern U.S. and Canada, August 14, 2003, was initiated by 
subsequent tree contacts of sagging conductors on the Stuart-Atlanta, Harding-
Chamberlin, Hanna-Juniper, and Star – South Canton 345-kV transmission lines. The 
blackout affected up to 50 million people and caused shutdowns of more than 250 
power plants with the total generation capacity loss reaching 61,800 MW. The 
estimated economic damage was $4.5-$10 billion. [3,12] 
23. Denmark and Sweden, September 23, 2003, was caused by a short-circuit that 
affected two busbar sections at the Horred 400 kV substation in western Sweden. 
About 2.4 million people were left without electricity for several hours. [12,13] 
24. Italy, September 28, 2003 was triggered by tree flashover of the 380 kV transmission 
lines Mettlen – Lavorgo and Sils – Soazza (in Switzerland). 57 million people were 
affected, restoration took about 4 hours. [14,15] 
25. Western Norway, February 13, 2004. The blackout was caused by tripping the 
Nesflaten – Sauda 300 kV line and malfunctions of the distant fault protection 
system. This 0.5 hours affected almost 500,000 people. [4] 
26. Southern Greece and Athens blackout on July 12, 2004 was caused by the loss of 
unit 2 (300 MW) at the Lavrio power station in the Athens area. [16] 
27. May 24-25, 2005, Blackout on the Moscow region, Russia was caused by a 
combination of factors including severe equipment damages at the Chagino 
substation, short-circuits due to sagging of overheated conductors on the 110 and 
220 kV lines, reactive power shortage and voltage decline in the southern part of the 
Moscow Power System, and others. The Moscow blackout left at least 4 million 
people without electricity supply for more than 24 hours.  [17]  
 
Analysis of these blackouts indicated a need in developing real-time tools for monitoring system 
security margins including voltage stability margins under the normal and contingency conditions.  
In connection to the June 2-3, 1996, major blackout in the WECC system, the Department of 
Energy recommended, among the others, the following measures to be implemented by WECC 
members to prevent future voltage collapse incidents [7] “WECC shall review the need for a 
security monitor function in the Western Interconnection to monitor operating conditions on a 
regional scale. WECC shall review the need for tools such as on-line power flow and stability 
programs and real time data monitors that can assess primary reliability indicators for frequency 
and voltage performance system-wide on a real-time”. 
These tools should have a look-ahead capability to leave time for real-time dispatchers to 
recognize the situation and apply preventive remedial actions. On October 18, 1996, the WECC 
investigation team analyzing August 10, 1996, blackout strongly recommended the following 
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measure [8] “WECC shall pursue implementation of on-line power flow and security analysis, and 
recommend appropriate actions to increase the monitoring of key system parameters that would 
allow operators to identify potential problem outages and take corrective actions”.  Similar 
recommendations were formulated by the analytical teams investigating voltage collapse related 
blackouts in the other countries. 
Summarizing the outcome of the previous blackout investigations, the U.S.-Canada Power 
System Outage Task Force that conducted the analysis of the August 14, 2003, blackout 
reiterated that  “The current processes for assessing the potential for voltage instability and the 
need to enhance the existing operator training programs, operational tools, and annual technical 
assessments should be reviewed to improve the ability to predict future voltage stability problems 
prior to their occurrence, and to mitigate the potential for adverse effects on a regional scale”. The 
Task Force also indicated that the blackout on August 14, 2003, had several causes or 
contributory factors in common with the earlier outages, including: 
• Failure to ensure operation within secure limits 
• Failure to identify emergency conditions and communicate that status to neighboring systems 
• Inadequate regional-scale visibility over the power system 
Despite the long history of similar requests to develop real time dispatcher tools to monitor the 
available voltage security, voltage stability and reactive power margins, those recommendations 
are not completely met by the majority of the US power system control centers. The CERTS 
survey [20] revealed that the “voltage collapse issues were only evaluated when the full AC 
power flow indicated an unusual operating condition, such as questionable voltage profiles. When 
voltage collapse or transient stability problems were suspected, the analysis was transferred to 
operations planners for detailed analysis. Some operators were guided by seasonal nomograms. 
In some cases this lack of dynamic security analysis activity was due to a lack of problems, or of 
interest in these phenomena. In other cases, it was due to a lack of efficient and integrated tools”. 
Besides the dispatchers’ situation awareness and advisory purposes, there is a potential to 
develop automatic systems to prevent voltage instability and restore depressed voltages in the 
grid. This opportunity becomes especially important when the voltage collapse development 
process does not leave the human dispatchers to recognize the situation and apply adequate 
control measures. Controllable system separation could prevent a widespread system failure. 
Such a challenging task may be targeted by future R&D projects. 
1.1.2   WECC voltage stability criteria  
The WECC voltage stability criteria [20], [24] are specified as real and reactive power margins 
and are apparently oriented mainly to the offline studies. At a minimum, each WECC member 
system shall conduct P-V and V-Q analyses to ensure that the minimum required margins are 
met. Sole reliance on either P-V or V-Q analysis is considered as not sufficient to assess voltage 
stability and proximity to voltage collapse. Each analysis is needed to confirm the results of the 
other. P-V analysis is needed to confirm the results of V-Q analysis.  
 
Member systems may use either method for general voltage stability evaluation and contingency 
screening. However, voltage stability margins must be demonstrated by both P-V and V-Q 
analyses.  Table 1 lists the voltage stability criteria and the minimum margins for each 
disturbance level specified in [27]. From Table 1, the performance level “A” margin requirement is 
5%, decreasing by one half for subsequent performance levels “B” and “C”.  
 
The percent quantity refers to the point of collapse value of the loading parameter in a given 
study. Thus, if the study considers a transfer across a key interface, then it is the percent of that 
flow that establishes the margin.  
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Table 1     WECC Voltage Stability Requirements 
 
1.1.3   System Definitions 
Voltage collapse is the process or sequence of events accompanying voltage instability that leads 
to unacceptable voltage profiles in a significant part of the system [1].  Many voltage collapses 
are not concentrated in a few power system buses. Rather the collapse is regional or involves the 
entire system. Utilities spend considerable resources in assembling sets of patterns of loading 
that the power system could actually experience in the next few hours. The ability of VSA to 
predict  voltage profiles will benefit utilities by pruning the worst-case patterns of loading. 
 
The power flow problem is described by a set of nonlinear algebraic equations that are generally 
different compared to the set of nonlinear algebraic equations obtained from the differential 
equations and describing the static voltage stability phenomena. The power flow calculations 
normally use simplified component models and involve secondary control models such as 
generation dispatch, multi-area power flow and switching capacitors. At the same time, while 
varying power flow parameters, the power flow equations may become inconsistent, and because 
of this a physical power flow solution ceases to exist. Such situations correspond to the power 
flow feasibility limits or power transfer limits. The power flow feasibility limit is determined by  
points where the power flow Jacobian matrix1  becomes singular or has a zero eigenvalue, or has 
a zero determinant, or can be nullified by multiplying by a nonzero vector. 
1.1.4   Representational Issues 
The number and selection of states in the system state vector allow a complete description of the 
dynamical behavior of the system. If the system has only three states, then the state vector has 
three components and can be visualized as a point in three-dimensional space, and the state 
space is three-dimensional. A similar concept applies when there are more than three states, say 
n states. The state vector is thought of a point in an n-dimensional state space. An example of 
                                                
1 The Jacobian matrix of a set of n equations in n variables is an n × n matrix of partial derivatives 
whose entries are the derivatives of each equation with respect to each variable [31]. 
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state space is the space of nodal voltage magnitudes and angles [31]. The parameter space can 
include any parameters that influence voltage stability. One of the examples of parameter space 
is the space of nodal active and reactive power injections, such as loads and generation.  A 
system operating point can be represented both in state space and parameter space.  
Power Injection Space: A representation of the Point of Collapse boundary can include co-
ordinates of voltage magnitudes, voltage angles, real power injections and reactive power 
injections. These co-ordinates are indexed by buses. The bus power injections completely specify 
the power system state via the power system static equations. The various limits on power 
system operation can therefore be specified in power injection space. The position of the power 
injections of an operating point relative to these limits gives a representation of the power system 
security that is complete in the sense that all other representations of the power system security 
can be computed from it.  It is also natural to use power injection space to specify transfers, load 
changes, redispatch, VAR support, generator and line flow limits. This justifies the basic 
hyperplane representation of the Point of Collapse boundary in power injection space.  
 
Descriptive Variable Space : It is often useful to augment the set of power injections with other 
parameters.  Then the hyperplanes in the augmented space indicate how the power injection 
hyperplanes change with parameters. This is used to compute the variation or sensitivity of the 
hyperplanes to input data and control parameters. Augmentation with states such as voltage 
angles and magnitudes gives a space containing both parameters and states and corresponding 
hyperplanes. The co-ordinates used in such a hyperplane representation of the Point of Collapse 
boundary have been named descriptive variables. Descriptive variables are usually a set of 
parameters describing cutset flows or flowgate flows.  More generally, descriptive variables can 
be regarded as sets in parameter/state space of interest that are incomplete in the sense that 
these sets do not completely specify the power system state.  For example, interarea flows are 
descriptive variables.  In the simplest of cases, these descriptive variables may be linear 
combinations of the co-ordinates that are available at each bus. There are more complicated 
representations of these co-ordinates in which the power injections may be mapped to descriptive 
variables in a fashion that is not one-to-one. The descriptive variables are typically much fewer 
than the parameters, so many different parameters sets are mapped to a smaller set of 
descriptive variables.   For example, if the descriptive variables are selected cutset flows, then 
many different sets of power injections yield the same cutset flows. 
1.1.5   Modeling Requirements 
The complete understanding of voltage collapse [31] requires a dynamic model in order to explain 
why the voltages fall dynamically. However, some computations concerning voltage collapse 
require only a static model.  If a dynamic model is required, the power system is modeled by a set 
of differential equations with a slowly changing parameter.  Computations which only require 
static models are advantageous because the results do not require load dynamics and other 
dynamics to be known.  When using static models to obtain practical results, there is a caveat 
that there must be a way of identifying the stable operating equilibrium of the power system.  In 
principle, this requires a dynamic model, but the stable operating point is often known by 
observing the real power system, or by experience, or by knowing the stable operating 
equilibrium at lower loading and tracking this equilibrium by gradually increasing the loading. 
Computations associated with voltage collapse that require dynamic models include (a) 
predictions of  the outcome of the dynamic collapse, (b) any problem involving significant step 
changes in states or parameters, (c) any computations involving eigenvalues or singular values 
away from the voltage collapse. 
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2 OVERVIEW 
 
2.1 Prototype Description 
The purpose of this section is to provide a description of the RTVSA prototype tool and 
demonstrate how the prototype tool captures the main functionalities of the VSA project and helps 
ts implementation. The Electric Power Group in cooperation with CA ISO, ENERGY 
COMMISSION, and LBNL has developed a Multi-Year Development Roadmap for the VSA 
project shown in Figure 1. The roadmap consists of three task tracks including data requirements, 
algorithms and prototype development. It is systemized in four phases starting from the current 
phase 2. 
 
 
Figure 1     Multi-Year Development Roadmap for the CA ISO RTVSA 
 
The phases include platform development and initial research, algorithm development and the 
proof-of-concept simulations, and data integration and project expansion. The project time span is 
two years with the potential expansion for the future years. For each track and each phase, the 
tasks are formulated, and the suggested project support teams are provided. The original VSA 
Prototype Functional Specification Summary is described by Figure 2. 
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Figure 2     Block Diagram of RTVSA Prototype 
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What Will The VSA Application Do?  
The VSA application under development will be linked to the CA ISO EMS system model and 
data, develop and approximate voltage security regions, which is a form of multi-dimensional 
nomograms, using hyperplanes, calculate voltage stability indices and identify and display 
abnormal low voltages and weak elements and places in the system most vulnerable to voltage 
and voltage stability related problems.  This application will also perform contingency analysis 
and provide the system operators with the voltage problem contingency rankings for the purposes 
of system monitoring and selecting preventing and emergency corrective actions. This application 
will be running in real time with the five-minute periodicity and provide the look-ahead capability, 
for up to two hours ahead, to allow the dispatchers to evaluate the situation, select and apply 
adequate remedial actions.  
The prototype tool will implement, test and demonstrate the key elements of the future industrial 
grade VSA tool. The key elements of the prototype are described below in Figure 3. 
 
Figure 3   The proposed integration scheme for the VSA project 
 
Project grid monitoring visualization solution 
The VSA application will be designed for use by the CA ISO operators in monitoring and 
predicting system performance two hours ahead. EPG will work with the CA ISO to design a data 
display format suitable to CA ISO operators. The real time display will have the following 
information: 
• The current operating condition  
• Contingencies with insufficient stability margin 
• Contingency ranks based on severity indices 
• Abnormal reductions of nodal voltages 
• Voltage security margins 
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2.2 Implementation 
The project was split into 3 tracks and these tracks were further subdivided into yearly goals (see 
Figure 1).  The end product of these set of goals will be a phased implementation for the 
complete functional specifications for a production quality VSA system based on the results and 
benchmarking abilities of the prototype developed in concert with external advisors. Some of the 
items below have already been completed in 2005.  
 
• Conduct an extensive review of the existing methods, algorithms, and production-grade VSA 
tools on the global scale, analyze the evolution and competition of the ideas in the area, 
identify the most promising proven approaches, and based on this analysis select state-of-the 
art methods and algorithms for this project. 
• Review the voltage collapse blackouts for the last 40 years and summarize relevant 
recommendations of the blackout investigation teams. 
• Contact the leading experts in the VSA area worldwide and conduct a survey summarizing 
their collective opinion on the selected candidate approaches; modify the selected framework 
based on the expert feedback. Present and discuss the project at the industrial and CERTS 
advisory meetings. Organize a series of face-to-face interviews and brainstorm meetings with 
the University professors, project consultants, CA ISO staff and utility engineers engaged in 
the area, Identify a group of potential contributors for the project. Cooperate with the other 
CERTS members and PSERC in order make this project successful. 
• Work out a step-by-step design of the project based on the selected state-of-the art 
algorithms. Develop new approaches whenever it is necessary. Evaluate, test and select the 
existing software tools that can be incorporated in the prototype software. 
• In cooperation with the CA ISO personnel, select areas with the known voltage stability 
related problems, design and conduct verification procedures for the prototype tool using the 
standard power flow computation tools such as PSLF. 
• Develop design specification and produce a comprehensive report.  
• Pre-calculation and approximation of the voltage stability boundary in the off-line mode 
• Calculation of the voltage stability margin in real time using the pre-calculated approximations 
of the voltage stability boundary 
• Identification of abnormal reductions of nodal voltages, weak elements and regions most 
affected by voltage and voltage stability problems.  
• Transfer the conceptual design to CA ISO, other California Control Areas and Utilities and to 
the Vendors selected by these organizations for the further implementation of the design as 
production-grade operating tools. 
• Cooperate with  CA ISO-selected vendor in development of the production-quality VSA. 
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3  SURVEY RESPONSE 
The formulation of the CA ISO sponsored survey that inquired about the existing state-of-the-art 
algorithms for VSA from among experts in the industry and in the universities will be described. 
Further individual feedback from experts who had responded were obtained. These were tabled 
at the Technical Advisory Committee (TAC) Meeting in Pasadena on February 25, 2005. The 
Survey, the Survey Results and the TAC Meeting Minutes will be summarized.  
3.1 Survey Summary 
A survey was sent to experts in the power system field for comments, information, suggestions, 
and recommendations on the algorithms and methodologies for a state-of-the-art RTVSA 
application. The California Independent System Operator (CA ISO) and other Grid and 
Transmission System Operators in California need such a tool to explore avenues to better 
optimize utilization of the existing transmission system via development of state-of-the-art real 
time wide-area security assessment applications.   
3.2 Survey results summary 
CERTS/EPG formulated a survey to reach out to experts in this field for comments, information, 
suggestions, and recommendations related to the VSA project.  
Survey Overview. The survey was sent to 51 experts in universities and in the power industry 
worldwide. Sixteen reviewers responded. Eight of these respondents are from the power industry 
and eight are from academia.  
Summary of Responses. The consensus opinion was that the hyperplane approximation 
approach is well suited for VSA.  Voltage instability is more of a local area/region phenomenon.  
Some participants felt that time domain simulations should augment the direct methods. One 
participant from the industry mentioned that it was not clear how switching conditions could be 
revealed without time domain simulations. Another respondent from the industry shared his 
difficulties with developing suitable VSA metrics because of the presence of both continuous, 
such as load growth and non–continuous, such as contingency, factors.  
Main conclusions. The majority of responses favored the use of the hyperplane approach in 
determining voltage security assessment.   Also, the majority of responses did not see 
hyperplanes suitable for determining dynamic voltage assessment at this time.  
Recommendations.  
• Use the hyperplane approach to approximate security regions for the VSA purposes.  
• The computational engine for the VSA project is recommended to be the continuation power 
flow. This tool has been tested and proven by several researchers in commercial and non-
commercial software.  
• Pursue a hybrid approach, where the direct method is used for fine-tuning the security 
boundaries after an iterative set of continuation power flows.  
  
3.3  Minutes of TAC Meetings 
February 25, 2005, CERTS Technical Advisory Committee Meeting. 
The CERTS TAC meeting in October was attended by the following technical advisors:  Ian 
Dobson (University of Wisconsin-Madison, PSERC), Joe Eto (LBNL), Bernie Lesieutre (LBNL), 
Yuri Makarov (CA ISO), Jim Dyer (EPG), Manu Parashar (EPG),  Carlos Martinez (EPG), 
Matthew Varghese (EPG) and Jim Cole (CIEE). The following recommendations and comments 
were made by the Advisors: 
• The overall consensus was that the hyperplane approach was well suited for VSA 
• It was agreed that the security boundaries are intended to be defined offline with the 
possibility of extending this to online if found feasible 
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• Existing nomograms could be improved by the VSA results 
• Some filtering scheme would be required to ignore known weak elements/points in the 
system which aren’t of concern, such as low voltage areas and radial networks. 
• The general consensus was that transient stability assessment was infeasible at this time. 
Concerns were expressed that the real-time transient analysis is not practical with the current 
dynamic models. 
• The next steps of the plan should include: 
o Share the feedback received with those who provided input 
o Utilize the experience of expert advisors during the project development, such as 
Prof. Ian Dobson (University of Wisconsin) and Dr. Anatoliy Meklin (PG&E) 
o Develop a detailed project plan, including the necessary methods of evaluating and 
testing the various functionality of this application 
o Develop a detailed functional specification to include description of the overall 
process of how the VSA will integrate and work with CA MRTU and ADS systems. 
o We should quickly move to evaluate the types of power flows needed, such as 
continuation power flows. Run simulations to find critical points.  
o Document planned development for the near future.   
• Jim Cole encouraged the group to investigate ways in which these projects can be related to 
congestion reduction.  Congestion management costs the CA ISO some 500 million dollars 
and any project that helps reduce this congestion by 10% will be very appealing.   
 
October 16, 2005, CERTS Technical Advisory Committee Meeting. 
The TAC meeting in October was attended by the following technical advisors: Jim Gronquist 
(BPA), Bernie Lesieutre (LBNL), Irena Green (CA ISO).  Manu Parashar (EPG) made  
presentation on the current CA ISO projects including the VSA project.  
• The main concepts of the VSA project were supported by the meeting participants 
• The only concern was expressed about the convergence of power flow GE-PSLF tool in the 
vicinity of power flow singularity conditions and its ability to find the PoC point.  
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4 PROPOSED FRAMEWORK 
The overall proposed framework for the year 2005 and beyond that  was discussed and 
formulated with active participation by CERTS consultants Dr. Yuri Makarov and Prof. Ian Dobson 
and EPG personnel Manu Parashar, Matthew Varghese and Jim Dyer during meetings in 
Pasadena (August 25-26, 2005) and in Madison (September 9, 2005). 
4.1  Selected Study Areas  
The selection of the critical parameters influencing the voltage stability margin and stress 
directions was conducted based on engineering judgment. The stress directions were defined 
using the sink-source and balanced loading principles. This means that the generators and the 
loads participating in each stress scenario are identified, as well as their individual participation 
factors; the participation factors are balanced so that the total of MW/MVAR increments and 
decrements is equal to zero. This allows avoiding re-dispatching of the remaining generation. 
Based on the California ISO recommendation, 2 study areas were selected for verifying the 
prototype VSA algorithms: the Humboldt and San Diego problem areas. The San Diego area was 
selected as the first to be studied with the RTVSA algorithm. 
4.2  Description of Proposed Framework 
For each stress direction in each problem area, execute the predictor-corrector procedure to find 
the Point of Collapse (PoC) in this direction. The selected platform for implementing the 
procedure includes the PSERC Continuation Power Flow program2 and MATLAB programming 
language.  Major modifications have been made to the PSERC program to meet the objectives of 
the VSA project most efficiently. Details of the procedure are selected as follows: 
z(α)
Predictor
Corrector
s∆z
 
Figure 4   Predictor-Corrector Algorithm 
a. Predictor steps are performed along the parametric trajectory z(α) in the extended 
state space that includes the power flow state space parameters x plus an additional 
stress parameter α  which defines the current position of power flow points along the 
stress direction D. The details of  Figure 4 are as follows: 
i. The direction of the step ∆z3 is selected by solving linearized predictor 
equations and by using one of the following approaches: (1) by fixing an 
extended state space parameter that experienced the most significant 
change at the previous predictor step, or (2) by analyzing the angle between 
the previous increment of state variables and the current direction of the 
predictor vector ∆z (the angle must not exceed certain specified threshold 
                                                
2 Primary authors are S. L. Greene, R. Rajaraman, I. Dobson, F. Alvarado & C. DeMarco 
3 The increment vector ∆z consists of the increments of nodal voltages and angles ∆x and of the stress parameter ∆α. 
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value). Measures (1) and (2) are designed to provide one-directional motion 
along the parametric trajectory. 
ii. The size of the step s is selected based on the maximum allowable changes 
of per unit nodal voltages and voltage angles.  
iii. A dichotomy search procedure is implemented to correct (halve) the step 
size s when the corrector step diverges or the PoC point is being 
approached. The entire predictor-corrector procedure stops when a specified 
accuracy (step size) is achieved. 
b. Corrector step follows each predictor steps. The corrector step returns the predicted 
point to the parametric trajectory z(α)  in the extended state space (the deviation 
occurs because of the linearization used at the preceding predictor step. This is done 
by fixing the stress parameter at the achieved value, and by solving the corrector 
equation with the help of the Newton-Raphson method. 
c. The PoC criterion is based on sign change of the minimum eigenvalue. 
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5 PROTOTYPE RESULTS  
 
5.1  Description of the San Diego transmission system 
The transmission tie-lines forming a boundary around San Diego include: San Onofre - San Luis 
Rey 1, 2, & 3 230 kV Lines - Path 44 lines- , San Onofre – Talega 1 & 2 230 kV Lines -Path 44 
lines, Imperial Valley – Miguel 500 kV line, Imperial Valley – La Rosita 230 kV line, Imperial 
Valley – El Centro 230 kV line. The San Diego Area boundary substations impacting the area can 
be defined by San Onofre, San Luis Rey, Talega, Imperial Valley, and Miguel. The diagrams in 
this section were extracted from R.01-10-024 “Direct Testimony of David Korinek”  April 15, 2003. 
 
SDG&E’s ability to import SONGS and other off-system generation is defined by two transmission 
import boundaries or constraints: the simultaneous import limit (SIL) and SDG&E’s non-
simultaneous import limit (NSIL). To help explain these two import conditions, a diagram showing 
the major import paths & substations is shown in Figure 5. All SDG&E customer load is located 
within the bubble labeled “Local SDG&E Load Area.” As shown on Figure 5, the NSIL is defined 
by SDG&E’s ability to import power into its local load area via the five 230 kV lines which 
comprise the South-of-SONGS (SOS) WECC Path 44.  
 
The SIL is defined by SDG&E’s ability to import power into its system via the Miguel 230 kV bus 
plus the five 230 kV lines SOS. Based on technical studies, the present NSIL and the SIL limits 
are 2500 MW and 2850 MW, respectively. The 2850 MW SIL limit applies when all transmission 
facilities are in operation. Conversely, the NSIL import limit only applies when SDG&E’s 500kV 
Southwest Power Link (SWPL) is out of operation. These limits define the maximum power 
imports presently available to serve SDG&E’s load area. If SDG&E’s customer load exceeds 
these import limits, it must be supplied by local generation within the service area. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 5     Major Import Paths in the SDGE System 
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SDG&E’s electric transmission network is comprised of 130 substations with 884 miles of 69 kV 
transmission lines, 265 miles of 138 kV, 349 miles of 230 kV, and 215 miles of 500 kV 
transmission lines. Figure 6 shows a simplified diagram of the transmission system in San Diego 
County and southern portion of Orange County, excluding 69kV lines. Local “on system” 
generating resources are the South Bay Power Plant, connected at 69 kV and 138 kV, and a 
number of combustion turbine facilities located around the service territory connected at 69kV.  
 
Imported resources are received via the Miguel Substation as the delivery point for power flow on 
the Southwest Power Link (SWPL), which is SDG&E’s 500 kV transmission line that runs from 
Arizona to San Diego along the US/Mexico Border, and via the SONGS 230kV switchyard – 
SDG&E’s only direct interconnection with the CA ISO controlled grid. Delivery of power from 
SDG&E’s share of the SONGS units flows into the service area as imports at 230kV. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 6    Map showing the two arms of the SWPL corridor in relation to SDGE 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 7   Location of Songs and South Bay in the CA EHV Transmission Network 
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CODE KV 
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________ <69 
 
Table 2     Bus Index and Color Code for the SOBAY-MIGUEL-SONGS area 
BUS GENERATOR BUS LOAD BUS LOAD 
4519 SOBAY 4084 SONGS 4393 LCOCHS 
4520 SOBAY 4263 CHILLS 4439 MSSION 
4524 SOBAY 4323 ESCNDO 4491 PRCTVY 
4096 SONGS 4344 GRNITE 4558 TLGCYN 
    4417 MIGUEL 
 
Figure 8    One-Lines for the SOBAY-MIGUEL-SONGS area 
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5.2 Description of Hyperplane Approximation  
The hyperplane approximation can be used as a part of the analytical boundary description or 
separately for the purposes of visualization. See Figure 9 for a geometrical illustration. The first 
known use of the approximation ideas was apparently related to the operating nomograms. See 
[78] for more details. The operating nomograms are usually represented visually as piecewise 
linear contours on a plane of two critical parameters. If three critical parameters are involved, the 
nomogram is represented by a number of contour lines. Each of them corresponds to a certain 
value of the third parameter. It becomes difficult to visualize nomograms for four or more critical 
parameters. The natural extension of the linearized stability nomograms for three or more critical 
parameters is based on the use of hyperplanes - the planes that are defined in multidimensional 
parameter space as approximations of the stability boundary. 
 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 9    Illustration of Hyperplane Approximation 
 
 
The RTVSA algorithm produces a tangent hyperplane  p = F(x) that can be described by the 
following formula4: 
 
 [ ] 0 ( )tL p PoC p F x⋅ − = → =   
 
Note that: 
? It is a tangent plane to the load flow boundary if it is convex at the PoC (Point of Collapse). 
? L is the normal to the hyperplane and is identical to the set of Lagrangian multipliers at PoC 
The hyperplane is actually a (n – 1) subspace of the n-dimensional space F(x). 
 
                                                
4 The notation p denotes power injections and x denotes states such as voltage magnitudes and angles. 
F(x)
L
det J(x) = 0
P
PPoC
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5.3  On the orientation of 2D hyperplane slices for CHILLS and MSSION 
The following input data is used as a simple example to examine the RTVSA prototype.  The 
stress parameters are sinks internal to SDGE. The sources have been constrained to be the set 
of three generating units at Southbay. This corresponds to a scenario with no import from 
SONGS or ENCINA or from units West of the River or from Mexico. The SINKS are Loads at 
Carlton Hills and Mission. The SOURCES are Generator Shifts at South Bay. 
 
Table 3     Patterns of SINK PF (Participation Factors) 5 
Pattern Color CHILLS MSSN Code 
I green 0.99 0.01 1 0 
II red 0.20 0.80 1 1 
III blue 0.01 0.99 0 1 
 
               Table 4    Generator PF at the 3 Units of South Bay (SB) for all Vectors 
SB 4519 SB 4520 SB 4524 
0.30 0.35 0.35 
 
5.3.1  Parametric Sensitivities 
In Section 5.2, the set of Lagrange multipliers6 at PoC are stated to be identical to L, the 
hyperplane normal. Lagrangian Multipliers at the PoC can also be interpreted as the left 
eigenvector at the PoC.  
 
Figure 10 shows the comparisons of Lagrangian Multipliers7 for the three stressing patterns.  For 
example, Pattern II for CHILLS has a multiplier of 0.8, which means that reducing the load at 
CHILLS by 1 MW would help to increase the Margin to PoC by 0.8 MW.  A bus with a very high 
Lagrangian Multiplier would signal congestion. Buses with very low Multipliers would be indicative 
of locations that are a large electrical metric away from the point of collapse. Indicators, such as 
the statistics of multipliers that are above a certain threshold, can be used for distinguishing the 
“non-locality” of the collapse phenomenon. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 10     Lagrangian Multipliers for SDGE cases 
                                                
5 The load at Carlton Hills is approximately four times smaller than the load at Mission. 
6 The coefficients of the hyperplane consist of elements of the left eigenvector which can be interpreted as the 
Lagrangian multipliers corresponding to the parametric sensitivity of the hyperplane. The hyperplanes can be 
visualized as the constraints in a traditional optimization problem. The intercept on the descriptive variable axis is 
inversely proportional to the Lagrangian multiplier associated with the descriptive variable. 
7 Local structure such as low voltage networks or radial lines or a persistently congested area may give rise to large 
spikes in the Lagrange Multipliers.  For example, buses at BANING, CABZON, PANSEA, RENWD, SANVEN are at or 
near generators that are severely VAR limited in the base case. All of these buses are located near DEVERS. The 
Sensitivities for these buses were filtered out in the screening stage of the RTVSA algorithm. 
0
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Figure 11 can be considered a geometric validation of the result. The intercepts on the y axis 
(Mission) are smaller for patterns II and III because of the larger Lagrangian multipliers for 
Mission. Likewise, the intercept on the x axis (Carlton Hills) is  large for patterns II and III because 
of the small Lagrange multipliers at Carlton Hills.  Stressing Pattern I has the opposite 
arrangement - a large Lagrangian multiplier for Carlton Hills and a small multiplier for Mission.  
 
 
Figure 11   RTVSA Output: Hyperplane slices at Carlton Hills and Mission 
 
The high values of PoC in the CHILLS MSSION case in Figure 11 are because the example was 
meant to illustrate the effects of electrical limits on the transmission of power from the source 
buses to a set of distributed sink buses. The effects of thermal limits have been temporarily 
neglected. The sources are also assumed to have an unlimited supply of reactive power. Both of 
these relaxations show the electrical capacity of the corridors of power flows from South Bay to 
CHILLS and MSSION. This capacity is far greater than when thermal and power injection limits 
are enforced. Such a study is useful in analyzing the effects of large power flows through 
corridors in the network that may actually occur in the event of an unexpected transfer or large 
power swings in a pre-collapse scenario. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
                   
Figure 12     RTVSA Output: PoC in MW for Carlton Hills and Mission 
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5.3.2  Collapse Participation Factors 
 
The participation is computed from the right eigenvector of the Jacobian evaluated at voltage 
collapse corresponding to the zero eigenvalue. The right eigenvector provides information on the 
extent to which variables participate in the voltage collapse.  This determines weak areas and 
whether the collapse is an angle collapse. Specifying to the operator which buses participate 
most in the voltage collapse is useful, but it should also be noted that the buses with the biggest 
falls in voltage in the collapse may not be the same as the most effective buses to inject reactive 
power.   These Voltage Collapse Participation Factors can be expressed in terms of KV/(100 MW 
of the Margin to PoC). In other words, if the Margin to PoC decreases by 100 MW, then the 
Participation Factors will indicate the extent to which the voltages will recover.  Figure 13 shows 
these for Stressing Pattern I. 
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Figure 13    Top Eight Voltage Collapse Participation Factors for Stressing Pattern I 
 
Similar to Voltage Collapse Participation Factors, one can examine the top ranked Angle 
Collapse Participation Factors.  In order to translate between units of KV and units of degrees, 
the equivalence of 5 degrees and 7 KV has been assumed8.  See below for Stress Pattern I. 
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          Figure 14    Top Eight Angle Collapse Participation Factors for Stressing Pattern I 
                                                
8 This is based on the original estimates that equates 0.08 radians to 0.05 pu voltage. 
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In addition, the voltage magnitudes and angles can be plotted versus the stress magnitude to 
obtain the familiar “nose” curve that shows the sharpness of the collapse as the loading is 
increased. The Figures below show these for some typical buses. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
                     Figure 15  PV curve for Carlton Hills with Stress Pattern III showing collapse 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
                     Figure 16  PV curve for Mission with Stress Pattern III showing collapse  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
   
                     Figure 17  P Angle curve for Mission with Stress Pattern III showing collapse 
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5.4       On the Effects of Adding a Sink in a Congested Load Pocket 
Granite is located a few buses away from Miguel. One of the end points of the South West Power 
Link (SWPL) is anchored at Miguel. Since Miguel does not have native load, the stressing of 
Granite as a sink can be viewed as an indirect perturbation of the power flows in the Miguel to 
Imperial Valley arm of the SWPL transfer corridor. The SINKS are Loads at Carlton Hills, Mission 
and Granite. The SOURCES are Generator Shifts at 3 units at South Bay. These units have 
equal PF (Participation Factors) for all Patterns. 
 
Table 5     Patterns of SINK PF (Participation Factors) 
 
CHILLS MSSION GRNITE Color Code 
0.33 0.34         0.33 green 1 1 1 
0.02 0.49         0.49 cyan 0 1 1 
0.49        0.02         0.49 magenta 1 0 1 
0.49        0.49         0.02 red 1 1 0 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
                      
                    
 
 
 
                     Figure 18   RTVSA Output: Hyperplane slices for Granite and Mission 
 
 
 
The load at Granite Hills is located in a relatively congested area near Loveland and Los Coches. 
When the load at Granite is picked as one of the descriptive variables, the stressing patterns 
corresponding to {111} {011} {101} are very different compared to the pattern {110}. This is the 
only pattern to have a very small stress at Granite. The “flatness” of the {111} {011} {101} patterns 
can be attributed to the “easily congested paths” connected to the load at Granite.  The smaller 
intercept on the Granite axis for the {111} {011} {101} patterns correspond to larger Lagrangian 
multipliers which is an expression of greater systemic congestion. 
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5.5   Description of the Humboldt transmission system 
The Humboldt area is shown in the Figures below.The transmission tie lines into the area include 
Humboldt-Bridgeville 115 kV line 1, Humboldt-Trinity 115 kV line1, Willits-Garberville 60 line kV1, 
and Trinity-Maple Creek 60 kV. The substations that delineate the Humboldt Area are Low Gap 
115 kV and Humboldt 115 kV. The most critical contingencies for the Humboldt area involve (1) 
the loss of the Bridgeville-Cottonwood 115 kV line along with one Humboldt Bay Power Plant and 
(2) the loss of the Humboldt-Trinity 115 kV line along with one Humboldt Bay Power Plant. These 
contingencies are limited by the reactive power margin. They establish the target of 162 MW as 
the minimum capacity necessary for the Humboldt area with 126 MW of the Local Capacity 
requirement at 36 MW of the municipal and Qualifying Facility (QF) generation.  
 
               
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 19  Humboldt Area 
 
The Humboldt area covers most of Humboldt County. The grid is comprised of 60 kV and 115 kV 
transmission lines. Internal generation in the Humboldt area consists of two 53 MW thermal 
generating units, two 15 MW mobile gas turbines (GTs), one 25 MW biomass self-generator and 
36 MW of QF generation.  
Additionally, there is one off-line generator in the area having a capacity of 10 MW. The Humboldt 
Area includes the city of Eureka. This area has a winter peak load of approximately 190 MW. 
Pacific Gas & Electric (PG&E) owns the transmission and distribution systems in the Humboldt 
area. The major transmission lines serving this area are two 115 kV lines from Cottonwood and 
one 60 kV line from Trinity in the east and one 60 kV line from Garberville in the south.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 20  Location of Cottonwood in the CA EHV Transmission Network 
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The import capability of the existing transmission system supplying the Humboldt Area is a 
function of the load in the Humboldt Area and the amount of internal generation on-line. The 
transmission system alone is capable of serving approximately 70 MW of load. Internal 
generation in the Humboldt Area consists of two 53 MW thermal generators, two 15MW mobile 
gas turbines (GTs), one 25 MW biomass generator, as well as 46 MW of Qualifying Facility (QF) 
generation. However there are currently other four off line generators in the area with a total of 
about 72 MW. All numbers are nameplate capacity. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 21 One Lines for the HUMBOLDT CTTNWD SHASTA area 
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5.6   Stress Patterns and RTVSA Results for Humboldt 
The stress patterns permuted the set of generation in Shasta and the Humboldt power plants. 
The sinks were kept unchanged at Cottonwood and Jessup. Shasta provides almost all of the 
generation in Pattern I. Humboldt provides one and a half times more generation than Shasta in 
Pattern II. The results in Figure 22 and Figure 23 are for these generator descriptive variables. 
 
Table 6  List of Humboldt Stressing Patterns 
  Source Vector  
 
Sink Vector 
Pattern Color Bus 
Number 
Bus 
Name 
Participation 
Factors 
Bus 
Number 
Bus 
Name 
Participation 
Factors 
I Red 1276 
1277 
2590 
2591 
2592 
2593 
HUMBOLDT 
HUMBOLDT 
SHASTA 
SHASTA 
SHASTA 
SHASTA 
0.05 
 0.05 
0.22 
0.23 
0.22 
0.23 
650 
1376 
 
CTTNWD 
JESSUP 
 
0.6 
0.4 
 
II Blue 1276 
1277 
2590 
2591 
2592 
2593 
HUMBOLDT 
HUMBOLDT 
SHASTA 
SHASTA 
SHASTA 
SHASTA 
0.30 
0.30 
0.10 
0.10 
0.10 
0.10 
650 
1376 
 
CTTNWD 
JESSUP 
 
0.6 
0.4 
 
 
Table 7  Index for Humboldt Bus Numbers  
 
BUS NAME BUS NAME BUS NAME 
650 
652 
653 
654 
CTTNWD 
CTTNWD 
CTTNWD 
CTTNWD 
261 
1375 
   1376 
BRDGVL 
JESSTAP 
JESSUP 
 
1653  
3009  
 3241 
LOWGAP 
TRINITY 
WILDWD 
1274 
1275 
1276 
1277 
HUMBOLDT 
HUMBOLDT 
HUMBOLDT 
HUMBOLDT 
2589 
2590 
2591 
1278 
SHASTA 
SHASTA 
SHASTA 
HUMBOLDT 
2592 
2593 
1280 
1281 
SHASTA 
SHASTA 
HUMBOLDT 
HUMBOLDT 
 
The results in Figure 22 and Figure 23 emphasize the role of the generators at Shasta and 
Humboldt as descriptive variables. Negative Lagrangian Multipliers endow both hyperplane slices 
with positive slopes in the space of generator descriptive variable space.  
A generator injection can be regarded as parameterizing a redispatch or transfer. Increasing a 
generator must be balanced by decreasing the distributed slack bus so what one is really looking 
at is the effect on voltage collapse of various transfers. A general transfer can either increase a 
voltage collapse margin or decrease it and this is what gives different signs of the hyperplane 
equation. On the other hand, loads are easier to model as descriptive variables because it is 
usually the case that increasing loads decrease voltage collapse margins. In particular, a 
negative multiplier means that increasing the transfer increases the margin, at least locally in the 
region of validity of the hyperplane.  It is easy to construct such cases. Simply take a transfer that 
makes voltage collapse worse and reverse it so that source becomes sink and sink becomes 
source. This is the same as considering minus the transfer. For "nomogram-like" results one has 
to ensure that increasing all the descriptive variables make voltage collapse worse.   One can 
probably do this by flipping the signs of some of the transfers. 
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Figure 22  RTVSA Output: Hyperplane slices at Humboldt 1276 and Shasta 2590 
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Figure 23  RTVSA Output: Lagrangian Multipliers for Humboldt 
 
5.7   Discussions on Exploring Patterns of Loading 
Considering all the theoretically possible patterns of loading, even if computationally feasible, is 
probably not desirable because it would imply reacting to voltage collapse situations that would 
not arise in practice. We are generally only interested in the voltage collapses that would result 
from the practically feasible patterns of loading that the power system could actually experience 
in the next few hours.  Then a central question is how to specify the practically feasible patterns 
of loading.  One can compute worst-case patterns of loadings to obtain worst-case margins.  
However, there can be several such locally worst-case patterns of loadings and some of these 
may correspond to unrealistic system loadings.  The multiple worst-case loadings can correspond 
to voltage collapses concentrated in different areas. Some options are given below. 
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• The patterns of loading can be predicted in real time.  The customer load can be forecast and 
there should also be information about the likely bulk power transfers.   However, the 
uncertainties and time frames of the predictions need to be managed. 
• The operators may wish to specify patterns of loading that are meaningful or relevant to 
them. One can use past experience to select typical or worst-case patterns of loadings.  
Certain classes of patterns of loading can be associated with voltage collapses concentrated 
in different areas. 
• Patterns of loading that give the best hyperplane approximations to the voltage collapse 
boundary for practically feasible loadings could be sought. 
• Note that patterns of loading need to be fully defined in terms of injections at each generator 
and load bus.  For example, in specifying a north-south bulk power transfer, the participation 
of each of the ramping up and ramping down generators needs to be specified. The choices 
of these participations can be determined from real-time data, from typical realistic cases, or 
from operator input.    
 
 
 6     CONCLUSIONS 
 
The efficacy of using hyperplanes to approximate the boundary described by the Point of 
Collapse phenomenon is prone to a few caveats. The hyperplane approximation is only as good 
as the set of stressing vectors that are provided as input to the parameter continuation power 
flow. A set of “basis” vectors must be formulated that is “rich enough” to fully capture all possible 
stresses that the system might experience. Additionally, the Point of Collapse is usually indexed 
by a pre-determined set of contingencies. Each of these contingencies will spawn a parallel 
offline data structure to store the coefficients of the set of hyperplanes to be used in an on-line 
fashion when an outage is predicted.  
 
Some of the intensive storage requirements for hyperplane coefficients along with the set of basis 
stress vectors may be relaxed if the boundary structure is observed to be cylindrical. The notion 
of such a “cylindrical” structure9 is manifested in the “flatness” of certain sets of stressing vectors. 
For example, the effect of adding a sink show that patterns {111} {101} {011} are redundant in the 
descriptive variable space that includes Granite Hills. The “flatness” of these slices is because of 
the very small Lagrangian multipliers associated with Mission and Carlton Hills  for the {111} 
{101} {011} stress patterns. The “flatness” of these hyperplane slices implies that it is safe to 
further load the system in the Carlton Hills and Mission direction. The overlaying of the {110} 
stress vector does somewhat reduce the safe area of operation, which is precisely the same 
effect that an additional constraint would have on a standard nomogram application. 
 
Determining the set of Lagrangian multipliers or parametric sensitivities at the exact PoC has the 
advantage in predicting precisely the controllable elements in the space of power injections that 
are responsible for the collapse.  The next phase of this project will improve on the parameter 
continuation power flow by determining the exact PoC with a direct method.  More meaningful 
descriptive variables such as cut-set flows should be used in determining the boundary of 
collapse. The on-line availability of distribution factors10 that map injections to cut-sets should 
help to improve the hyperplane identifier. 
                                                
9 From Descriptive variables, operational hypersurfaces, and nomograms  by Ian Dobson Nov 25, 2005 – “Cylindrical view of the induced 
hypersurface” - To visualize the relation of the nomogram hypersurface Sn, the induced hypersurface Si and the security hypersurface S we change 
coordinates so that Si is a cylinder.   Suppose there are k descriptive variables and n parameters where k<n.  The coordinates of parameter space 
are changed so that the first k of the n coordinates are the descriptive variables. For example, if n=3 and there are k=2 descriptive parameters and 
one other parameter and Sn is the arc of a circle, then Si is an arc of the surface of a cylinder.   The issue of approximating the security hypersurface 
S by Si is how well S can be approximated by an Si of cylindrical form inside S.    
10 An example is the EPRI Interchange Distribution Calculator 
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Note that while the worst case loading margin computation may well be useful, the worst case is 
sometimes an unrealistic pattern of loading that would not happen in practice.  It is better to use 
the hyperplane methods to be restricted to practically feasible loadings.  The experience seems 
to be that the closest bifurcation direction search should be restricted to feasible cones.  The 
metric for the closest bifurcation should also be scrutinized according to the intended use of the 
closest bifurcation information: The Euclidean norm gives a measure of parameter space 
robustness but it does not give the increase in load or generator powers given by an L1 norm. 
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1.0   EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 
 
1.1    Objective 
 
Research and develop a Voltage Security Assessment (VSA) prototype to monitor 
system voltage conditions and provide real time dispatchers with reliability 
information related to reactive margin, abnormal nodal voltages, weak elements and 
contingency rankings.  
 
1.2 Technical Survey 
 
The CA ISO, the California Energy Commission (Energy Commission) and the 
Consortium for Electric Reliability Technology Solutions (CERTS) initially agreed to 
develop a real-time voltage and transient analysis security margin assessment tool 
using hyperplane technology. The CA ISO had proposed using the concept of 
hyperplane to implement this objective. A survey was conducted among experts to 
determine the feasibility of implementing this approach. The experts agreed that the 
hyperplane approach is well suited for voltage assessments but not yet proven to 
conduct transient analysis. Upon completion of the survey, the Energy Commission, 
CA ISO and CERTS agreed to implement a hyperplane based Voltage Security 
Assessment (VSA) prototype for the CA ISO control area.  No transient analysis will 
be performed with hyperplanes at this time. 
 
1.3 VSA Project Summary 
Objective 
Develop a prototype for Real-Time Voltage Security Assessment (VSA) application 
and prepare functional specifications to be used by CA ISO to select a vendor and for 
vendor to use it in the development of a production quality application for CA ISO. 
 
Real-Time Voltage Security Assessment Project: Research and develop a Voltage 
Security Assessment (VSA) prototype to monitor system voltage conditions and 
provide system operators with real time reliability metrics related to reactive margin, 
abnormal nodal voltages, weak elements and contingency rankings.  
 
What Will The Application Do? 
 
The VSA application will take CA ISO system model and data, develop security 
regions (a form of nomogram) using hyperplanes, calculate security indices and 
identify and display abnormal low voltages and weak elements.  This application will 
also perform contingency analysis and provide the system operators with 
contingency rankings for system monitoring and correction. 
 
Why Is The Application Needed? 
 
The CA ISO and neighboring systems are experiencing an increase in reactive power 
consumption.  Inadequate reactive supply was identified as a cause of the August 
 
4 
 
2003 blackout, and closer management of voltage is a key objective for reliability.  
This application will allow the system operators and reliability coordinators to monitor 
system voltage conditions and detect conditions that make the system vulnerable to 
voltage collapse and to take timely preventive actions.  It will also provide operating 
staff with a more realistic security assessment with the potential of better utilization of 
the system facilities. 
 
How Will The Application Benefit The Operators and Reliability Coordinators? 
 
This application will provide near real-time assessment of voltage conditions and how 
they relate to safe and secure operating limits under normal and contingency 
conditions.  System operators and reliability coordinators can use this information to 
evaluate and implement corrective actions such as generation re-scheduling, reactive 
VAR switching and/or load shedding. 
 
What Are The Requirements To Implement This Application? 
 
The VSA application will use data from the CA ISO state estimator and, therefore, will 
need to be connected to CA ISO system such that there is a continuous flow of 
model and data for analysis by the VSA application.  The CA ISO suggested the 
Humbolt area be used in the development of the prototype.  CA ISO will assist 
CERTS/EPG with the following: 
 
• Initially provide a GE CA ISO system solved case with emphasis on the Humbolt 
area.  Later, provide a solved case from the CA ISO State Estimator in PSLF 
bus/branch format. 
• An algorithm to stress the system feeding the Humbolt area 
• A contingency file selecting relevant contingencies to be analyzed in the 
prototype development 
1.4 Project Grid Monitoring Visualization Solution 
The VSA application will be designed for use by the CA ISO operators in monitoring 
and predicting system performance two hours ahead. CERTS-EPG will work with the 
CA ISO to design a data display format suitable to CA ISO operators. The real time 
display will have the following information: 
• Security region whose security boundaries are determined in MW flows  
• The current operating condition  
• Worst case contingencies leading to voltage collapse 
• Contingencies with insufficient stability margin 
• Contingency ranks based on severity indices 
• Abnormal reductions of nodal voltages 
• Voltage security margins 
• Weak elements and geographical locations 
The Real Time Security Display will use a four panel display format developed by 
CERTS/EPG.  This display will be designed taken into account the results of a yet to 
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be performed Human Factor analysis.  
2.0 BACKGROUND 
 
2.1 Key Definitions 
 
Security Region – Is the set of operating conditions where it’s safe for the power 
system to operate.  This region will be bounded by hyperplanes developed 
offline. 
 
Hyperplane – A boundary established through offline analysis determined by 
stressing a cut set until the system reaches a state of voltage system instability.  
 
Voltage Stability – The ability of a power system to maintain adequate voltages 
at all buses in the system under varying loading conditions. 
 
Voltage Collapse – The condition where there is uncontrollable decay in system 
voltages at one or more load buses or even a significant portion of the network. 
 
Security Margin – Is the available margin on a transmission path determined by 
subtracting the MW (or MVAR) flow on a transmission path from the MW (or 
MVAR) limit determined by the corresponding hyperplane. 
 
Weak Element – Is defined as the power system location where voltage 
collapse has occurred upon directional stressing on a transmission path. 
 
2.2 Voltage Security Assessment 
The CA ISO, the California Energy Commission (Energy Commission) and the 
Consortium for Electric Reliability Technology Solutions (CERTS) initially agreed 
to develop a real-time voltage and transient analysis security margin 
assessment tool using hyperplane technology.  Hyperplane technology consists 
in running a series of power flows with a specialized convergence technique to 
identify operating points in the system where a voltage limit has been reached. 
The CA ISO had proposed using the concept of hyperplane to implement the 
objective outlined above.  A survey was conducted among experts to determine 
the feasibility of implementing this approach.  The experts agreed that the 
hyperplane approach is well suited for voltage assessments but not yet proven 
to conduct transient analysis. Upon completion of the survey, the Energy 
Commission, CA ISO and CERTS agreed to implement a hyperplane based 
Voltage Security Assessment (VSA) prototype for the CA ISO control area.  No 
transient analysis will be performed with hyperplanes. 
3.0 VOLTAGE SECURITY ASSESSMENT FUNCTIONALITY 
The VSA will produce security regions periodically and perform voltage 
assessment every 5 minutes for the current system condition and for the next 
two hours in 5-minute increments. The VSA prototype will develop security 
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regions and, using a post processing algorithm, perform an analysis of a given 
system conditions that will include the following functionality: 
• Contingency simulation 
• Determination of voltage security margins  
• Contingency ranking 
• Identification of weak elements 
 
3.1 Contingency simulation 
 
The prototype will have the ability to take a base case provided by the CA ISO, 
convert it to a format usable by the prototype, and run power flows until an 
acceptable solution is reached for the condition at hand.   The prototype will 
also have the capability to take system elements such as predefined 
transmission lines, generators, and transformers out of service and run power 
flows without those elements. 
 
The ultimate version of the VSA application shall have the ability to develop 
security regions and perform voltage security assessment on demand, for 
system conditions when a contingency has already occurred.  The application 
shall also be able to, using the modified topology, perform contingency 
analysis in anticipation of the next contingency. 
 
3.2 Voltage security regions and hyperplanes 
 
The prototype will define the voltage security regions whose boundaries are 
piece-wise linear approximation (hyperplanes) in coordinates of nodal power 
injections and power flows. To determine the Hyperplane nomograms or 
security regions, the prototype shall perform a series of continuation power 
flows until the point of voltage collapse is reached; this point of voltage 
collapse will determine the hyperplane for the direction being stressed. Other 
limits reached during this stressing process such as thermal and voltage 
violations will be identified and reported.  The user will specify a transfer or 
loading by either a vector indicating the participation of all the load and 
generator buses, or some other pattern that represents actual system loading 
conditions.  The user will also specify the structural changes and/or system 
performance limits to be used during power flow runs.  
 
3.3 Voltage security margin assessment 
 
For the operating condition in question, the voltage security margins are 
determined from the voltage security regions developed offline for normal and 
contingency conditions.  The distance from the current operating condition to 
the relevant edge of the security region will determine the voltage security 
margin for the condition at hand. 
 
3.4 Contingency rankings 
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Contingency ranking will be determined by an algorithm that will sort the 
results of contingency analysis by either voltage security margin or by 
abnormal reduction of nodal voltages.  Ranks will be specified with 1 as the 
contingency resulting in the smallest security margin or worst nodal voltage 
deviation. 
 
3.5 Identification of weak elements  
 
Weak elements, defined as those lines and or substations which are most 
affected by those contingencies causing worst damage to the reliability of the 
power system, will be determined by an algorithm based either on analysis of 
the direction of the critical vector or on analysis of the practical stability criteria 
(derivatives or sensitivities of active and reactive power with respect to 
variations of nodal voltage).  CERTS/EPG and CA ISO will jointly decide on 
the most appropriate method.   In addition the VSA application will produce 
scale-independent ranking using ratios for the most sensitive buses in the 
system.  
 
CERTS/EPG and the CA ISO agreed to test this functionality focusing on the 
Humbolt area, where voltage problems are known to exist. 
4.0 DATA REQUIREMENTS 
 
The VSA tool will rely on state estimator data and will initially be used as an off-
line application.  Later, this tool can be expanded for real-time use.  When used 
as an off line application the prototype will require data from the CA ISO’s State 
Estimator including the following: 
 
• CA ISO control area model 
• CA ISO control area solved power flows with state estimator data 
including MW and MVARS for load, generators and interchanges.  
These power flows should include heavy load conditions and heavily 
loaded transfer paths. 
• Generator limits, voltage thresholds and line ratings. 
  
In addition, the Voltage Security Assessment application will need the following 
information to determine hyperplanes and develop security regions: 
 
• Transmission path loading vectors and any other system loading 
patterns relevant to the power system condition under review. 
• Load and generation forecasts for two consecutive hours in intervals of 
five minutes. 
• A list of relevant single outage contingencies and double element 
outages selected based on CA ISO’s operational experience 
 
When used as a real time application the tool will need direct input from the CA 
ISO state estimator to receive CA ISO control area real time data together with 
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control area model, generator and thresholds limits and transmission path 
loading vectors.  
 
CERTS/EPG and the CA ISO agreed to develop the VSA prototype using a 
continuation power flow engine provided by the Power System Engineering 
Research Center (PSERC).  This application uses a bus/branch configuration 
and the input for this engine will be generated from a GE solved case to be 
provided by the CA ISO’s planning group.  When the CA ISO State estimator 
produces PSLF formatted cases, the prototype will be tested using these cases. 
 
Additional data requirements will be identified once algorithms are selected and 
the corresponding design specifications are developed. 
 
5.0 VISUALIZATION SOLUTION APPROACH AND ARCHITECTURE 
 
The VSA real-time display will use a visualization solution based in a multi-view, 
geographic, approach that will include the following information: 
 
• Security region whose security boundaries are determined in MW flows. 
• The current operating condition 
• The voltage security margin available with the system condition at hand 
• Abnormal reduction of nodal voltages  
• Contingency ranks based on severity indices 
• Weak elements and geographical locations 
• Worst case contingencies leading to voltage collapse 
• Contingencies with insufficient stability margin 
 
6.0 SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE 
 
The Voltage Security Assessment prototype will be based on a power flow 
computational engine equipped to handle a continuation method algorithm 
necessary to solve numerous power flows quickly.  Computational speed is 
necessary to solve many power flows in a short period of time to develop 
security regions based on piece-wise linear approximation (hyperplanes) of 
stability boundaries. 
 
The VSA prototype system architectural overview is shown in Figure 1.  Each of 
the different components of the application is described below: 
 
Case Reader/Network Processor 
The case reader component will be designed to interface with the state 
estimator CA ISO data source and to read a complete base case and translate 
into a format suitable for use with the VSA computational engine.  It will also 
have the ability to read the contingencies files and modify the system topology 
to simulate outages. 
 
Transfer Path/Loading Direction Selector 
This application will select the path to be stressed and use the load and 
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generation pattern provided by the CA ISO to in the directional stressing 
algorithm.  This application will keep track of paths (cut sets) selected for 
directional transfer increases (path stressing).  A new path will be selected for 
stressing only after the current path has been stressed to a point of voltage 
collapse and a hyperplane has been identified for that path. 
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Figure 1:  Voltage Security Assessment Prototype 
(System Architecture)  
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VSA Computational Engine 
At the center of the application is the VSA Computational Engine designed to 
take base case models and corresponding data from the CA ISO state 
estimator, run power flows, and determine the distance to voltage collapse.  
Abnormal reduction in nodal voltages will be identified during these runs. 
 
Hyperplane & Security Regions 
At the voltage collapse point for a particular stressing direction, this function will 
use a linearization process to calculate the hyperplane and identify the weak 
elements.  The set of hyperplanes developed for different transfer paths 
constitute the boundaries of the safe, stable, region and therefore define a 
security region.   These security regions shall be defined for each contingency 
condition in a pre-determined contingency file.  This file will be either provided 
by the CA ISO or will proceed from a contingency screening application. 
 
Security Assessment  
For the operating point in question, this component will perform the following: 
 
• Analyze the current system conditions and map it to the security region. 
• Access and display the security regions developed for the different system 
conditions including contingencies. 
• Calculate the voltage security margin for the current system condition. 
• Identify abnormal reduction of nodal voltages. 
• Rank contingencies based on the security indexes obtained from 
contingency analysis. 
• Identify the weak elements.  
 
Client Application 
The CERTS client application will read all the results obtained with the Voltage 
Security Assessment applications and display the following information for use 
by the dispatchers: 
• Security region whose security boundaries are determined in MW flows  
• The current operating condition 
• Worst case contingencies leading to voltage collapse 
• Contingencies with insufficient stability margin 
• Contingency ranks based on severity indexes 
• Abnormal reductions of nodal voltages 
• Voltage security margins 
• Weak elements and geographical locations 
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7.0 IMPLEMENTATION SCHEDULE 
 
Table I:  Implementation Schedule for the CA ISO Voltage Security Assessment Project 
  
Completion ACTION 
Target Done 
PHASE 1     
Complete contingency analysis and ranking 3/30/2005  √ 
Factory test completed  4/15/2005  √ 
      
PHASE 2      
Project Executive Summary 2/18/2005  √ 
Assess and research algorithms (Survey) to determine 
security regions; prepare summary of responses 
3/15/2005  √ 
Define algorithm to determine security regions for CA ISO 3/25/2005  √ 
Functional Specifications 3/30/2005  √ 
Complete Survey report for delivery 4/15/2005  √ 
Customer Approval of Functional Specs 4/15/2005  √ 
Design Specifications 5/20/2005   
Prototype Development:        
● Complete Case Reader/Network Processor 6/3/2005   
● Complete Path/Loading Direction Selector 6/3/2005   
● Complete VSA Computational Engine 6/10/2005   
● Complete hyperplane identifier 7/1/2005   
● Complete security assessment application 7/29/2005   
Integration - VSA prototype 8/19/2005   
Validation using  GE program TBD   
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1. INTRODUCTION AND BACKGROUND INFORMATION 
 
A PIER TRP funded multi-year project is currently being conducted by CERTS in cooperation with CA 
ISO aimed at research and demonstration activities of Real-Time Applications of Phasors for Monitoring, 
Alarming, and Control.  The proposed applications of phasor measurements will provide the real-time 
operating staff with the previously unavailable, yet greatly needed, tools to avoid voltage and dynamic 
instability, and monitor generator response to abnormal significant system frequency excursions.  
Perhaps of equal or greater importance, in the near term, the measurement infrastructure will provide CA 
ISO with an alternate, independent real-time monitoring system that could act as an end-of-line backup 
for failures affecting CA ISO’s current SCADA/EMS; in the long term, it would become a key element of 
CA ISO’s next generation monitoring system necessary for advanced real time control.  Some of the 
proposed applications include the use of phasor measurements for wide-area visibility, real-time 
monitoring and alarming, small-signal stability assessment, frequency data collection, nomogram 
validation and improvements, improved state estimation, and real-time control. 
 
Phasor measurement technologies are a leading example of a new generation of advanced grid 
monitoring technologies that rely on high speed, time-synchronized, digital measurements.  These 
characteristics are essential for monitoring real-time grid performance, validating (or replacing) off-line 
nomogram studies, providing advance warning of potential grid instabilities, and, ultimately, enabling the 
development and introduction of advanced automatic grid control approaches (such as adaptive 
islanding).  
 
1.1. Description of Problem 
CA ISO’s traditional security assessment approach - based on SCADA data and off-line studies 
conducted long in advance of real time operations - are becoming increasingly unreliable for real time 
operations because they cannot fully anticipate all the conditions currently faced by operators.  New 
technologies, which rely on accurate, high-resolution, real-time monitoring of actual (not hypothesized) 
system conditions, are needed to support the CA ISO’s real-time operations.  The purpose of these tools 
and systems is to monitor, assess, enable, and, ultimately, automatically take the necessary control 
action to prevent or mitigate problems in real time. 
 
On August 10, 1996, a major disturbance separated the WECC system into four electrical islands 
(Northern Island, Southern Island, Northern California Island, and Alberta lsland), interrupting service to 
7.5 million customers for periods ranging from several minutes to about nine hours.  This disturbance 
effectively began with the loss of the Keeler-Allston 500-kV line in the Portland area, due to inadequate 
right-of way maintenance, which overloaded parallel lines and depressed transmission voltages.   These 
conditions led to subsequent tripping of additional lines and McNary generating units, triggering 
oscillations that increased in magnitude for approximately 70 seconds, until the protective devices tripped 
the three 500-kV California-Oregon Intertie (COI) lines due to low voltage (less than 315 kV on the Malin 
500 kV bus) and subsequent islanding of the WECC system [1].  The growing oscillations can be 
attributed to an increased electrical angle between northwest generation and COI. 
 
On October 18, 1996, the WECC investigation team analyzing August 10, 1996, blackout strongly 
recommended that “the WSCC CWG shall investigate the cause of the undamped oscillations…” and that 
“all WSCC owners of generators, in conjunction with the WSCC TSS and CWG shall assess whether 
installed excitation systems and PSS on units with capacity of 10 MW or greater, are properly tested, 
tuned, and correctly modeled in transient stability studies.” [1]. 
 
Summarizing the outcome of the previous blackout investigations, the U.S.-Canada Power System 
Outage Task Force that conducted the analysis of the August 14, 2003 which impacted 50 million people 
in the Eastern Interconnection, indicated several causes or contributory factors in common with the earlier 
outages including [2]”  
- Inadequate situational awareness and regional-scale visibility over the bulk power system 
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- Inability of system operators or coordinators to visualize events on the entire system 
- Failure to ensure operation within secure limits 
- Failure to identify emergency conditions and communicate that status to neighboring systems 
- Inadequate training of operating personnel 
 
The bi-national investigation team recommended the need for “wide-area visibility and situational 
awareness to address problems before they propagate..., use of time-synchronized data recorders…, 
improved system modeling, data quality and data exchange practices…, and better real-time tools for 
operators and reliability coordinators” [2]. 
 
Phasor technology is one of the key promising technologies on the horizon that offers new possibilities in 
providing the industry with new tools and applications to address these blackout recommendations and to 
tackle reliability management and operational challenges faced by CA ISO operators and WECC 
reliability coordinators.  Such data that recorded during the 1996 blackout was invaluable in investigating 
the causes of the major 1996 blackout. It also complements existing SCADA systems by providing the 
high sub-second resolution and global visibility to address the new emerging need for wide area grid 
monitoring; real-time dynamics and stability monitoring; dynamic system ratings to operate system closer 
to the margin to reduce congestion costs and increased asset utilization; and improvements in state 
estimation, protection and control. 
 
1.2. Overview of WECC-CA ISO Phasor Network 
 
Under PIER support, CERTS and CA ISO have made significant progress towards accomplishing the CA 
ISO’s goal of using phasor technology for wide-area real-time monitoring and control.  On September 4, 
2002, a Phasor Data Concentrator (PDC) was installed at CA ISO in Folsom, CA.  At the start of the 
project almost 4 years ago, the initial phasor network consisted of only 14 Phasor Measurement Units 
(PMUs) gathering data at 30 samples/second and sending it in real-time to the PDC at Bonneville Power 
Administration (BPA).  This setup included 12 PMU devices located at various substations within and 
around BPA’s jurisdictional area that were sending data directly to the BPA PDC for time synchronization,  
and communication links between BPA and Southern California Edison (SCE) comprising of an analog 
microwave circuit between BPA in Vancouver (WA) and LADWP in Los Angeles (CA) and a digital link 
from there to SCE in Rosemead (CA) for real-time data exchange of selective signals (2 phasors and 1 
frequency) from 2 of their respective PMUs between the two utilities.  This collective set of time-
synchronized phasor data from the BPA PDC was then forwarded to the CA ISO PDC in real-time using 
the existing WECC/CA ISO Wide Area Network (WAN) used to exchange control center data between 
utilities. 
 
Subsequent expansion work on the network has resulted in greater wide-area visibility across the WECC.  
Presently, the CA ISO PDC receives data from 42 PMUs from geographically distributed locations via the 
WECC WAN which connects the BPA, SCE and PG&E PDCs with the PDC at CA ISO.  PMUs belonging 
to BPA feed directly to the BPA PDC while WAPA PMU data is fed from the WAPA PDC to the BPA PDC 
over the WECC/CA ISO WAN.  The SCE and PG&E PMUs feed into their corresponding PDCs, and this 
data is further transmitted in real-time to the CA ISO PDC.  Figure 1 below shows the current Western 
Electricity Coordinating Council (WECC)-CA ISO synchronized data communication network and the 
proposed expansions. 
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Figure 1: Current and Future WECC-CA ISO Phasor Data Communication Network 
 
The current Real-Time Dynamics Monitoring System™ (RTDMS) application at CA ISO reads the 
collective set of phasor data output from the CA ISO PDC and displays it in real-time. This complete set of 
time-synchronized high-resolution data provides the desired wide-area visibility across the western 
interconnection required for security monitoring by dispatchers including dynamic performance 
assessment and post disturbance analysis. 
 
Future plans for the network include exploring the integration of phasor data from Arizona and British 
Columbia into the WECC phasor network which would close any observable gaps that currently exist in 
the network.  Furthermore, it would also benefit the CA ISO to extend the phasor data stream all the way 
to CA ISO’s Alhambra facility and create a secondary backup system there for redundancy. 
 
The RTDMS phasor system display station which was initially installed at the CA ISO control room has 
recently been relocated to the WECC Reliability Coordinator’s desk  It will not be long before the long-
awaited phasor data could be presented to all the WECC reliability coordinators in real-time and within 
standardized displays.  With this phasor network in place, reliability coordinators as well as system 
operators will be able to monitor over 250 voltage and current phasors at key 500 kV, 345 kV and 230 kV 
substations throughout the WECC. 
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2. PROJECT OVERVIEW 
 
The current WECC and CA ISO phasor infrastructure has matured to the point that this infrastructure can 
be used as a new data source to support real-time system operations applications.  The emphasis of this 
project over the next few years therefore is to focus on applications that are uniquely suited for phasors 
and will provide the real-time operating staff with the previously unavailable, yet greatly needed, tools to 
monitor grid reliability and avoid voltage and dynamic instability, as well as key metrics for tracking grid 
performance, such as generator response to abnormal significant system frequency excursions.   It will 
also enable CA ISO, California and WECC utilities to explore closely related issues, such as use of 
phasor data to improve system planning models, to improve state estimation, to determine the optimal 
location of additional phasor measurements, and ultimately to gain the experience with the technology 
needed to begin developing real-time control applications.  
 
In July of 2004, the CERTS Program Review Committee recommended that the Energy Commission and 
CA ISO continue the research, development and application of this technology including research to 
determine what phase angles and rates of change of phase angles (and associated ranges around these 
quantities, including appropriate boundaries or thresholds, recognizing inescapable uncertainties) are 
appropriate for various locations in system, what actions should be taken by operators or automatic 
control equipment, if there are major deviations, and the desired location for additional phasor monitoring 
equipment around the WECC.  The proposed approach, developed in conjunction with CA ISO staff, 
represents a phased approach toward addressing these issues, centered around introducing phasor 
information to operators and working closely with them to modify and enhance the applications (including 
training) to increase their confidence in relying on this information to support their day-to-day activities. 
 
2.1. Project Overall Goals 
This overall objective of this project is to accelerate the adoption and foster greater use of new, more 
accurate, time-synchronized phasor measurements by CA ISO reliability coordinators and control area 
operators as well as by California and WECC utility transmission dispatchers towards achieving the long-
term goal of using phasor technology for wide-area monitoring, alarming and control.  The specific 
research objectives of this task are: 
 
? To provide real-time operators with new tools which provide previously unavailable wide-area visibility 
and information on the dynamic stability of the grid. 
? Design the conceptual look of operator displays for phasor applications. 
? Define functional specifications such that, upon completion, the tools can be transferred to a vendor 
(selected by CA ISO) for implementation as a production-grade operating tools 
? Provide technical support to and assist in coordinating phasor applications being researched and 
developed by CA utilities.    
? In the long run, provide the basis for the introduction of a new generation of automatic grid controls.  
 
At the conclusion of this project, prototypes for several CA ISO phasor applications will have been 
researched, developed, factory- and field-tested, all in close coordination with and oversight provided by 
CA ISO, such that the findings from these activities will be summarized in the functional specifications for 
commercial-grade, production-quality tools that can be acquired by CA ISO [3].   
 
2.2. Research Roadmap 
In July of 2005, CERTS worked with CA ISO in developing an R&D Roadmap to guide the Phasor 
Applications technology research and development effort.  This multi-year roadmap shown in Figure 1 
layouts out the research and development plans by the various task activities that need attention as well 
as through the various phases of the development cycle including research, development, demonstration, 
and technology transfer, and the intermediate milestones and deliverables [3].  The end product of many 
of the activities listed in the tasks is to develop functional specifications for production quality applications 
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that could be passed on to commercial vendors of CA ISO’s choosing for implementation.  The various 
tasks identified within the roadmap are summarized below: 
 
Input Data Requirement: The present WECC-CA ISO Phasor Network uses the BPA developed 
proprietary PDCStream format for real-time data transfer between BPA, WAPA, SCE, PG&E and CA ISO.  
The new industry phasor format standard for real-time data transfer, IEEE C37.118, has recently been 
approved.  As the phasor devices migrate to the new standard, the various phasor prototype applications 
developed will have to comply with this new standard.  Furthermore, as additional devices, such as relays 
or disturbance fault recorders, that have phasor measurement and GPS time synchronization capabilities 
(such as DFRs, relays) comply to the new standard, they could also be integrated into the phasor system 
to close any observability gaps that present exist. 
 
CA ISO Applications:  Various applications which are well suited for phasor measurements and that meet 
the CA ISO needs have been identified, all of which are planned for development on the existing RTDMS 
platform.   These applications include identifying and addressing wide-area visualization needs on this 
phasor data within standardized displays and summary screens with special attention towards avoiding 
screen clutter, and real-time monitoring, alarming and reporting capabilities based on advanced 
monitoring metrics and indicators on this high resolution phasor data.  Other applications include a Small-
Signal Stability monitoring application to detect the low frequency electromechanical oscillations when 
observable in the power system and to closely monitor and track their oscillatory frequency and 
associated damping to provide early warning on poorly or lightly damped situations where there is a 
danger of the oscillations growing unstable.  There is also a Frequency Data Collection project to collect 
and archive sub-second frequency data from PMUs to meet new NERC-WECC Western Interconnection 
frequency data collection requirements.  
 
New System Capabilities:  This task addresses a wide-area research need that extends beyond the CA 
ISO, which is the use of phasor measurements for real-time wide-area control.  As a first step towards 
achieving this goal, the objective is to research and develop methods for utilizing phasor measurement to 
validate and possibly improve stability nomograms. 
 
System Integration and Support:  Each of the CA utilities has identified pilot projects to demonstrate the 
application of phasor technology to problems that are of interest to these utilities.  In particular, SCE is 
interested in local remedial action controls with phasors, SDG&E would like to demonstrate improvements 
in the state estimation results using PMU measurements, and PG&E’s interest lines in monitoring critical 
paths via PMUs.  To the extent possible, CERTS will be providing assistance and support to each utility’s 
undertaken projects.  Additionally, CERTS will be coordinating collaboration activities with academic and 
industry experts as needs arise. 
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Figure 2:   Multi-Year Research and Development Roadmap for the Phasor Applications 
 
2.3. Proposed Approach 
 
To successfully accomplish the tasks outlined within the roadmap, we propose a phased out approach for 
each of the various applications which would include the following stages: 
 
? Conduct the initial research and feasibility assessment on the defined problem 
? Perform an extensive review of existing methods and algorithms, and select the most appropriate 
algorithm(s) to be used in the prototype application 
? Work closely with CA ISO staff to develop a functional specification for the prototype tool 
? Implement and test the prototype in the field 
? From the understanding gained with the prototype tool, develop a functional specification for the 
production quality application to be implemented by commercial vendors. 
 
The level of research and development associated with the various applications would be a major 
contributing factor in defining the amount of effort spent with each of these different stages of the 
proposed approach.  
 
A Technical Advisory Committee (TAC) consisting of representatives from the CA ISO, California utility, 
BPA, DOE and other organizations provides strategic guidance for this Real-Time Operations R&D 
program and foster rapid adoption of R&D results by these organizations. 
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3. PHASE 1 TASK DESCRIPTIONS 
 
The various activities within the research roadmap that were performed during Phase 1 of the project are 
described in greater detail within this section.  Depending on where these activities stand within the 
proposed approach, the effort during this phase can be categorized as Development Activities (RTDMS 
Versions 2 and 3, Frequency Data Collection), Research Activities (Small-Signal Stability Monitoring), and 
Support Activities (Support to Utilities). 
 
3.1. Development Activities 
Real-Time Dynamics Monitoring System (RTDMS - Version 2 and Version 3):  The Real-Time Dynamics 
Monitoring System (RTDMS – Version 1) was initially developed as a stand-alone visualization 
application.  During Phase 1 of the project, this application was transformed into a phasor technology 
research and development platform, supporting a central server / multi-client architecture as well as 
additional underlying functionalities required to support the development of additional phasor applications 
as outlined within the roadmap.  Some of the key functional enhancements include: 
 
RTDMS Version 2 (Phase 1A) – Delivered to CA ISO in January 2005 
- Implement multi-user capability 
- Expand system wide-area visibility to include SCE phasor data 
- Research and improve wide-area visuals through configurability 
- Research and improve display for frequency response monitoring 
- Research and implement replay capability 
 
RTDMS Version 3 (Phase 1B) – Delivered to CA ISO in August 2005 
- Research and incorporate transient detector 
- Research and enhance alarming capability 
- Research and add event archiving capability for transient events 
- Expand system wide-area visibility to include PG&E phasor data 
- Research and improve wide-area visuals to reduce cluttering 
 
A conceptual overview of the system hardware and software architecture is shown in Figure 3 [13].  The 
RTDMS platform now supports a server-client architecture with the central RTDMS Server responsible for 
data management functions such as data acquisition, filtering, data processing and caching, and a thin 
client layer where multiple RTDMS Client applications installed on different machines can simultaneously 
access data from the central server.  By centralizing the data management process, this architecture 
minimizes the necessary performance requirements for all Client machines and this translates to a 
reduction in hardware cost.  Additionally, any new Client applications that would be developed under this 
project could connect to the common RTDMS Server for data access and retrieval. 
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Figure 3:   RTDMS Version 3 System Architecture 
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Some of the additional enhancements include the configurability capabilities that allow the end user to 
grow and customize the overall RTDMS system and the visualization displays to reflect changes within 
the phasor network as new PMUs are added into the WECC phasor network and additional data from 
these new units is made available (see Figure 4). 
 
 
 
Figure 4:   Sample Configuration Graphic User Interface 
 
Alarming logic has also been built into the Server to analyze the streaming real-time data to detect and 
alarm on either threshold violations or significant rate-of-change (i.e. change within a second interval 
exceeding a specified threshold) on identified signals and metrics.  Some of the alarming conditions 
presently set within the RTDMS Server include: 
- System frequency exceeding specified threshold limits 
- Sudden changes in system and local frequencies 
- Voltage magnitudes exceed minimum or maximum thresholds (i.e. low or high voltages) 
- Sudden changes in voltage magnitudes 
- Angle difference across specified paths exceed defined threshold limits 
- MW/MVAR flows across specified paths exceed defined threshold limits 
 
Not only are the generated alarms permanently logged at the Server, these alarms are immediately made 
visible on all RTDMS Clients that are connected to the Server.  All relevant information pertaining to these 
alarms (such as the metric associated with the violation, the start time of violation, the end time of 
violation, the violation value and corresponding threshold, the violation type, etc) are continuously shown 
in the alarming window (see Figure 5).  The end user must acknowledge the alarm to make it disappear. 
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Figure 5:   Real-Time Alarming on Monitored Metrics 
 
Additionally, abrupt changes sensed in the voltage or frequency measurements may suggest that the 
system is undergoing a transient event such as a fault in the system or the loss of generation and/or load.  
Whenever a transient is detected, the application automatically saves, both, pre- and post-disturbance 
data and an alarm summary log into an event file that is labeled by the date and time of the event.  This 
archived data can be loaded into RTDMS Clients in an Offline study mode and this set of data is 
adequate to recreate and payback all its visuals (see Figure 6). 
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Figure 6:   Event Archiving and Playback 
 
During real-time operation, the Replay functionality (Figure 7) permits the user to switch from the Real-
Time monitoring mode to the Replay mode to view cached data for historical tracking and analyses.  
Once in the Replay mode, the auto-rewind/auto-forward buttons or the slider can be used to move 
back/ahead in time for closer inspection of the data and metrics. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 7:   Replay Capability 
 
The use of the replay capability as described above can also be used to interrogate event files when they 
are loaded into the RTDMS Client.  Other enhancements included expanded wide-area visibility to include 
SCE and PG&E phasor data.   
 
The RTDMS phasor system with above mentioned features was delivered to CA ISO in 2Q 2005, and has 
been installed at the Reliability Coordinators desk. 
 
Frequency Data Collection:  In response to the USA-Canadian August 14th, 2003 Blackout Investigation 
Task Force blackout recommendations which emphasized the need for the collection and archiving of 
synchronized wide-area data, NERC-WECC and some of its subcommittees have been working during 
the last two years in defining functional requirements for the collection and archiving process.  The CA 
Toggle Switch between 
Real-Time and Replay 
Mode
Auto-Rewind Auto-Forward 
Frame Selection Rewind/Forward Rate Selection 
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ISO Frequency Data Collection project was defined to meet these new guidelines by acquiring sub-
second frequency data from two main sources: the CA ISO Arbiter Frequency Monitors at Folsom and 
Alhambra, and the PMUs presently operational at BPA, SCE, WAPA, and PG&E.  Joint meetings were 
held between CA ISO and CERTS/EPG in January and February, 2005, to discuss and review proposed 
system architectures and cost estimates. 
 
CA ISO management decided that for this project, the primary data source for CA ISO frequency data 
would be the two CA ISO Arbiter systems, and the secondary data source will be the from at least 6 
geographically and electrically separated PMU devices within the Western Interconnection.  CERTS/EPG 
would be responsible for integrating the secondary data source; i.e. the Phasor Data Services software 
running as a Windows NT service to collect GPS time-stamped frequency data from the CA ISO PDC with 
a rate greater than 10 samples/second and accuracy of 0.001Hz, data filtering to eliminate noise or data 
dropouts, and storing the collected data into the Folsom and alternate PI Historians [21].  The PI 
database deployment, integration and redundancy would be CA ISO’s responsibility (see Figure 8). 
 
 
 
 
Figure 8:   CA ISO Frequency Data Collection Redundant System 
 
The project and system architecture was approved by CA ISO IT and management in April, and the 
functional specification was delivered to CA ISO in June.  The development began shortly thereafter and 
the factory test was complete in July.   
 
The field test and delivery to CA ISO on integrating the secondary data source was place on hold due to 
CA ISO restructuring.  The primary system is presently operational at CA ISO and fulfills the immediate 
project needs of archiving sub-second frequency data.  CA ISO management at this time has elected not 
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to archive the PMU frequency data into their historian but are interested in archiving the PMU phasor data 
instead.  The CERTS/EPG development on this project could easily be adapted to fulfill this objective. 
 
3.2. Research Activities 
 
In late 2004, CA ISO shared their interest in pursuing a Wide-Area Security Assessment (WASA) project 
to monitor security margins (i.e., “distance to instability”) across the entire interconnection in real-time 
based on geographically dispersed PMUs, and voltage magnitudes and static angle measurements in 
particular.  A key limitation here is lack of full observability by the PMU devices.  In early 2005, 
CERTS/EPG formulated a survey to reach out to experts in the field for their comments, suggestions, and 
recommendations on the 2 projects:  Voltage Security Assessment (VSA) and Wide-Area Security 
Assessment (WASA).  The survey was sent to 51 academic and power industry experts worldwide with 
sixteen responses received; eight of the respondents were from the power industry and eight from 
academia.  A common consensus was that the use of phasor measurements for modal estimation to 
assess small-signal stability was am ideal first step towards achieving the WASA project objectives.  
Mathematically, small-signal stability is a Hopf bifurcation where a stable equilibrium becomes oscillatory 
unstable and the consequence is either steady state oscillation or a growing oscillatory transient process. 
Hopf bifurcations are associated with a pair of complex conjugate eigenvalues whose real parts are 
changing their sign from negative to positive [20]. 
 
Small-Signal Stability Monitoring:  Low-frequency poorly damped electromechanical oscillations that are 
observed in the power system are of interest as they characterize the stability of the power system and 
often limit power flows across the grid.  While there is a danger that such modes can lead to instability 
following a sizable disturbance, there is also the risk of these modes becoming unstable (i.e., negatively 
damped) due to gradual changes in the system conditions.  The ability to continuously track these modes 
in real-time would therefore be a valuable tool for dispatchers and power system operations engineers.  
 
The focus of this project is to develop a prototype application that analyzes phasor data in real-time to 
identify dominant low-frequency electromechanical modes in the system and detect lightly damped 
oscillations under ambient conditions (i.e. mode frequencies, shapes, and damping).  The idea is to alert 
operators when the system is experiencing poor damping. 
 
Recently there have been multiple efforts to identify the dominating modes from phasor measurements.    
The underlying idea is that small fluctuations such as random load switching act as a constant low-level 
excitation to the electromechanical dynamics in the power system and are observed in the power-flows 
through, for example, voltage angle variations across transmission corridors [8,9,10,16,17,18,19].  
Assuming that the random variations are white noise and stationary over the frequency range of interest 
(typically of 0.1+ Hz), then the spectral content of phasor measurement signals ,which is colored by 
power-system dynamics, can be used to estimate the inter-area modal frequencies and damping. 
 
Bonneville Power Administration (BPA) also shares a common interest in the area of small-signal stability.  
BPA has been a pioneer in the phasor technology area and presently has over 15 of their own PMUs 
installed and connected to the WECC phasor network.  They are very interested in extracting data both 
for real-time processing to provide alarms for system operators for impending trouble as well as observing 
the state of the system during staged system tests.  Both CERTS/EPG and BPA have decided to 
collaborate on this small-signal stability prototype application research and development effort, thereby 
leveraging off each others expertise and eliminating unnecessary duplication.   A Statement of 
Collaboration is presently in place between the two entities with the following key tasks identified (see 
Figure 9): 
 
- Identify platform for algorithms evaluation and implementation plan 
- Algorithm development and refinement including reviewing existing work to date, evaluating 
methodology alternatives on actual and model test data 
- Prototype implementation and testing 
- Online operation and evaluation of prototype 
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- Application studies to determine relationships between observed modal behavior and power system 
stress conditions. 
 
Prof. Dan Trudnowski, who is a leading expert in estimating mode properties from system measurements 
and has published several papers in this area, is also a key advisor on the project.   Some of the 
proposed algorithms that shall be reviewed include but are not limited to: 
 
- Yule Walker methods 
- Autocorrelation with Prony Analysis 
- Sub-space identification methods 
- Least-squares ARMA methods 
 
Monte Carlo simulations shall be used to evaluate the performance of each algorithm under consideration 
before incorporating them into the prototype application.    
 
 
 
Figure 9:   Small-Signal Stability Monitoring Prototype Implementation Plan 
 
Stability Nomogram Validation:  The objective during the current phase of the project was to conduct a 
feasibility assessment study to propose several approaches of using these time synchronized, high 
resolution PMU measurements, and possibly other EMS/SCADA data, for better assessment of the 
system operating conditions with respect to their stability limits, and consequently improve or validate 
existing nomograms. 
 
The need for a more dynamically adjustable nomogram is well understood at the California ISO, and 
several ideas have been generated around the potential use of manually or automatically adjusted 
nomograms.  In general terms, the proposed concept deals with the tradeoff between the pre-calculated 
fixed operating limits that are based on extensive computations (which tend to be more conservative due 
to the uncertainty about the applications) and the limits calculated in real time and adjusted to the current 
system conditions (which are computationally less expensive, but based on better knowledge of current 
conditions).   Additionally, the real-time operating conditions can deviate from the simulated conditions 
that have been used to build the pre-calculated existing nomograms. The existing nomograms have been 
developed using a very limited number of critical parameters that can hardly reflect the changes of the 
remaining system parameters that are not included in the nomograms.  Hence, these conservative limits 
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adversely effect the definition of congestion costs on the one hand, and do not completely exclude 
system problems on the other hand. 
 
By shifting the focus from some of the pre-calculated operating constraints to real-time calculations, it is 
possible to build more flexible nomograms.  Specifically, the use of real-time measurements provided by 
PMUs and the results of real-time stability assessment applications can complement the existing 
nomograms by making the pre-calculated nomograms less conservative.  These measurements can also 
provide data to select critical nomogram parameters for visualization based on real-time information and 
determine new areas and situations where additional nomograms may be required.  Some of the ways in 
which phasor measurements can be used to validate or improve nomograms are [12]: 
- Detection of potential “holes” in the existing nomograms (Figure 10a) 
- Detection of excessive “conservatism” in the existing nomograms (Figure 10b) 
- Use of reduced dynamic equivalents whose parameters are estimated by phasor measurements in 
both transient stability and small-signal oscillatory studies. 
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(a) (b) 
Figure 10:   Using Phasor Measurements to Detect (a) Potential “Holes” and (b) Excessive 
“Conservatism”  
 
At the same time, there are several limiting factors that need to be considered while addressing these 
tasks: 
- The nomograms reflect various contingency and system conditions.  The real-time measurements 
reflect just the current system state/contingency, and therefore are not indicative of potential stability 
problems that might happen for the same load and generation pattern under different contingency 
conditions or under heavier loading conditions. 
- Although PMUs can track the dynamics of certain grid variables in real time, there are only a limited in 
number of PMUs distributed over a wide area.  Since PMUs do not provide full observability of the 
system state – additional data from the state estimation and SCADA may be required. 
- The number and location of the existing PMUs may not be adequate to the task of monitoring of local 
stability limits such as those induced by voltage stability problems. 
Nevertheless, phasor measurements do provide wide area observability of system swing or oscillatory 
dynamics where the state estimator performance is too slow, and certain approaches that exploit these 
attributes can be suggested for nomogram validation purposes.  
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Although the existing set of PMU measurements do not provide complete system observability, they could 
nevertheless provide wide-area visibility and one could conceptualize a completely new type of Wide-
Area Nomograms for monitoring where nodal voltages (magnitude and/or angle) may provide a more 
convenient coordinate system for measuring certain stability margins when compared with nodal power 
injections that are traditionally used for this purpose.  For example, angle differences may indicate more 
stress posed on the system, and that there are certain limits of this stress that make the system unstable 
or push it beyond the admissible operating limits such as thermal or voltage magnitude limits.  At the 
same time, conditions applied to the angle differences are quite primitive and do not provide an 
acceptable accuracy of approximation of the power flow stability boundary, especially due to the nonlinear 
shape of this boundary.  A hypothetical wide area nomogram for three angles (shown in Figure 11) could 
be described by the following set of inequalities [7]: 
max
11 1 12 2 12 2 1
max
21 1 22 2 22 2 2
max
1 1 2 2 2 2
...
m m m m
ρ δ ρ δ ρ δ δ
ρ δ ρ δ ρ δ δ
ρ δ ρ δ ρ δ δ
⎧ + + ≤⎪ + + ≤⎪⎨⎪⎪ + + ≤⎩
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Figure 11:  Conceptual View of Simple Angle Difference and Advanced Angle Nomograms 
 
Additionally, a CA PIER funded parallel effort by CERTS is currently underway in developing a Voltage 
Security Application (VSA) that runs in real time and provides real time dispatchers with real time 
reliability metrics related to voltage stability limits.  This VSA platform can easily be expanded to study 
wide-area voltage stability problems by selecting global stressing directions and developing the 
corresponding security regions.  The algorithms being developed in the VSA application provide voltage 
magnitude and angle information as well as their corresponding sensitivities and participation factors in 
voltage collapse.  Hence, while the proposed VSA framework uses data from the CA ISO state estimator 
and assumes full observability, this same VSA framework could also be used to develop wide-area 
nomograms whose coordinates would be nodal voltage magnitudes and angles, and the PMU 
measurements could directly be used to monitoring the system conditions with respect to these new 
nomograms for a wide-area security assessment.  
 
A Feasibility Assessment Study describing the above mentioned approaches has been delivered to CA 
ISO.  The next steps on this project are: 
? Review this report with the CA ISO Planning and Operating Eng. staff 
? Solicit their comments and feedback  
? Determine if they support the continuation of research in this area 
? Identify a specific transmission path and associated nomogram that would be well suited for this 
type of research.  
? Review the above CA ISO feedback with CIEE/ Energy Commission for their approval. 
 
3.3. Support Activities 
At the Technical Advisory Committee (TAC) meetings, the California utilities shared their plans on various 
applications of phasor measurements such as local remedial control interests by SCE, state estimation 
improvements by SDG&E, and critical path monitoring by PG&E. 
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Local Remedial Control (SCE):  As a pilot project, Southern California Edison has suggested 
implementing a phasor based control scheme internal to the CA ISO grid, which would not require WECC 
review or approval and would also avoid impacts on other utilities. 
  
The first suggestion is to utilize phasors data to enhance or replace a Remedial Action Scheme (RAS) for 
an outage of the two 115 kV transmission lines (Control-Haiwee-Inyokern # 1 and 2) south of Control 
Substation, located in Bishop, CA.  SCE has generating resources (hydro and geothermal) in and north of 
the Bishop area that also serve the load in the Mammoth ski resort area (winter peaking).  At times, the 
generation is greater than the load and the excess flows south on SCE's 115 kV lines and to LADWP's 
system, via the Control-Inyo 115 kV lines.  For an outage of the two Control-Haiwee-Inyokern 115 kV 
lines, SCE has a RAS to trip generation and avoid a total collapse of the remaining system north of 
Bishop and to avoid an out-of-step condition with LADWP.  Currently, the arming of this RAS is a manual 
process by the operator located at Control Substation. 
 
With PMUs located at Bishop and Kramer, the objective of the project is to perform studies of the south of 
Control system, and to use phasor (and possibly SCADA) data to clearly define the limits and thresholds 
for action including: 
 
– suggesting arming and disarming points to the operator 
– suggesting or selecting RAS tripping requirements  
 
Eventually the phasor and SCADA data can automatically select tripping requirements and arm/disarm 
the RAS. 
  
A second suggestion is to utilize the phasor data to automate the N-1 and N-2 RAS between SCE's Big 
Creek area and Magunden Substation in a phased approach similar to the suggestion above. 
 
CERTS/EPG met with SCE engineers on December 16th, 2005 to discuss the status of this project.  SCE 
informed that due to other priorities and limited resources, there hasn’t been much progress on this 
activity.  CERTS/EPG has offered to provide assistance in moving this project forward and will be meeting 
again with SCE’s operations staff during 1Q 2006 to better understand the existing RAS at Bishop.  SCE 
also informed that they will be look further into the possibility of sharing the SCE phasor data with other 
WECC members and the required Non-Disclosure Agreements (NDAs). 
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Figure 12:  Local Remedial Control by SCE 
 
State Estimation with Phasors (SDG&E):  San Diego Gas & Electric (SDG&E) has proposed a two year 
Research Development and Demonstration (RD&D) project to integrate time-synchronized phasor 
measurement data into the WLS State Estimator on the EMS at SDG&E.  The successful completion of 
the project will be measured by demonstration of improved state calculations and enhanced congestion 
management as a result of the phasor measurement integration.  Direct benefits to SDG&E will include 
improved power system security assessment and congestion cost savings for ratepayers.  Direct benefits 
to the CA ISO will include additional phasor visibility for use in its own suite of operator tools and software 
applications. 
 
SDG&E proposes to install approximately 4-6 PMU’s at key locations, particularly SDG&E’s 500kV 
interconnection with Arizona. The South West Power Link (SWPL) is one of the two major interstate tie 
lines connecting Arizona and California.  A PDC and associated software will be installed to aggregate 
this phasor data which shall be shared with CA ISO and other utilities to enhance the Wide Area 
Measurement System (WAMS) and Wide area Control system (WACS) initiatives in WECC. 
 
SDG&E also plan on evaluating the following three possible methods for incorporating phasor 
measurements from the PMUs into present state estimation calculations and a selection will be made 
[22]: 
1. Using weighted least squares with significant weight on the PMU measurements 
2. Eliminating the equations associated with the voltage phase angle measurements made by the PMU  
3. Employing a hybrid estimation model that uses the measurements of PMU to modify the WLS 
estimates with the PMU   
A technical report on the evaluation and selection will be part of this task. 
Some of other objectives of the project include the use of phasor data and the improved estimates to 
optimize congestion management on SWPL and particularly at Miguel (western terminus of SWPL), 
demonstrate to what extent the improved estimates lead to better congestion management, financial 
benefits and improved reliability and to investigate related benefits such as improvement to the 
calculation of ATC. 
 
South of 
Control 
Big Creek- 
Magunden 
System 
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To assist SDG&E with the project, CERTS/EPG has prepared and delivered a PMU Measurement Unit 
Installation and Cost Estimates document to SDG&E [11], and is available to provide assistance as 
required. 
 
Path Monitoring (PG&E):  PG&E would like to use phasor measurements to monitor two of their critical 
paths:  Path 15 and Path 26.  Path 15 is composed of six transmission lines located near Fresno, 
California.  There are two 500 kV lines and four 230 kV lines (Figure 13).  The flow on Path 15 is normally 
South-to-North, except for heavy exports from Northern California to Southern California, which may 
create North-to-South flow on Path 15 during normal system conditions.  The maximum South-to-North 
Operating Transfer Capacity (OTC) of this path is 3950 MW, and the maximum North-to-South OTC is 
1275 MW with normal system conditions.  Path 26 is composed of three 500 kV transmission lines 
between Northern and Southern California (Figure 13).  The flow on Path 26 in normally North-to-South, 
except during high South-to-North flows on Path 15.  With high South-to-North flows on Path 15, Path 26 
is normally lightly loaded during normal system.  Path 15 and Path 26 are electrically in series – one path 
may restrict the flows on the other due to a constraint. 
 
 
Figure 13:  Critical Path Monitoring by PG&E 
 
PG&E has PMUs installed at Midway, Moss Landing, Pittsburgh, Diablo Canyon, and Tesla, and intend to 
instal PMUs at Gates and Los Banos during 1Q 2006.  CERTS met with PG&E staff on December 8, 
2005 to share the CA ISO research roadmap, and demonstrate the RTDMS application.  They are 
presently working towards real-time sharing of phasor data with BPA, and the RTDMS system will be 
installed at PG&E as soon as this data exchange is established. 
Path 26 
Path 15 
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Preface 
 
Electric Power Group (EPG), under the auspices of CERTS, has developed the CA ISO Real-Time 
Dynamics Monitoring System (RTDMS).  RTDMS was built on the Grid-3P™ technology platform and 
uses high resolution synchronized data from Phasor Measurement Units (PMUs) for monitoring grid 
dynamics.  The application is for the real time monitoring and tracking of phase angles between sources 
and sink buses within the Western Interconnection, local and system frequencies at a high resolution as 
well as MW and MVAR flows computed from the voltage and current phasor measurements.   
 
The flow of real-time data and information from the substation PMUs to the utility Phasor Data 
Concentrator (PDC), through the WECC Wide-Area Network and into the CA ISO’s PDC and visualization 
monitor is depicted in Figure 1.  The Real Time Dynamics Monitoring System is used to visualize phasor 
measurement data and provide the user with displays to monitor real-time dynamics and system events 
within the WECC grid. 
 
Figure 1:  Data Flow for the Real-Time Dynamics Monitoring System Prototype 
 
 
License Agreements and Copyrights / Non-Disclosure Agreements 
 
The Real-Time Dynamics Monitoring System technology platform was developed by EPG under the 
auspices of CERTS and funded by the Department of Energy.  Adaptation of RTDMS for CA ISO use was 
funded by the Energy Commission. 
 
RTDMS is intended for the exclusive use by the CA ISO and the technology is protected by copyright 
granted by the US Department of Energy to Electric Power Group.  No duplication or commercialization of 
this application is permitted without the written consent of Electric Power Group.   
 
This application is for authorized users only subject to Non-Disclosure Agreement between data providers 
and CA ISO. 
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1. EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 
1.1. Purpose  
 
The CA ISO Real-Time Dynamics Monitoring System is designed to monitor the dynamics within the 
WECC grid and assess the system behavior during normal and disturbance conditions.  
 
 
1.2. Intended Users 
 
Operating authorities such as Independent System Operators (ISOs), Regional Transmission 
Organizations (RTOs), Reliability Coordinators, and Control Area Dispatchers in their management of grid 
reliability. 
 
 
1.3. Functional Overview  
 
• Real-Time Phasor Data Access in BPA’s PDCStream Format – The CA ISO RTDMS system 
reads phasor data in the BPA defined industry standard PDCStream format. Phasor data input for this 
prototype can originate from the Phasor Measurement Units (PMUs) directly or from collection 
devices such as Phasor Data Concentrators (PDCs) or data repositories.  This includes 
synchronized, highly accurate and precisely time tagged measurements of voltage phase angle and 
magnitude, current phase angle and magnitude, frequencies and MWs and MVARs 
 
• Information Dissemination from the Server to Client Over LAN - The system architecture relies 
on prevalent Microsoft technologies to disseminate the data cached in memory at the host RTDMS 
Server to multiple RTDMS Client Applications over a Local Area Network (LAN).  
 
The flow of data is as follows:  
− The PDCStream Data Reader within the RTDMS Server reads the real-time data stream 
(Voltages, Currents, Frequency) and computes derived quantities (such as MW and MVAR 
flows). 
− The RTDMS Server archives both the raw and derived quantities in memory within a rolling 
cache, the most recent alarms, and permanently archives event files, and makes this data and 
information available to all the RTDMS Client applications.   
− The RTDMS Clients are the visualization applications that can access the phasor data and 
alarms from the Server over the LAN.   
 
• Remote Client Monitoring Applications - The RTDMS Clients are stand-alone monitoring 
applications that connect to the RTDMS Server and acquire phasor data from the Server.   
 
• Multiple Visualization Displays – The application will have multiple displays such as the one shown 
in Figure 2 for monitoring: 
Interconnection Frequency 
− Identify approximate point of acceleration or deceleration (loss of load or generation) within 
the WECC system.   
− Assess system coherency and its dynamic stress under normal operating conditions. 
 
Voltage Magnitude and Relative Angles 
− Comprehensive profile of WECC voltage angles and magnitudes. 
− Identify the high and low voltage regions within the WECC grid. 
− Monitor angles relative to a specific location, utility or regions. 
− Operating organizations ability to set threshold limits. 
 
Angle Differences across Identified Transmission Paths  
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− Provides a birds-eye view of the WECC sources and sinks of power. 
− Monitor phase angle differences across key WECC paths. 
− Operating organizations ability to set threshold limits.  
 
Real and Reactive Power Flows Across Monitored Lines 
− Monitor actual MW and MVAR flows at key paths. 
− Track flows with respect to predefined thresholds. 
− Operating organizations ability to set threshold limits.  
 
• Configurability - A configuration tool provides a friendly graphic user interface to specify 
visualization subsets, and update the displays with new paths, thresholds etc, as new PMUs are 
added to the system.  The defined configuration settings are portable and can be transferred with 
ease to other monitoring Clients. This procedure with preserve display standardization across the 
Western Interconnection. 
 
• Alarms - The application uses hard limits on monitoring metrics (frequency, angle difference pairs, 
MW, MVAR) and rate of change for visual alarming.  The hard limits are defined by the users based 
on offline studies, simulation and operating experience.  All relevant information pertaining to these 
alarms (such as the metric associated with the violation, the start time of violation, the end time of 
violation, the violation value and corresponding threshold, the violation type, etc) are continuously 
shown in the alarming display and are also logged into a ‘txt’ file. 
 
• Event Files – In addition to alarming, event files consisting of all monitored data over specified time 
duration (default duration is 5 minutes) are automatically stored whenever a rate of change alarm is 
generated.  These event files can be loaded into the application for offline analysis. 
 
 
Figure 2: RTDMS Client Monitoring Application - Sample Display (Path Dynamics) 
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1.4. RTDMS Client Application Requirements 
 
The user can install the RTDMS Clients on a desktop computer and remotely connect to the RTDMS 
Server for accessing, displaying and monitoring real time phasor data (Figure 3). 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 3: RTDMS Server/Client Setup 
 
Requirements:  The following is required to run the RTDMS Client application:  
 
Table 1: RTDMS Visualization Client Application – Recommended Hardware Requirements 
Memory 512 MB or greater 
CPU Pentium III processor or up (1.0 G Hz or higher) 
Video 64 MB graphic memory 
AGP 8X or PCI express graphic card such as nVidia Quadro 
FX 3000 and up.  
Storage 20 GB hard disk and up 
Operating System Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional 
Display 1280 by 1024 Pixels or better 
 
 
1.5. Monitoring Performance 
 
The goal for the RTDMS system is to make information available to users in the shortest possible time.  
The performance of the application (such as refresh rates and resolution, replay time, etc) will be 
determined by the supporting system architecture.  Some of the factors influencing system performance 
are: 
• data resolution at the source 
• communication latencies  
• number of PMUs to be included in the visualization displays 
 
In this version of the application, users may experience a delay of a few seconds from the time the data is 
read by the measurement units and when it is displayed within the RTDMS Client’s visualization displays. 
 
PDC
RTDMS 
Server
RTDMS 
Administrator  
Client 1 
RTDMS  
Client 2 
RTDMS   
Client 3 
LAN
DCOMDCOM 
DCOM
UDP
DCOM
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2. INTRODUCTION 
 
 
2.1. Real Time Wide Area Performance Monitoring 
 
Investigation of the August 14, 2003 blackout concluded the need for wide-area monitoring to maintain 
the integrity of the grid through continuous checking of important metrics during normal and emergency 
conditions.  The RTDMS application provides a tool to meet these new monitoring requirements.  It 
collects phasor data procured by Phasor Measurement Units (PMUs) in a synchronized manner to 
provide real time information about the status of the system.  The high resolution data offers wide-area 
visibility of system dynamics and real-time grid reliability assessment by utilities, ISOs, RTOs and 
Reliability Coordinators during normal and disturbance conditions.  Details on how this application will 
accomplish this goal are provided in this document. 
 
 
2.2. RTDMS – Functional Overview 
 
This “User Guide” has been developed for the Real-Time Dynamics Monitoring System – a phasor 
monitoring system developed on the Grid-3P™ Platform, and designed to utilize the true potential of 
phasor technology to closely track grid dynamics and assess the health of the grid.  In particular, the 
ability of phasor measurements to directly and accurately measure system states (voltages/current 
magnitudes and angles), and to have them available precisely time-tagged at a very high sub-second rate 
offers a wide-area snapshot of system dynamics in real time.  This kind of observability isn’t available with 
conventional SCADA data (i.e., SCADA data is not capable of capturing swing dynamics). Furthermore, 
algorithms within the system also use the precise timing information to continuously track phasor data 
and perform real-time estimates of crucial network parameters and selected metrics to provide the most 
accurate up-to-date assessment of the system limits. 
 
The phasor measurement units at a substation collect a set of data at a sub-second rate (30 times a 
second, 60 times a second, etc).  Included in this set are voltage phasor measurement(s), current phasor 
measurements on each of the lines connected to the substation, a local frequency measurement as well 
as an accurate time stamp of when this set of measurements was made.  The data from each one of the 
PMUs is then sent to a local Phasor Data Concentrator (PDC) where the received data is synchronized 
based on the time stamps and is forwarded to Central Data Repository (CA ISO PDC) as close to real 
time as possible (Figure 1).  Currently, there are about twenty data collection locations as indicated in 
Table 2.  In the future, additional data is expected from new PMU installations and from other utilities.  
 
The RTDMS Client applications, through their various geographic and graphic displays, provide operators 
and dispatchers both real-time and historical information, and alarms on: 
? Local and interconnection frequency, as well as changes in frequency that can be mapped to precise 
generation-load imbalances within the interconnection.  The local frequency measurements can be 
used to assess system coherency and its dynamic stress under normal operating conditions. 
? Phase angle differences across different utilities with respect to their alarming thresholds to assess 
the static stress across the system and proximity to instability.  
? Comprehensive voltage angle and magnitude profiles offer a birds-eye view of the sources and sinks 
of power and identify the high and low voltage regions within the grid. 
? The MW and MVAR flows, computed from the voltage and current phasors, and track these flows 
with respect to predefined thresholds. 
 
In addition to real-time monitoring capabilities, the application also stores short duration data files 
whenever transient events are detected, which can be loaded into the application for offline post-
disturbance analysis. 
 
All the displays in the application have been designed bearing the end user in mind and the information 
presented in the displays is pertinent to what would be valuable to them.  It has been demonstrated that 
the more effective operational displays are those that follow a hierarchical approach to presenting 
operational data.  In this hierarchical approach, very critical data is presented at the high level on a very 
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simple system display.  From the high-level system display the users can navigate to a lower level and 
more detailed displays.  
 
 
Table 2:  Current and Future PMUs to be Incorporated into the WECC Phasor Network 
PMU Location Owner 
1.  Slatt BPA 
2.  Summer Lake BPA 
3.  Captain Jack BPA 
4.  Keeler BPA 
5.  Maple Valley BPA 
6.  Sylmar BPA 
7.  Big Eddy 500 kV BPA 
8. Big Eddy 230 kV BPA 
9. Colstrip BPA 
10. Malin BPA 
11. John Day BPA 
12. Grand Coulee BPA 
13. McNary 230 kV BPA 
14. McNary 500kV BPA 
15. Ashe 500 kV BPA 
16. Ault WAPA 
17. Bears Ears WAPA 
18. PMOC UPS (Spare) WAPA 
19. Shiprock WAPA 
20. Vincent1 SCE 
21. Devers 500 & 230kV SCE 
22. Mohave SCE 
23. Devers 115kV SCE 
24. Big Creek SCE 
25. Alamitos SCE 
26. San Onofre SCE 
27. Kramer SCE 
28. Valley SCE 
29. Antelope SCE 
30. Control SCE 
31. Lugo SCE 
32. Eldorado SCE 
33. Magunden SCE 
34. Midway PG&E 
35. Diablo Canyon PG&E 
36. Moss Landing PG&E 
37. Tesla PG&E 
38. Pittsburg PG&E 
39. Los Banos PG&E 
40. Metcalf PG&E 
41. Table Mountain PG&E 
42. Gates PG&E 
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3. QUICK START 
 
 
The RTDMS Server 3.0 must be installed and running on a PC machine to which the PDC is sending data 
to, and RTDMS Client 3.0 should be configured to receive data from the RTDMS Server 3.0, before the 
RTDMS Client 3.0 can be launched.  Please refer to the ‘RTDMS Installation and Support Guide’ for 
detailed step-by-step instructions on the installation and setup process.   
 
To start the RTDMS Client application, click on the “CA ISO RTDMS Client 3.0” shortcut icon located on 
the desktop (Figure 4). 
 
 
Figure 4:  RTDMS Client Start Icon 
Clicking on the icon will launch the application.  When the application starts, the default “Frequency 
(Response)” monitoring display is shown (Figure 5).  The chart presented in this display is the 
interconnection frequency plot with up to a one second refresh rate with the most current time being to 
the right along the horizontal axis.  The frequency range being graphed is shown along the vertical axis to 
the right of the plot. 
 
 
 
Figure 5:  RTDMS Default Display – Frequency (Response) Monitoring 
 
There are a total of five display selection tabs located at the top left corner of the application (Figure 6) 
corresponding to each of the five (5) different monitoring functions of the application: “Frequency 
(Response)”, “Path Dynamics”, “Relative Angle/Voltage Magnitude”, ”Path Flow-MW” and “Path Flow-
MVAR”.  The user can use these tabs to navigate between various functional displays by clicking on the 
appropriate tab. 
 
Figure 6:  RTDMS Display Selection Tabs 
Display Selection Tabs Logs/Configuration/Help 
Scroll Panel & Data Table Tabs
Navigation Tools 
(Replay Function) 
 
Date/Time & Auto 
Refresh Window 
Display Title Box 
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4. REAL-TIME DYNAMICS MONITORING SYSTEM OVERVIEW  
 
 
This section of the user’s guide will include a brief view of the system architecture, a description of the 
navigational tools, and a detailed description of the individual monitoring tabs offered by the application. 
 
 
4.1. Application Architecture 
 
Figure 7 shows the architecture of the RTDMS System.  The system adheres to a Client/Server 
architecture where the Server, connected to the host data source (CA ISO Phasor Data Concentrator), 
will distribute the information to the multiple Client monitoring applications over a secure LAN connection.  
This straightforward configuration will facilitate a seamless, open and flexible integration with the Client 
for distribution and visualization of the data.  Each of the different components of the application is 
described below: 
 
4.1.1. Data Retrieving, Alarming and Storage – RTDMS Server 
 
The PDCStream data reader component within the Server is designed to interface directly with the PDC 
over a local area network, and to read, in real-time, the complete phasor data stream.  In addition to the 
data stream, the reader also reads all supplemental static information such as PMU, their coordinates, 
signal names, signal types, etc (Refer to Appendix 1).  The phasor data read by PDCStream data reader 
from the PDC is pre-processed and cached at the RTDMS Server and is available for real time 
visualization via the applications running on multiple Client terminals.  In addition, the data is also 
analyzed in real-time to detect any predefined threshold violations or transient events, which are both 
logged into text file as well provide real-time alarming at all RTDMS visualization Clients.  In the case of 
transient event detection, the disturbance data is also permanently stored into event files of pre-specified 
duration (default is 5 minutes) and can be loaded into the RTDMS visualization Clients for post-
disturbance analysis. 
 
 
4.1.2. RTDMS Client Monitoring Visualization Application – RTDMS Clients 
 
The RTDMS visualization displays, running on the Client terminals, is delivered as a stand-alone 
application designed to connect to the RTDMS Server over a LAN connection.  It has the ability to acquire 
phasor data from the host, to process this data, and to display it in geo-graphic displays.  The displays 
shall enable the user to monitor and track meaningful performance metrics with respect to predefined 
thresholds and will be alarmed whenever these thresholds are violated.  These Clients may also be used 
to load event file data saved into the local offline cache for post-disturbance analysis within the 
application.  This User’s Guide elaborates on the use of the RTDMS Client application. 
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Figure 7:  Real-Time Dynamics Monitoring System Architecture 
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4.2. Visualization Architecture 
 
The visualization overview shown in Figure 8 lays out the displays available to the user.  Whether in Real-
Time (i.e., streaming data) or Offline (i.e. archived event files) monitoring modes, each of the following 
five  (5) displays: “Frequency (Response)”, “Path Dynamics” (Angle Differences Across Regions), 
“Relative Angle/Voltage Magnitude”, “Path Flow – MW’ and “Path Flow – MVAR” are available within the 
application and can be utilized by the user by selecting the applicable data visualization.  The “Wide Area” 
and “Local Area” monitoring capabilities available for some of the displays present the data in different 
forms and therefore allow for better analysis of the data. 
 
 
Figure 8:  RTDMS Visualization Overview 
 
In addition to the geo-graphical plots and multi-panel views (One-Panel or Four-Panel) within the various 
displays, the displays (and the platform in general) offer configuration, alarming and navigational 
capabilities, through control icons, selection tabs, and information windows located within the display. 
 
4.2.1. Date/Time & Auto Refresh Window  
 
In real-time operation, the date and time of the most recent data available for visualization within the 
application are displayed in a date/time window located in the lower left corner of the screen (Figure 9).  
The application uses the 24 hour clock and automatically refreshes with new data once every second and 
this date/time window is updated accordingly.  In offline mode, the date and time during the event capture 
is shown in the date/time window. 
 
Figure 9:  Date/Time & Auto Refresh 
 
Note:  During real-time operation, the automatic refreshing of the data can also be stopped by clicking off 
the “Auto Refresh” check box.  This will freeze the data and hold the displays for closer interrogation. 
 
Both, real-time and event data can be replayed with the application for close interrogation.  When in 
Replay mode (Refer to Section 4.2.6), the user may manually alter the time within the Date/Time window 
and rewind to a desired point in time. To do this, either type in the desired time into the Date/Time window 
or right click within this window to launch the “Date Selection” graphic user interface (Figure 10). 
 
 
Figure 10:  Date Selection Graphic User Interface for Replay 
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4.2.2. Configuration Utility 
 
The “Configuration Utility” lets the user customize the functionality of the visualization application.  With 
the utility, the user has the ability to select a subset of PMUs from those available to the application, and 
customize each of the displays based on signals belonging to the subset of PMUs.  The configuration 
utility therefore allows the user to update the application as PMUs are added/removed from the phasor 
network.  The details on how to use this feature are included in Section 12. 
 
 
Figure 11:  Configuration Utility Graphic User Interface 
 
4.2.3. Alarm Logs 
 
The “Alarm Log” pop-up box keeps track of the most recent violations under any/all of the following 
conditions: 
? System frequency exceeding specified threshold limits 
? Local frequency variations exceed specified thresholds limits 
? Sudden changes in system and local frequencies 
? Voltage magnitudes exceed minimum or maximum thresholds (i.e. low or high voltages) 
? Sudden changes in voltage magnitudes 
? Relative voltage angles exceeding specified thresholds limits w-r-t chosen reference 
? Angle difference across specified paths exceed defined threshold limits 
? MW/MVAR flows across specified paths exceed defined threshold limits 
 
Note:  When sudden changes in voltage magnitude or frequency signals are detected, the phasor data is 
stored into event files for offline post-disturbance analysis (Refer to Section 4.2.4). 
 
Whenever an alarm occurs, the “Alarm Logs” tab located in the top right corner of the RTDMS Clients is 
highlighted in red until the alarm is acknowledged by the user (Figure 12).   
 
 
Figure 12:  “Alarm Logs” Tab Highlighted in Red to Alert RTDMS User of New Alarm 
 
To acknowledge the alarm, click on this tab and the “Alarm Log” box pops-up (Figure 13).  Though all the 
alarms are logged at the RTDMS Server as a text file, the user may be selective on the alarms he wishes 
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to see at the RTDMS Client.  This is done by selecting/deselecting the appropriate alarm types within the 
“Alarm Log” box.  For each alarm listed in the box, the alarm log provides information on the signal 
associated with the violation, the start time of the violation, the end time of the violation (or most current 
time during a violation), the violation value and corresponding threshold, and the nature of the violation 
(Refer to Section 10 for further details).   
 
 
Figure 13:  Alarm Log Pop-up Box 
 
4.2.4. Event Files 
 
Event detection logic built into the RTDMS Server identifies sudden changes in both frequency and 
voltage magnitude measurements and triggers data and alarm storage into event files over predefined 
time duration (default duration of these event files is 5 minutes).  These event files can be loaded into 
RTDMS Clients for offline post-disturbance analysis (Figure 14).  The details on loading these files and 
viewing them are provided in Section 11. 
 
 
Figure 14:  Navigation Window to Load Event Files 
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4.2.5. Navigational Tools 
 
The navigation tools provided to the user can be selected by clicking on one of the seven mouse control 
icons shown in Figure 15 located in the bottom right corner of all the displays.  The functionality of these 
icons is briefly described in Table 3. 
 
 
Figure 15:  Mouse Control Icons 
 
Table 3:  Navigation Tools 
Function Mouse Control Icon What it does 
Selection Arrow 
 - This is the default Navigation tool.  
Selecting this tool allows the user to click 
(either right or left) and move through the 
different plots and data tables.  
Needs to be selected (clicked) 
prior to selecting the desired 
area to be viewed. 
Zoom In/Out 
 - Click the magnifying glass to resize 
the image.  With the mouse on the 
image, hold the button and slide the 
mouse down or to the left to reduce the 
size of the image or move the mouse up 
or to the right to increase the size of the 
image. 
Zoom In – Enlarge the details of 
the selected area. 
 
Zoom Out – Provides an aerial 
view for a selected area. 
 
Reposition 
 - Click the cross arrows, move the 
cursor to the viewing panel, click the left 
mouse and drag the object to the desired 
location in the panel 
Allows the user to reposition or 
center objects being displayed 
in the panel. 
Pick to Move Text 
 - Click on the cross arrows with the 
pointer, move the cursor to the text label, 
click the left mouse and drag the text 
label to the desired location in the panel. 
Allows the user to reposition 
text labels being displayed in 
the panel. 
Pick to Display Data 
 - Click on the arrow within the 
question mark to select data within the 
plot or diagram. 
Brings hidden data associated 
with an object into view. 
Rubber Band Zoom 
 - Click the magnifying glass with the 
box in the background to select the zoom 
desired. 
Places a box around the 
desired part of an area or plot 
to be enlarged.  When the Right 
Mouse Bottom (RMB) is 
released the selected area will 
be enlarged. 
Restore to Original Size 
 - Click on the double plot icon to 
restore the plot or diagram to its original 
size. 
Restores a diagram to its 
default size when utilized. 
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4.2.6. Replay Function  
 
During real-time operation, the Replay functionality (Figure 16) permits the user to switch from the Real-
Time monitoring mode to the Replay mode to view cached data for historical tracking and analyses.  
Once in the Replay mode, the auto-rewind/auto-forward buttons or the slider can be used to move 
back/ahead in time and recreate the various RTDMS displays with the cached data. 
   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 16:  Replay Functions 
 
Once in the Replay mode, the user can move back/ahead in time and recreate the various RTDMS 
displays using the cached data in one of the following ways: 
− Use the Auto-Rewind/Auto-Forward2 buttons to automatically step back or forth in time.  The Rate 
Selection for the auto-rewind (auto-forward) feature is set though a pull-down menu where “Slow”, 
“Normal”, and “Fast” options correspond to a incremental step size of 1 second, 10 seconds and 60 
seconds respectively between screen refreshes. 
− Use the Slider to manually interrogate the data within the cache. 
− Enter the frame number directly into “Frame” box.  Each frame index corresponds to a particular slice in 
time (in seconds).  Hence for a 1 hour long cache, there are 3600 frames with the 3600th frame being 
the most current set of data and the 1st frame corresponding to one hour old  data. 
− Manually enter the Date/Time window to rewind/forward to a desired point in time (Refer to Section 
4.2.1). 
 
The use of the replay capability as described above can also be used to interrogate event files when they 
are loaded into the RTDMS Client.  Once in Offline mode, clicking on the “Replay” button brings the user 
back to the Real-Time operating mode. 
 
Note:   When in Replay mode, the screen refreshes are no longer in real-time – their execute times are 
dependent on the data retrieval times between the Server and the Client.   
Whether in Replay or Offline mode, the “Alarm Log” box continues to automatically update with 
the most recent alarms detected at the RTDMS Server. 
 
4.2.7. Display Title Box  
 
The Title box (Figure 17) identifies the information that is currently being displayed in the “Scroll 
Monitoring” panel (i.e., the Panel 4 at the bottom of the displays).  A Title box with a yellow background 
implies that the application is being used in a Real-Time mode for viewing real-time streaming data, while 
a blue background indicates that the application is being used in an Offline viewing mode for analysis of 
previously saved event files.  These example indicate that the the MVAR flows on Path 75 are being 
viewed in the “Scroll Monitoring” panel. 
                              
Figure 17:  Title Box 
                                                     
2 When using the forward function with the slider positioned all the way to the right, the displays will 
automatically rewind to start of the cached data and progress forwards from that point onwards. 
 
Toggle Switch between 
Real-Time and Replay 
Mode
Auto-Rewind Auto-Forward 
Frame Selection Rewind/Forward Rate Selection 
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4.2.8. Data Tables  
 
All the visuals in the application are generated from the input phasor data.  This input data is also 
available in textual format in the panel 4.  In particular, the data associated with the graphics within a 
particular panel of a display can be examined by selecting the corresponding panel data tab within that 
display (Figure 18).  These data tables can also be enlarged by clicking the box in the upper right hand 
corner of the data tables.   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 18:  Data Table Overview 
 
 
The textual information belonging to a particular panel can also be exported to any text editor and printed 
or saved as a text file.  To do this, right click within a particular data panel of interest and the pop-up 
menu shown in (Figure 19) will appear. 
 
 
Figure 19:  Data Table Print/Save Pop-Up 
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5. FREQUENCY (RESPONSE) MONITORING 
 
 
5.1. Overview 
 
Using phasor data, the application is capable of tracking the interconnection frequency in real time.  In 
particular, the fine sub-second resolution associated with phasor technology enables the user to closely 
monitor and track the interconnection frequency during a disturbance.  Furthermore, using a running 
window to dynamically track the change in interconnection frequency over a specified time interval (i.e., 
time scales associated with primary control); this frequency response can be accurately mapped to a 
generation-load imbalance in the system (in MW) through the natural frequency response coefficient for 
the interconnection. 
 
Phasor data also has the capability of providing synchronized local frequency measurements across the 
interconnection.  The application therefore can track the deviation in each of the local frequencies from 
the interconnection frequency as well.  The maximum separation in local frequencies from the 
interconnection frequency is a measure of interconnection coherency at each instant in time.  Moreover, 
in the event of a sudden generation-load imbalance, the local frequency having the greatest deviation 
during the transient timeframe provides a good estimate of the geographic location of the imbalance.  All 
this information is conveyed through the various panels of the “Frequency (Response)” monitoring 
display. 
 
The “Frequency (Response)” monitoring graphics are shown in Figure 20.  In this configuration, the 
default graphics can be changed in two ways: the corresponding “Generation-Load Imbalance” graphic 
can be added or the user may go to a “Four-Panel” display where additional information is available.  
Here, each of the panels in the four-panel display can also be enlarged by double clicking with the left 
mouse button on the desired panel.   
 
Double clicking in the “Frequency (Response) Monitoring” main panel will take the user to the four-panel 
display as seen in Figure 20.  The four panels can either be viewed together or any one of them can be 
enlarged individually for easier viewing and analyzing.  The user also has the ability to change the time 
duration in either of these panels.  Below is a description of the four panels: 
  
• Panel 1 – “Frequency (Response) Monitoring”, default display. 
• Panel 2 – Is the upper right display “Local Frequency Coherence Comparison”.  
• Panel 3 – Is the lower right graph “Interconnection Frequency & Imbalance Duration Curves.”  
• Panel 4 – Is the bottom panel showing frequency change bar chart or local frequency trend plots. 
 
Panels 2, 3 and 4 can be enlarged by double clicking within the desired panel with the left mouse button.  
To return to the four-panel display, double left click on the enlarged panel and the four-panel display will 
be restored.   
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Figure 20:  Four-Panel Frequency Monitoring 
 
5.2. Frequency (Response) Monitoring One-Panel Display 
 
The “Real-Time Frequency (Response) Monitoring” graph refreshes every second to give the user a real 
time view of the interconnection frequency3 at a default one second resolution4.  However, the resolution 
may be changed to the higher sub-second resolution to accurately view the interconnection frequency 
changes in the event of a system disturbance.  An additional graph (the “Generation-Load Imbalance 
(MW)” graph), which maps changes in Interconnection frequency to associated generation-load 
imbalances within the system, can be overlaid over the interconnection frequency graph.   
 
To have the “Generation-Load Imbalance” graph displayed, right mouse click in the “Real-Time 
Frequency (Response) Monitoring” default panel.  The Display/Duration pop-up box will appear as seen 
in Figure 21.  Select “Generation-Load Imbalance” and this graph will be added to the Interconnection 
frequency graph.  
 
Figure 21:  Generation-Load Imbalance Display/Duration Pop-Up 
                                                     
3 The interconnection frequency is calculated by averaging the local frequencies at each of phasor 
monitoring points  
4 The one second resolution data is computed by averaging the sub-second resolution data over the 
second time interval. 
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The generation-load imbalance computation is based on the frequency change between the present time 
and ten seconds in the past (time scale associated with primary control responsible for the system 
frequency response), and is appropriately scaled by the “Natural Frequency Response Coefficient” of the 
Interconnection and displayed as the “Generation-Load Imbalance”.  During a frequency excursion this 
graphic will identify both the amount of imbalance (MW) that caused the deviation as well as the recovery 
of the Interconnection.  The “Natural Frequency Response Coefficient” for the Western Interconnection is 
1500 MW/0.1 Hz and for the Eastern Interconnection is 3200 MW/0.1 Hz.  Both the time duration over 
which the frequency change is calculated and the imbalance mapping coefficient applied to this change 
are user configurable through the Configuration Utility (Refer to Section 10).  
 
In Figure 22, the main display shows both Interconnection frequency and generation-load imbalance.  
The right axis, in yellow, demonstrates the “Interconnection Frequency (Hz)”.  The left axis, in cyan, gives 
the “Generation-Load Imbalance (MW)”.  Fixed monitoring thresholds for the interconnection frequency 
appear as bold yellow lines across the chart if the Interconnection frequency approaches the threshold.  
The default threshold values are set to 59.97 Hz and 60.03 Hz as outlined in the NERC Policy-9 
frequency Monitoring criteria for Reliability Coordinators.  “...Take remedial actions when interconnection 
frequency error is in excess of 0.07 Hz for more than 20 minutes...”, but may be changed by the user 
through the configuration utility.  Alternately, using an option in the pull-down menu (Figure 23), the user 
may replace the fixed thresholds by soft thresholds defined as a set number standard deviation of the 
mean value calculated from the Interconnection frequency data over the specified time duration within the 
chart (Refer to Section 10).    
 
 
Figure 22:  Four-Panel Frequency/Generation-Load Imbalance Monitoring 
 
The “Generation-Load Imbalance” threshold lines (cyan) also appear when this plot is displayed. While 
the default thresholds for the generation-load imbalance (cyan) value are ±200 MW, it can be changed 
through the configuration utility as well (Refer to Section 10). 
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Figure 23:  Soft/Hard Threshold Selection Pop-Up 
 
The default duration time for the “Real-Time Frequency (Response) Monitoring” graph is 10 minutes.  
This duration can be changed by clicking the right mouse button within the panel; the Display/Duration 
pop-up box will appear as seen in Figure 24.  The time duration desired can then be selected for the 
panel5.   
 
 
Figure 24:  Frequency /Imbalance Duration Selection Pop-Up 
 
The “Scroll Monitoring” panel button, highlighted in Figure 25, is one of five selections for the window 
beneath the main panel.  As a default, here the change in frequency over the specified time duration is 
displayed on a bar chart.   Alternately, through a pull-down menu option, this plot can be replaced by a 
trend plot of local frequency measurements at any of the available PMU locations.  The PMU whose 
frequency measurements are to be displayed in this panel is chosen by clicking within the row 
corresponding to this PMU in the “Local Frequency Coherence Comparison” plot shown in panel 2 (see 
Section 5.3).  In either case, time duration for these plot matches the duration set for the frequency 
monitoring display in panel 1.   
 
The remaining four tabs “Panel 1 Data”, “Panel 2 Data”, “Panel 3 Data” and “Scroll Monitoring Data” 
provide data in tabular and textual format for the plots in each of the corresponding panels of the four-
panel display.  Each of the five selections can also be enlarged by either clicking in the upper right hand 
corner box or double clicking on the display.  Remove the check in the box or double click within the 
display to return the bottom panel to its default display. 
 
 
                                                     
5 If a one minute duration is selected, then the data used in the plot for the frequency and the imbalance 
data are at its highest sub-second resolution which is needed for detailed visibility of transient frequency 
responses 
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(a) 
 
 
(b) 
Figure 25:  Scroll Monitoring Graph (Enlarged) – (a) delta interconnection frequency (b) local 
frequency trend plot at PMU location. 
 
5.3. Frequency (Response) Monitoring Four-Panel Display 
 
In the four-panel view, the “Real-Time Frequency (Response) Monitoring” graph described in section 5.2 
is displayed as Panel 1.  Panel 2 is the upper right display “Local Frequency Coherence Comparison” and 
Panel 3 is the lower right graph “Interconnection Frequency & Imbalance Duration Curves.”  Panel 4 is 
the “Scroll Monitoring” frequency change bar chart explained in the previous section.  Panels 2 and 3 can 
be enlarged by double clicking within the desired panel with the left mouse button.  To return to the four-
panel display, double left click on the enlarged panel and the four-panel display will be restored.  Panel 4 
can be enlarged or reduced by clicking on the upper right hand corner box. 
 
In Panel 2, the objective of the “Local Frequency Coherence Comparison” display (Figure 26) is to 
provide the operating staff with a quick source of information on the spread in local frequencies as a 
measure of dynamic stress being exerted on the system under normal conditions.  Furthermore, in the 
event of an outage, it will help identify which area of the Interconnection experienced a loss of load or 
generation causing a noticeable local frequency deviation over the transient timeframe.   
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Figure 26:  Local Frequency Coherence Comparison (Panel 2)6 
 
The x-axis of the plot is the time in minutes and seconds (MM:SS).  The duration time for the plot can be 
changed by the user.  To change the time (x-axis), right click in Panel 2.  Figure 27 will appear and it lists 
the selectable time periods available for the panel.   
 
 
Figure 27:  Local Frequency Coherence Comparison Duration Selection Pop-Up 
 
The color legend represents the four (4) levels of deviation from the Interconnection frequency (Figure 
28). 
  
 
Figure 28:  Local Frequency Coherence Comparison Legend 
 
The y-axis lists the PMU locations where local frequency data is available for comparison.  To the right of 
each PMU is a series of rectangles along the time axis that will indicate (using color) its frequency 
deviation from the system frequency at a particular instance in time. 
 
In addition, at each slice in time, the one cell associated with the PMU measuring the largest local 
frequency deviation for that time instance will be highlighted with a border around it as well.  In the event 
                                                     
6 Any black (blank) cells in the plot indicate absent phasor data. 
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of a major frequency excursion, the PMU reporting this greatest frequency deviation is most likely to be in 
the close proximity of the area that experienced the problem. 
 
The “Interconnection Frequency & Imbalance Duration Curves” in Panel 3 (Figure 29) presents a 
statistical distribution of the interconnection frequency as the default graph.  
 
 
Figure 29:  Interconnection Frequency & Imbalance Duration Curves (Panel 3) 
 
The statistical distribution for the generation-load imbalance graph can be added by right clicking in the 
panel and selecting “Generation-Load Imbalance” (Figure 30).  The thresholds and the y-axis are the 
same as for Panel 1.  The x-axis shows the percent of the time that the interconnection frequency was 
above/below nominal frequency.  The generation-load imbalance line demonstrates the percent of time 
that the interconnection imbalance was above/below zero.  As with other graphs, the duration over which 
the distribution is computed can be changed through a pull-down menu made available through a right 
click within the panel (Figure 31).   
 
 
Figure 30:  Interconnection Frequency & Imbalance Duration Curves Display Pop-Up 
 
 
Figure 31:  Interconnection Frequency & Imbalance Duration Curves Duration Selection Pop-Up 
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6. PATH DYNAMICS MONITORING   
 
6.1. Overview 
 
The “Path Dynamics” monitoring display will allow the dispatcher to monitor voltage angle differences 
between key monitoring points in the power system and track associated dynamics in real time with 
respect to predetermined thresholds.  The identified “paths” (i.e., voltage phase angle differences 
between the two points in the system for which phasor measurements are available) and their 
corresponding thresholds are user defined and shall be obtained from offline stability studies.  The 
application continuously tracks these angle differences across all the identified paths and displays them 
as colored arrows between the points defining the paths in the display.  A change in the angle differences 
would be an indication of a change in the power transfer across the path or a change in system 
configuration, while the size of the angle difference would indicate the stress or lack of stress the 
transmission system is undergoing. 
  
The “Path Dynamics” tab function is similar to the “Frequency (Response)” tab with the exception that it 
offers the ability to visualize the data and graphics in two views: a “Wide Area” view (Figure 32) and a 
“Local Area” view (Figure 33). 
 
 
  
 
Figure 32:  Four-Panel Path Dynamics Monitoring (Wide Area) 
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Figure 33:  Four-Panel Path Dynamics Monitoring (Local Area) 
 
 
6.2. Path Dynamics Monitoring One-Panel Display 
 
The “Path Dynamics” one-panel display is selected by clicking on the “Path Dynamics” tab (red circle in 
Figure 32).   The angle difference across a path is displayed as a color-coded arrow connecting the two 
phasor monitoring points that define the path.  The direction of arrow is defined such that it points from 
the larger of the two angles to the smaller one to demonstrate the direction of the power flow, and can 
therefore change under varying system and market conditions.   
 
The color of the arrow is based on a legend located in the bottom left hand corner of the display (Figure 
34).  Its colors indicate the proximity (in percentage) of the actual phase angle difference across the path 
to the predefined alarming threshold defined for it.  This actual angle value (the number on the left) and 
the alarming threshold (the number on the right) are shown in a box adjacent to the colored arrow as well. 
 
 
Figure 34:  Path Dynamics Legend 
 
Note:  While the arrow and the adjoining text indicates the angle difference between the two monitoring 
points, the dials at the two ends of the arrow represent the measured angles at each of these points 
where the dial’s needle orientation with respect to the vertical is representative of the angle being 
measured at that location with respect to a common reference angle (Refer to Section 7).   
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Example:  In Figure 33, the Malin-Vincent path has been selected and it has an actual voltage angle 
difference of 14o (i.e., the difference between the voltage angle measured by the Malin PMU and the 
voltage angle measured by the Vincent PMU is 14 o).  This angle difference must not exceed a preset 
threshold value of 40o.  The correct threshold limit for this path is derived by offline engineering studies, 
and updated into the application through the configuration utility (Refer to Section 10).  An actual angle 
difference of 14o implies that this angle is 35% of its 40o threshold limit. From the color legend (Figure 34), 
the Malin-Vincent path is shown as a green arrow since this percentage value falls below 50%. 
 
The default setting for the “Path Dynamics Monitoring” panel is to display the actual angle difference 
values, station names, and thresholds next to the path arrow.  The names and angle difference 
associated with the paths can be removed from the display, if desired.  To do this, right mouse click in the 
“Path Dynamics Monitoring” panel and the pop-up menu box shown in Figure 35 will appear.  Deselect 
the “Station Name” and “Path Angle Value” and the name and values will disappear. 
 
 
 
 
Figure 35:  Path Dynamics Display Pop-Up 
 
Under the “Scroll Monitoring” display, located below the main path display, (display is enlarged by clicking 
check box in upper right corner) user will find the phase angle difference for the last selected path (Figure 
36).  To select a specific path to be displayed on the scroll monitoring panel, first make sure you have 
clicked on the “Selection Arrow” (bottom right), and then point and click on the desired path to be tracked.  
The outline of the path arrow will turn white indicating it was selected. The path name on the scroll 
monitoring display should reflect the line selected. In this view the Malin-Vincent path has been selected.  
The y-axis on the left of the plot is the angle difference (in degrees), while the x-axis is time in minutes 
and seconds (MM:SS) with the most current time to the right of the axis. This plot allows the user to track 
the angle difference across the path over the past minute at the highest sub-second resolution. 
 
 
 
Figure 36:  Selected Path Angle Difference Tracking (Enlarged) 
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6.3. Path Dynamics Monitoring Four-Panel Display 
 
A double left mouse click in the default one-panel will take the user to the four-panel display.  This may 
also be done using a right mouse click within the one-panel display to show the pop-up menu box and to 
select the desired four-panel view (“Wide Area Monitoring/Tracking” or “Local Area Monitoring/Tracking”) 
from the menu (Figure 37). 
 
Figure 37:  Path Dynamics Monitoring Type Pop-Up 
 
 
6.3.1. Path Dynamics – Wide Area Monitoring/Tracking 
 
Select the “Wide Area Monitoring/Tracking” and the view shown in Figure 38 will be presented.  Each of 
the three panels (panel 1, panel 2 and panel 3) can be enlarged by double clicking with the left mouse 
button within the panel. 
 
In this view, the “Path Dynamics Monitoring” display described in section 6.2 is shown in panel 1 of the 
four-panel display.  Panel 2 in the upper right corner is the “Path Dynamics System Comparison” display 
and panel 3 in the lower right corner is the “Path Dynamics Angle Tracking/Comparison” display.  Panel 4 
is the “Scroll Monitoring” plot which was explained in the previous section. 
 
 
Figure 38:  Four-Panel Path Dynamics - Wide Area Monitoring/Tracking 
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The “Path Dynamics System Comparison” display uses a feather plot to let the user analyze the phase 
angle behavior at the source and sink of a selected path with respect to the angles at the sources/sinks of 
all the identified dynamics paths shown in panel 1.  Each vector of this plot corresponds to a monitoring 
location and the orientation of this vector with respect to the vertical represents the voltage angle being 
measured at that point with respect to a common reference7 (Note:   Increase in angles corresponds to a 
clockwise rotation with respect to the vertical).  In the display above (Figure 38), John Day is the 
reference and will be displayed as a vertical vector (i.e., 0 degrees).  Furthermore, the vectors in the 
feather plot are ordered such that the points to the right of reference will have a leading angle and the 
points to the left will have a lagging angle (Figure 39).  As power flows from larger angles to smaller 
angles, this sorted plot offers a wide area view of the power flows within the system.  Finally, the two 
vectors representing the source and sink of the selected path are color coded based on the legend in 
Figure 34. 
 
Example:  In the display below (Figure 39), the Malin-Vincent path has been selected.  The path is shown 
by a solid yellow arrow in the geographic display (Figure 38, panel 1).  In the feather plot, the vectors 
corresponding to the source and sink of this path (i.e., Malin and Vincent) also appear in the color of the 
path arrow (green in this example).    
 
 
Figure 39:  Path Dynamics System Comparison (Panel 2) 
 
The graphics in the “Path Dynamics Tracking/Comparison” panel provides a birds-eye view of the phase 
angle difference across all the identified paths for tracking and comparison purposes (Figure 40).  The x-
axis of the plot is time in minutes and seconds (MM:SS) and the y-axis lists the identified paths.  Hence, 
each cell in the plot corresponds to a particular path and time, and the color coding of the cell, which 
represents the phase angle difference across the path, can be cross referenced to the color legend at the 
bottom of the geographic display in panel 1 (Figure 38).  The default time duration for the plot is 30 
seconds and may be changed by the user.  
 
                                                     
7 The reference may be changed and is described in Section 7.2. 
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Figure 40:  Path Dynamics Tracking Comparison (Panel 3) 
 
To set the desired time duration, left click in the “Path Dynamics Tracking/Comparison” panel and the 
pull-down menu shown in Figure 41 will appear.  Select the desired duration from the available options.  
 
 
 
 
Figure 41:  Path Dynamics Tracking Comparison Duration Pop-Up 
 
6.3.2. Path Dynamics – Local Area Monitoring/Tracking 
 
While the “Wide Area Monitoring/Tracking” view provided a macroscopic understanding of the angle 
differences across identified paths in relation to the overall system behavior, the purpose of “Local Area 
Monitoring/Tracking” view is to let the user get more specific data and information about specific selected 
paths. 
 
Selecting “Local Monitoring/Tracking” option from the menu in Figure 37 will present the four-panel 
display as seen in Figure 42.  Double left clicking either in panel 1, panel 2 or panel 3 of the display will 
enlarge the corresponding panel.   
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Figure 42:  Four-Panel Path Dynamics - Local Area Monitoring/Tracking 
 
The “Path Dynamics Comparison” in panel 2 allows the user to compare the phase angle differences 
across a set of selected paths.  The user may left mouse click on any of the arrows shown in panel 1 to 
select/deselect a path and the phase angle difference across the path is added to panel 2 as a dial where 
the orientation of the dial with respect to the vertical is indicative of the angle. The color of the dial 
matches the color of the path arrow selected, both of which are determined by the color legend in the 
geographic panel (Figure 34).   
 
The “Path Dynamics Tracking” in panel 3 provides a historical profile of the phase angle differences 
across the set of selected paths at the second resolution.    The x-axis of the plot is time in minutes and 
seconds (MM:SS) and the y-axis is the angle difference in degrees.   As with all other plots, the time 
duration of the plot may be altered via a pull-down menu made available by using the right mouse click 
within the panel. 
 
Example:  In Figure 42, the Malin-Vincent path has been selected and shows the corresponding graphics 
in panel 2 and panel 3 of the display.  In panel 2, the angle across the path is shown as a dial where the 
needle of the dial makes a 14o angle with the vertical axis in the clockwise direction to indicate the angle 
difference across the path.  In panel 3, the time history for the angle across the path is shown over the 
past five minute interval (default time duration) and at a second resolution. 
 
Multiple paths (maximum 6) can be selected and displayed in the “Path Dynamics Comparison” and the 
“Path Dynamics Tracking” graphics.  The selected paths will appear as seen in Figure 43.  Note that each 
selected path arrow is outlined in white. 
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Figure 43:  Four-Panel Path Dynamics - Local Area Monitoring/Tracking (Four Paths Selected) 
 
Selected Paths 
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7. RELATIVE ANGLE\VOLTAGE MAGNITUDE MONITORING 
 
7.1. Overview 
 
The value of phasor technology lies in its capability to precisely and simultaneously measure voltage 
phasors (i.e., voltage angles and voltage magnitudes) at various points across the power system at a high 
rate and to provide accurate timing information along with these measurements.  This display shows the 
voltage angle and voltage magnitude measured at each of the phasor monitoring points on a 
geographical map. The voltage angles are measured relative to a common selectable reference for the 
grid (i.e., the angle difference between a monitoring point and the reference point).  Such a geographic 
angle and voltage magnitude profile provides a birds-eye view of the sources and sinks of power across 
the grid, the high and low voltage regions within the system, as well as helps identify regions that may be 
operating under stressed conditions. 
 
Like the “Path Dynamics” monitoring display, the “Relative Angle/Voltage Magnitude” monitoring display 
also offers a “Wide Area” (Figure 44) and a “Local Area” (Figure 45) view and the user can select 
between the two views using options available within a pull-down menu.   
 
 
Figure 44:  Four-Panel Relative Angle/Voltage Magnitude Monitoring (Wide Area) 
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Figure 45:  Four-Panel Relative Angle/Voltage Magnitude Monitoring (Local Area) 
 
 
7.2. Relative Angle/Voltage Magnitude One-Panel Display 
 
Selecting the “Relative Angle/Voltage Magnitude” tab at the top of any of the displays will bring up just 
Panel 1, the left panel in Figure 44.  In Panel 1, the voltage angles with respect to a common reference 
are displayed as a dial at the corresponding monitoring location in a geographic display, while the voltage 
magnitudes are indicated by a color-coded ring around the corresponding dial within the geographic 
display.  Both the orientation of the dial’s needle with respect to the vertical and its color are 
representative of the angle being measured at that location (Note:   Increase in angles corresponds to a 
clockwise rotation with respect to the vertical).  The legends used this color-coding are located at the 
bottom left of the display (see Figure 44).  The voltage angle and voltage magnitude legend is also color-
coded based on “per-unit” values (Figure 46).   
 
 
Figure 46:  Relative Angle/Voltage Magnitude – Relative Angle and Voltage Magnitude Legends 
Example:  In Figure 49, the Vincent voltage is 524 kV (outer ring is green) which is between 1.00 p.u. and 
1.05 p.u.  This second ring allows the user to visually scan for abnormal voltages both above and below 
the nominal values. 
 
The reference for all the angles in the display is the one dial that is not colored (Grand Coulee in Figure 
44).  This reference can be changed by the user.   
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To change the reference for the system angles, right mouse click on the monitoring location that is to set 
as the reference and the pop-up menu box shown in Figure 47 will appear.  Select the “Set as Reference” 
option and the appropriate voltage from those available for that particular monitoring location. 
 
 
Figure 47:  Voltage Monitoring Reference Selector 
 
In addition to the angle information, the user may also choose to view the voltage magnitude information 
at each of the monitoring locations.  This is done by right mouse clicking within the geographic display 
and selecting the “Include Volt. Magnitude” option in the pull down menu box.  The same menu can be 
used to display the “Station Name” or “Signal Value” next to the monitoring location within the geographic 
display (Figure 48). 
 
 
Figure 48:  Relative Angle/Voltage Magnitude Display Options Pop-Up 
 
When the voltage magnitude information is chosen, it is displayed along with angle information as a ring 
around the dials where the color and the size of the ring are indicative of the voltage magnitude (Figure 
49).  The voltage magnitude legend is color-coded based on “per-unit” values (Figure 46).   
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Figure 49:  One-Panel Relative Angle/Voltage Magnitude with Voltage Magnitude Information 
 
   
 
The display also allows the user to be selective in viewing the angles and voltage magnitudes being 
displayed based on their voltage levels.  This is done via a right mouse click within the geographic display 
to show the pop-up menu box In Figure 50.  The default setting is “All” for the “Voltage Levels”.  To 
change to a specific voltage level, right click on the desired voltage.  In doing, only those monitoring 
points whose voltages belong to the selected voltage level will appear in the geographic panel.   
 
 
Figure 50:  Relative Angle/Voltage Magnitude Voltage Levels Pop-Up 
 
The “Scroll Monitoring” at the bottom of Panel 1 tracks the relative angle of the last selected monitoring 
location at the highest sub-second resolution over the past one minute (Figure 51).  Furthermore, if the 
“Include Volt. Magnitude” option has been selected (Figure 48), then the voltage magnitude at this 
monitoring location is also shown here. 
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Figure 51:  Selected Relative Angle/Voltage Magnitude Tracking 
 
 
7.3. Relative Angle/Voltage Magnitude Four-Panel Display 
 
As with all other displays, a double left mouse click in Panel 1 display will take the user to the 
corresponding four-panel display.  This may also be done using a right mouse click within the one-panel 
display to show the pop-up menu box and to select the desired four-panel view (“Wide Area 
Monitoring/Tracking” or “Local Area Monitoring/Tracking”) from the menu (Figure 54). 
 
 
Figure 52:  Relative Angle/Voltage Magnitude Monitoring Type Pop-Up 
7.3.1. Relative Angle/Voltage Magnitude – Wide Area Monitoring/Tracking 
 
The four panels within the “Wide Area Monitoring/Tracking” view are the “Voltage Monitoring – One 
Second Refresh Rate” display in panel 1 which was described earlier.  The “System Voltage Comparison” 
is displayed in Panel 2 and the “System Voltage Angle Tracking/Comparison” is shown in Panel 3.  The 
“Scroll Monitoring” Panel which is located at the bottom of the four-panel display was also described 
earlier.  
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Figure 53:  Four-Panel Relative Angle/Voltage Magnitude - Wide Area Monitoring/Tracking  
 
The “System Voltage Comparison” panel uses a feather plot to compare all the voltage angles and 
magnitudes across the power grid (top right of Figure 53).  Each vector of this plot corresponds to a 
monitoring location and the length and the orientation of this vector with respect to the vertical is 
indicative of the relative angle at that monitoring location.  The reference for the angles is always a 
vertical vector (i.e., 0 degrees) and is shown in white (i.e., Grand Coulee).   The vectors are also color 
coded according to the legend in the bottom left of Figure 53. 
 
In the “System Voltage Angle Tracking Comparison” panel, the time history of all the relative angles is 
provided for tracking and comparison purposes (bottom right of Figure 49).  The x-axis of the plot is time 
in minutes and seconds (MM:SS) and the y-axis lists the monitoring locations.  Each cell in the plot, 
therefore, corresponds to a particular monitoring location and time, and the color coding of the cell, which 
represents the relative angle, can be cross referenced to the color legend at the bottom of the geographic 
display in panel 1 (Figure 49).  The time duration for the plot is selectable. 
 
To select a desired time, right click in the “System Voltage Angle Tracking/Comparison” panel.  Figure 54 
presents the selectable time available. 
 
 
Figure 54:  System Voltage Angle Tracking/Comparison Duration Pop-Up 
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7.3.2. Relative Angle/Voltage Magnitude – Local Area Monitoring/Tracking 
 
Figure 55 shows the four-panel graphics for the “Local Area Monitoring/Tracking” view.  Each of panels 
can be enlarged by double left clicking on the desired panel. 
 
 
Figure 55:  Four-Panel Relative Angle/Voltage Magnitude - Local Area Monitoring/Tracking  
 
In Figure 55 displays, in the top right panel, the voltage angles for Grand Coulee, Colstrip, Vincent and 
Ault are viewed as dials on the “Voltage Comparison” panel.   In this display, the angles for up to six 
monitoring locations may be added by left clicking on the corresponding dials in the geographic display.  
A selected location in the geographic panel will have a white border around it as an indicator of its 
selection.  To deselect it, simply left click on it again and it will be removed from the “Voltage Comparison” 
panel. 
 
The “Voltage Tracking” panel is shown in the bottom right of Figure 55.  It provides a time history for the 
relative angles at the selected monitoring locations and the second resolution.    The x-axis of the plot is 
time in minutes and seconds (MM:SS) and the y-axis is the angle in degrees.   The time duration of the 
plot may be altered via a pop-up menu made available using the right mouse click within the panel 
(Figure 56). 
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Figure 56:  Voltage Tracking Duration Pop-Up 
 
Finally, if the “Include Volt. Magnitude” option has been selected (Figure 48), then the time history for the 
voltage magnitudes at the selected monitoring location and the second resolution is shown as well 
(Figure 57).  The upper plot tracks the voltage (in kV) and the lower tracks the relative angle (in degrees).   
 
 
Figure 57:  Voltage Tracking Including Voltage Magnitude (Panel 3) 
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8. PATH FLOW (MW) MONITORING 
 
8.1. Overview 
 
The application receives voltage phasor measurements at each of the monitoring locations as well as 
current phasor measurement on lines connected to the monitoring location.   These measurements are 
used to calculate the real and reactive power flows on the monitored line.  The “Path Flow – MW” 
monitoring display tracks the real power flows across monitored transmission lines or paths (set of 
monitored lines for which limits have been defined) with respect to their predefined flow limits.  
Furthermore, as these values are obtained solely from phasor measurements, they offer redundancy to 
the existing SCADA system.  Figure 58 outlines the graphics available within the “Path Flow – MW” 
monitoring display.   
 
 
Figure 58:  Four-Panel Path Flow – MW Monitoring 
 
8.2. Path Flow (MW) One-Panel Display 
 
Selecting the “Path Flow -MW” tab at the top of any of the displays will bring up just Panel 1, the left panel 
in Figure 58,  where the various transmission paths are plotted on a geographical map in the “Path Flow – 
MW Monitoring” panel of the display.  The real flows through that path are shown as an arrowhead across 
all the lines that define the path.  While the color of the arrowhead represents the proximity (in 
percentage) of the MW flows to their alarming thresholds (bottom left on Figure 58), the arrowhead 
indicates the directionality of these flows. 
 
Under the default settings, the actual MW flows and their corresponding limits are shown next to the 
arrowhead.  The actual flows are listed to the left and the thresholds are listed to the right. The station 
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names at both ends of the monitored line are also shown.  To remove the station names from the 
displays, right click within the panel and the pop-up menu will appear (Figure 59).  Click on the “Station 
Name” and the names will be removed.  The same pop-up menu can be used to eliminate the “Path Flow 
Value” from the displays. 
 
 
Figure 59:  Path Flow – MW – Display Options Pop-Up 
 
Figure 60 presents an enlarged view of Panel 4 “Scroll Monitoring” and the actual MW flow across the 
single selected path.  A path is selected with a left mouse click on the arrowhead in the geographic 
display for the path and will be indicated by a white border around the arrowhead.  The y-axis to the left of 
the plot is the MW flow and the x-axis is time in minutes and seconds (MM:SS).  This plot allows the user 
to track the MW flows across the selected path over the past minute at the highest sub-second resolution. 
 
 
Figure 60:  Selected Path Flow (MW) Tracking (Enlarged) 
 
 
8.3. Path Flow (MW) Four-Panel Display 
 
Left double clicks within Panel 1 will bring up the corresponding four-panel display (Figure 58).  To 
enlarge any of the panels, double click with the left mouse button within the desired panel. 
 
Panel 2 - the “Path Flow (MW) Tracking” - shows the actual MW flow over a specific path when selected 
(Figure 61).   The panel provides a time history of the MW flows across the selected path at the second 
resolution.  The x-axis of the plot is time in minutes and seconds (MM:SS) and the y-axis is the MW flow.  
A path is selected with a left mouse click on the arrowhead in the geographic display for the path and will 
be indicated by a white border around the arrowhead.  The time duration of the plot may be altered via a 
pop-up menu made available using the right click within the panel. 
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Figure 61:  Path Flow (MW) Tracking (Panel 2) 
 
Panel 3 - the “Path Flow (MW) Duration Curve” - displays a statistical distribution of the MW flows across 
the selected path (Figure 62).  For each MW value along the y-axis, the corresponding x-axis along the 
curve shows the percentage time that the MW flows were above the value.  In Figure 62, the path 66 had 
over 2665 MW flowing for 20% of the time.  The duration over which the distribution is computed is also 
selectable through a pull-down menu displayed via a right click within the panel. 
 
 
Figure 62:  Path Flow (MW) Duration Curve (Panel 3) 
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9. PATH FLOW  (MVAR) MONITORING 
 
9.1. Overview 
 
The “Path Flow – MVAR” monitoring display tracks the reactive power flows across monitored lines or 
transmission paths (set of monitored lines for which limits have been defined) with respect to their 
predefined flow limits. Figure 63 outlines the graphics available within the “Path Flow – MVAR” monitoring 
display.   
 
 
Figure 63:  Four-Panel Path Flow – MVAR Monitoring 
 
 
9.2. Path Flow (MVAR) One-Panel Display 
 
Selecting the “Path Flow – MVAR” tab at the top of any of the displays will bring up just Panel 1, the left 
panel in Figure 63,  where the various transmission paths are plotted on a geographical map in the “Path 
Flow – MVAR Monitoring” panel of the display.  The reactive flows through that path are shown as an 
arrowhead across all the lines that define the path.   While the color of the arrowhead represents the 
proximity (in percentage) of the MVAR flows to their alarming thresholds (bottom left on Figure 63), the 
arrowhead indicates the directionality of these flows. 
 
Like the MW display, the actual MVAR flows and their corresponding limits are shown next to the 
arrowhead.  The actual flows are listed to the left and the thresholds are listed to the right. The station 
names at both ends of the monitored line are also shown.  To remove the station names from the display, 
right click within the panel and the pop-up menu will appear (Figure 64).  Click on the “Station Name” and 
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the names will be removed.  The same pop-up menu can be used to add/remove the “Path Flow Value” 
and/or “Station Name”. 
 
 
Figure 64:  Path Flow – MVAR – Display Options Pop-Up 
 
Figure 65 presents an enlarged view of the actual MVAR flow across the single selected path.  As with 
the MW display, the path is selected with a left mouse click on the arrowhead in the geographic display 
for the path and will be indicated by a white border around the arrowhead.  The y-axis to the left of the 
plot is the MVAR flow and the x-axis is time in minutes and seconds (MM:SS).  This plot allows the user 
to track the MVAR flows across the selected path over the past minute at the highest sub-second 
resolution. 
 
 
Figure 65:  Selected Path Flow (MVAR) Tracking (Enlarged) 
 
 
9.3. Path Flow (MVAR) Four-Panel Display 
 
A left double click within panel 1 will bring up the corresponding four-panel display (Figure 63).  To 
enlarge any of the panels, double click with the left mouse button within the desired panel.  
 
Panel 2, the top right of Figure 63, is a view of the “Path Flow (MVAR) Tracking” plot where the time 
history of the MVAR flows on the selected path (Path 66) are being tracked.   The panel provides a time 
history of the MVAR flows across the selected path at the second resolution (Figure 66).  The x-axis of 
the plot is time in minutes and seconds (MM:SS) and the y-axis is the MW flow.  The time duration of the 
plot may be altered via a pull-down menu made available using the right click within the panel. 
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Figure 66:  Path Flow (MVAR) Tracking (Panel 2) 
 
Panel 3, the bottom right of Figure 63, is a view of the “Path Flow (MVAR) Duration Curve”.  Panel 3 
displays a statistical distribution of the MVAR flows across the selected path (Figure 67).  For each MVAR 
value along the y-axis, the corresponding x-axis along the curve shows the percentage time that the MW 
flows were above the value.  In the figure, Path 66 had over 70 MVAR flowing from Cordova for 20% of 
the time.  The duration over which the distribution is computed is also selectable through a pull-down 
menu displayed via a right click within the panel. 
 
 
Figure 67:  Path Flow (MVAR) Duration Curve (Panel 3) 
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10. ALARMS 
 
Alarming logic built into the RTDMS Server has the ability to analyze the streaming real-time data to 
detect and alarm on either threshold violations or significant changes (i.e. change within a second interval 
exceeding a specified threshold) on certain identified signals and metrics.  In particular, the types of 
alarming logic within the RTDMS Server include: 
? System frequency exceeding specified threshold limits 
? Local frequency variations exceed specified thresholds limits 
? Sudden changes in system and local frequencies 
? Voltage magnitudes exceed minimum or maximum thresholds (i.e. low or high voltages) 
? Sudden changes in voltage magnitudes 
? Relative voltage angles exceeding specified thresholds limits w-r-t chosen reference 
? Angle difference across specified paths exceed defined threshold limits 
? MW/MVAR flows across specified paths exceed defined threshold limits 
 
Note:  When sudden changes in voltage magnitude or frequency signals are detected, the phasor data is 
stored into event files for offline post-disturbance analysis (Refer to Section 11). 
 
The threshold parameters and signals/metrics used for alarming are specified in the ‘PhasorArchiver.ini’ 
file at the RTDMS Server (i.e. file resides within the ‘RTDMS Server 3.0’ directory).  Having these 
alarming parameter definitions and the detection capability at the central RTDMS Server ensures 
consistency in the alarming process across all RTDMS Clients even when each RTDMS Client may differ 
in its particular configuration as defined through its “Configuration Utility” (Refer to Section 12). 
 
(Note:  The central alarming parameters may be changed by manually editing the ‘PhasorArchiver.ini’.  
Alternately, the parameter settings within any RTDMS configuration file that can be created on the 
RTDMS Client using its “Configuration Utility”, may be imported into the RTDMS Server to automatically 
update the parameters in the ‘PhasorArchiver.ini’ with the settings as defined within the imported 
configuration file.  Please refer to the RTDMS Installation and Support Guide for further details on the 
RTDMS Server configurability). 
 
Whenever a violation is detected in real time, it is automatically logged into text files at the RTDMS 
Server.  For convenience, these alarm log files are named by the starting date and time of the alarm 
logging process into the file (e.g. ‘20050307_135259alarm.log’ indicates that this file contains alarm logs 
beginning at 13:52:59 on the 7th of March, 2005).  All alarm logs at the Server are stored in the in an 
‘alarm’ folder within the ‘RTDMS Server 3.0’ directory (when the RTDMS Server is installed in the default 
installation directory, these files reside in the ‘C:\Program Files\CERTS-EPG Grid 3P\RTDMS Server 
3.0\alarm\’ directory). 
 
Not only are the generated alarms permanently logged at the Server, these alarms are immediately made 
visible on all RTDMS Clients that are connected to the Server at the time.  Whenever, a new violation is 
detected at the Server, the “Alarm Logs” tab located in the top right corner of all RTDMS Clients is 
highlighted in red to indicate the occurrence of a new alarm (Figure 68).  This “Alarm Logs” tab remains 
red until the alarm is acknowledged by the user.   
 
 
Figure 68:  “Alarm Logs” Tab Highlighted in Red to Alert RTDMS User of New Alarm 
 
To acknowledge the alarm, click on this tab and the “Alarm Log” box pops-up (Figure 69).  Though all the 
alarms are logged at the RTDMS Server as a text file, the user may be selective on the alarms he wishes 
to see at the RTDMS Client.  This is done by selecting/deselecting the appropriate alarm types within the 
“Alarm Log” box.  For each alarm listed in the box, the alarm log provides information on the signal 
associated with the violation, the start time of the violation, the end time of the violation (or most current 
time during a violation), the violation value and corresponding threshold, and the nature of the violation.   
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Figure 69:  Alarm Log Pop-up Box 
 
Example:  Figure 70 shows an alarm logged into the “Alarm Log” box when a sudden changed in ‘Devers 
230kV Bus Voltage’ voltage signal occurred on March 7th, 2005 at 13:59:02 that triggered the alarm.  The 
voltage magnitude change within the first second was 0.0221 p.u. (i.e. 11kV at a 500kV base) which 
exceeded the alarming rate of change voltage threshold as specified in ‘PhasorArchiver.ini’ file at the 
RTDMS Server (i.e. 0.002 p.u. in this example), and this violation persisted though the next few seconds 
(i.e., 13:59:05). 
 
 
Figure 70:  Alarm Log Example 
 
If a new alarm occurs while viewing the alarm log, the “Alarm Logs” tab again switches color to red.  
Clicking on the “Refresh” button serves to acknowledge the alarm and updates the current list of alarms 
shown in the alarm log with the new alarms.  Furthermore, the violations observed in the “Alarm Log” box 
can also be saved into a text file for future viewing by clicking on the “Save” button and specifying the 
save location.  Alternately, the current list of alarms may be removed fom the box by clicking on the 
“Clear” button. 
 
Note:  Whether in Replay or Offline mode, the “Alarm Log” box continues to keep track of the most recent 
alarms detected at the RTDMS Server. 
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11. EVENT FILES AND OFFLINE ANALYSIS 
 
Whenever a rate of change alarm either in frequency or voltage magnitude measurements is 
encountered, all the streaming data and the subsequent alarm logs over a predefined time duration 
(default duration is 5 minutes of post-event data) are automatically stored at the RTDMS Server.  In 
particular, for each captured event, a ‘.dat’. and a ‘.sum’ file is created in the ‘event’ folder within the 
‘RTDMS Server 3.0’ directory that stores the data and the alarm summary respectively (when the RTDMS 
Server is installed in the default installation directory, these files reside in the ‘C:\Program Files\CERTS-
EPG Grid 3P\RTDMS Server 3.0\event\’ directory).  Both the data and the alarm summary files are 
named by the event start times (e.g. ‘20050307_144034.dat’ and ‘20050307_144034.sum’ files contain 
the data and the alarm summary for an event that was captured on 7th of March, 2005 at 14:40:34).  As 
with alarming parameters, the event capture time duration and the rate of change thresholds can be 
modified by manually editing the ‘PhasorArchiver.ini’ file residing at the RTDMS Server. Please refer to 
the RTDMS Installation and Support Guide for further details on the RTDMS Server configurability. 
 
Event files stored at the RTDMS Server are available for viewing by all RTDMS Clients that are 
connected to the RTDMS Server over a local area network.  These event files can be loaded into RTDMS 
Clients for offline post-disturbance analysis.  When a sudden change in frequency or voltage magnitude is 
detected, the corresponding alarm triggers the ‘Alarm Logs’ tab in the RTDMS Clients to turn red 
indicating the occurrence of a new alarm (Figure 68) and this alarm is automatically registered in the 
‘Alarm Log’ box (Figure 69). 
 
To switch out of real-time monitoring mode and to load a captured event file into the RTDMS Client, click 
on the “Event Files” tab located on the top right corner of the Client application. 
 
 
Figure 71:   “Event Files” Tab for Loading Disturbance Files 
 
When the “Event Files” tab is clicked, the navigation window pops up allowing the user to find and select 
the event file of interest (Figure 72).  By default, these files are stored in the ‘event’ folder within the 
‘RTDMS Server 3.0’ directory.  Select the file of interest as labeled by the start date/time of the event 
(select ‘.dat’ file to load both the data and the alarm summary for the event or ‘.sum’ file to only load the 
alarm summary for the event), and click on “Open” to being loading the file into the RTDMS Client for 
offline analysis.  As an example, in Figure 72, the event captured on 7th March, 2005 at 14:40:34 is being 
loaded into the application. 
 
 
Figure 72:  Navigation Window to Load Event File 
 
All the functionality offered in the real-time monitoring mode (i.e., multi-panel displays, navigational tools, 
replay, data tables etc) is available to the user in this Offline mode.   Hence, with the event file loaded into 
the RTDMS Client, the user can utilize these capabilities for a post-disturbance analysis of the event file. 
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Example:  An event that was captured on 7th March 2005 at 14:40:34 has been selected (Figure 72) and 
loaded into the RTDMS visualization Client (Figure 73).  When the application completes loading the 
data, it automatically switches into the Offline mode which is indicated by a switch in the Title box’s 
background color from yellow to blue (Figure 17).  Additionally, the alarm summary pop-up box also 
appears listing all the violations during the course of the event.  In the example, one of the violations 
listed in the alarm summary for the event file is a sudden frequency change of 41.8mHz within a second 
as measured by the ‘Slatt’ PMU on 7th March 2005 at 14:41:11.  To further investigate this event alarm, 
the “Frequency (Response)” monitoring four-panel display was selected and the replay capability was 
used to rewind to the time in question within the event file.  The time duration for the trend plot in Panel 1 
was set to 1 minute to allow viewing of this data at the sub-second resolution.  Additionally, the ‘Slatt’ 
frequency was selected within the “Local Frequency Coherency Comparison” mesh plot and automatically 
displayed in Panel 4.  A look at the different panels of this display (Figure 73) confirms sudden transients 
in the ‘Slat’ frequency between 14:41:11 and 14:41:13 resulting in it having the biggest deviation from the 
interconnection frequency during the time in question. 
 
 
Figure 73:  RTDMS in Offline Mode for Post-Disturbance Analysis 
 
Once the offline analysis is complete, the user can switch back to “Real-Time” mode by clicking on the 
“Replay” button. 
 
(Note:   It is recommended that the user wait the predefined recording duration after the event has been 
detected before loading the event file to allow for the event recording completion.  Attempting to load an 
event file that hasn’t completed recording will only load partial data into the application). 
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12. CONFIGURABILITY 
 
The RTDMS Server communicates both the phasor data and static information to all the remote 
monitoring RTDMS Clients (Refer to Appendix 1).   If there is a change in the static information (reflecting 
changes in the system configuration such as the addition or removal of PMUs), it is detected by each of 
the remote Client applications, and the configuration utility window automatically pops up with the latest 
signal information.   The user can utilize this utility to update the visualization displays.  Alternately, the 
user may manually launch the utility by clicking on the “Configuration” tab located on the top right corner 
of the display and reconfigure the display visuals.  All the configuration settings are saved in a single file 
for easy portability. These configuration files have a ‘.mat’ extension (e.g. ‘phasor_conf_default.mat’) and 
can be loaded in any RTDMS Client application.  These settings include the newly defined set of 
monitoring preferences such as the monitoring points, paths, alarming thresholds as well as the 
visualization properties such as color schemes, font types and sizes, labels etc.  The configuration details 
are described in this and the following section (Section 13). 
 
(Note:  RTDMS configuration files can not only be shared across different RTDMS Clients, they can also 
be imported into the RTDMS Server to specify alarming signals/metrics and threshold parameters). 
 
 
12.1. Client Configuration Utility 
 
The configuration utility graphic user interface (GUI) is shown in Figure 74.   Under the “PMU Selection” 
section of the GUI, the most current set of PMUs which are available to the system fall either under the 
“Unselected” list or the “Selected” list (PMUs identified by a four letter PMU code – Refer to Appendix 1).  
The “Selected” list is the subset of PMUs whose monitored signals are to be used within the visualization.  
The “Unselected” list is the remaining set of PMUs.   
 
 
 
Figure 74:  Configuration Utility Master Graphic User Interface 
 
When a new PMU is installed and connected to the system and the corresponding static information is 
updated at the Server, the change is detected by all the monitoring Client applications and it is 
automatically added to the “Unselected” list.  The user may now choose to include the information being 
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monitored by the new PMU by selecting it under the “Unselected” list and clicking on the “Add” button.  
The new PMU is moved from the “Unselected” list into the “Selected” list. 
 
The user can also remove PMU(s) by highlighting them in the “Selected” list and clicking on the “Remove” 
button.  If the monitored signals from a PMU that are being removed are used in path definitions (either 
angle difference paths or MW/MVAR paths), then a warning box pops up to alert the user (Figure 75).   
 
 
Figure 75:  Warning Pop-Up during PMU Removal 
 
If the user still wishes to remove the PMU(s), then the user can acknowledge the warning by clicking 
“Yes”, in which case, the PMU(s) are removed from the “Selected” list and moved to the “Unselected” list. 
Any path definitions that utilized signals monitored by those de-selected PMUs are removed from the 
displays. 
 
The “Visualization Settings” within the configuration GUI let the user configure the application displays 
based on the “PMU Selection“ (shown under the “Selected” list) through the procedure outlined above.  
The user can change the background color of all the displays.  To do this, click on the rectangular color 
box and the color palette is launched (Figure 76). The user can either choose from the available color 
selection by clicking on the color or define a customized color using the R-G-B sliders.   The 
selected/defined color is shown in the rectangular box.  Once a background color is selected, click on 
“OK” button.  The User can also change the text and graphic highlight colors in a similar fashion. 
 
 
 
Figure 76:  Color Palette Pop-Up 
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Within the “Visualization Settings” are four (4) buttons corresponding to each of the monitoring functions 
and displays: “Frequency (Response)”, “Path Dynamics”, “Rel. Angle / Vol. Magnitude”, Path Flows 
(MW/MVAR).  Clicking on a button launches a configuration GUI for the corresponding display that lets 
the user configure the display.  Once these configuration GUIs have been used to modify the display 
parameters, click on the “APPLY” button for the changes to take effect.  The user can also save these 
latest set of configuration settings as a new configuration file.  To do this click on “Save Configuration” 
and the user will be prompted to assign a name to the file.  The user can later load this file or a previously 
saved configuration file by clicking on the “Load Configuration” and selecting it from the appropriate file 
list shown.  Alternately, the user may click on the “CANCEL” button to revert to the earlier configuration 
(Note:  The default configuration setting file is labeled as ‘phasor_conf_default.mat’). 
 
12.1.1. Frequency (Response) Configuration 
 
Click on the “Frequency (Response)” button within the Configuration Utility and the Frequency 
(Response) configuration GUI will pop-up (Figure 77).  The user can use this GUI to update the frequency 
and the frequency response monitoring settings. For frequency monitoring, the user can set the 
scheduled frequency (shown as a solid horizontal green line in the frequency monitoring displays) and 
associated soft/hard alarming limits (shown as a solid yellow line in the frequency monitoring displays).  
While the hard limits are fixed upper and lower frequency limits with respect to the scheduled frequency, 
the soft limits are variable statistical limits determined by the set number of standard deviations from the 
mean as computed from the frequency data available within the frequency monitoring display. 
 
For frequency response monitoring, the user can also change the “Natural Frequency Response 
Coefficient” that maps Interconnection frequency changes to generation-load imbalances within the 
system, by entering the new coefficient (in MW/0.1Hz) under the “Imbalance Coefficient” field, the time 
duration (in seconds) over which the frequency change is calculated under the “Response Interval” field, 
as well as the alarming limits (shown as a solid cyan line in the frequency monitoring displays).  Click on 
the “OK” button once the two fields have been updated (and the “APPLY” button within the Configuration 
Utility in Figure 74), and the changes are registered. The generation-load imbalance is calculated by 
multiplying the Interconnection frequency change over the specified time duration multiplied by the 
imbalance coefficient. 
 
 
 
 
Figure 77:  Frequency (Response) Configuration Graphic User Interface 
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12.1.2. Path Dynamics Configuration 
 
Click on the “Path Dynamics” button within the Configuration Utility and the Path Dynamics configuration 
GUI will pop-up (Figure 78).  The user can use this GUI to define a new path and corresponding alarming 
thresholds, remove a existing path, or modify the path name or thresholds on an existing path. 
 
 
Figure 78:  Path Dynamics Configuration Graphic User Interface 
 
To add a new path to the “Path Dynamics” display, select the “from” voltage and the “to” voltage from 
those available in the pull-down list (these set of voltages are being monitored by the selected subset of 
PMUs defined in Section 12.1).  The new path is then defined as the voltage angle difference between 
the “from” voltage angle and the “to” voltage angle and will be shown within the “Path Dynamics” display 
as an arrow between the two locations (the arrow in the display points from the larger voltage angle to the 
smaller voltage angle and therefore reflects the directionality of power flow from the source to the sink).  
The “Path Name” field is automatically filled according to the PMUs associated with the “from” and “to” 
voltages but can be altered by the user.   The minimum and maximum alarming thresholds for the new 
path are entered under the “Minimum Threshold” and “Maximum Threshold” fields respectively.  Once all 
the fields have been specified, click on the “Add” button and the new path is added to the set of existing 
paths shown under the “Selected” list. 
 
To remove an existing path from the “Path Dynamics” display, choose the desired path from the 
“Selected” list and click on the “Remove” button. 
 
To update the fields of an existing path within the “Path Dynamics” display, choose the desired path from 
the “Selected” list, modify the “Path Name”, “Minimum Threshold” and “Maximum Threshold” fields, and 
click on the “Add” button. 
 
Once the desired changes have been made, click on the “OK” button (and the “APPLY” button within the 
Configuration Utility in Figure 74) for the changes to take effect8. 
 
 
 
 
                                                     
8 Once the a new path is added, use the “Pick to Move Text” icon under the navigation tools to reposition 
the associated text information within the display and avoid overlap. 
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12.1.3. Relative Angle/Voltage Magnitude Configuration 
 
Click on the “Rel. Angle / Volt. Magnitude” button within the Configuration Utility and the Relative Angle / 
Voltage Magnitude configuration GUI will pop-up (Figure 79).  The user can use this GUI to modify the 
reference PMU, to adjust a PMU’s coordinates within the geographic displays, and to set a voltage signal 
from PMU as the default monitoring voltage for that PMU. 
 
 
Figure 79:  Rel. Angle / Volt. Magnitude Configuration Graphic User Interface 
 
Some PMUs are configured to measure multiple voltages available at the PMU location (such as the high 
or low sides of transformers and series elements).  Under such situations, the configuration utility allows 
the user to set one of these voltage signals as the default voltage to be shown within the “Rel. Angle / 
Volt. Magnitude” display.  To do this, select a PMU from the “PMU” list and all its monitored voltages are 
shown in the “Default Voltage Signal” list.  Select one of the available voltage signals from the list to set 
as the default voltage signal.  Additionally, update the coordinates of the PMU in the “Longitude” and 
“Latitude” fields if desired.  Click on the “Update” button to register the changes. 
 
To change the reference used to compute the relative angles for the display, select the new “Reference 
Signal” from the list of available signals in the pull-down list. 
 
Once the desired changes have been made, click on the “OK” button (and the “APPLY” button within the 
Configuration Utility in Figure 74) for the changes to take effect. 
 
12.1.4. Path Flow (MW/MVAR) Configuration 
 
Click on the “Path Flow (MW/MVAR)” button within the Configuration Utility and the MW/MVAR Path 
configuration GUI will pop-up (Figure 80).  The user can use this GUI to define new MW/MVAR paths or 
flowgates (a single line or set of lines across which the current flows are being measured and the power 
flows can therefore be computed), remove existing MW/MVAR paths, or modify the thresholds on existing 
MW/MVAR paths. 
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Figure 80:  MW / MVAR Path Configuration Graphic User Interface 
 
To add a new MW/MVAR path to the “Path Flow – MW (MVAR)” displays, enter its name under the “Path 
Name” field.  Select the first “Signal” to be included in the path or flowgate definition from those available 
in the pull-down list – these are lines across which the MW and MVAR flows have been computed.  
Choose the “Sign” to be associated with the line flow to define the directionality of the flow (i.e., is the 
monitored power away from the PMU (positive sign) or towards the PMU (negative sign)).  While the PMU 
information (such as its station name, latitude and longitude) is available to the Client applications and 
within the configuration utility from the host site, this information may not be available for the remote 
station (i.e., the station at the other end of the selected line).   If this remote station information is 
available at the host site, the “Remote Station Name”, “Longitude” and “Latitude” fields are automatically 
populated, else the user can manually enter them.  Once the information has been entered, click on the 
“Add” button located to the left of the GUI, and the signal is added to the “Selected Signals” list.  Repeat 
the above process to add any additional line flows.  The net flows through the set of signals within the 
“Selected Signals” list will define the path.  Next, specify the net “Minimum Threshold” and “Maximum 
Threshold” fields for the real and reactive flows across the defined path.  Finally, the “Edge1” and “Edge2” 
fields define the corners of the arrowhead associated with this new path and will be shown within the 
display.  These fields are automatically filled such that the arrowhead is appropriately centered and 
oriented across the 1st line in the “Selected Signals” list.  The user may change these coordinates to 
rescale the arrowhead.  Once the information is entered, click on the “Add” button located in the center of 
the GUI and the new MW/MVAR path is added to the set of existing paths shown under the “Selected 
Paths” list. 
 
To remove an existing path from the “Path Flow – MW (MVAR)” displays, choose the desired MW/MVAR 
path from the “Selected Paths” list and click on the “Remove” button located in the center of the GUI. 
 
To update the fields of an existing path within the “Path Flow – MW (MVAR)” displays, choose the desired 
MW/MVAR path from the “Selected Paths” list, modify the appropriate fields, and click on the “Add”  
button located in the center of the GUI. 
 
Once the desired changes have been made, click on the “OK” button (and the “APPLY” button within the 
Configuration Utility in Figure 74) for the changes to take effect9. 
                                                     
9 Use the “Pick to Move Text” icon under navigation tools to reposition associated text and avoid clutter. 
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13. PROPERTY EDITOR 
 
The visual properties of each of the panels within all five displays (5) can be customized by the user 
through a property editor GUI for that particular panel.  A sample GUI is shown in Figure 81.  Some of the 
capabilities of the property editor GUIs are: 
? change the maps in geographic displays 
? modify font settings of titles, axis labels, legend labels, identifiers, text values etc 
? change properties of graphics such as the dials and arrows 
? adjust legends – their thresholds and associated colors 
 
 
Figure 81:  Property Editor Sample Graphic User Interface (Path Dynamics – Panel 1) 
 
To open the property editor for a panel, right click within the panel and the pop-up menu shown in Figure 
82 will appear.  Select the “Property Editor…” option to launch the editor in for the particular panel.   
 
 
 
 
Figure 82:  Property Editor Pop-Up 
 
 
 
Note:  The modifications made through the property editor for a panel are limited to the particular panel 
and do not affect the other panels. 
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14. HELP TAB 
 
This tab, located on the top right corner, brings the RTDMS help directory listing information about the 
application categorized by major topics and sub-topics along with search capability based in key words 
(Figure 83). 
 
 
Figure 83:  RTDMS Help Directory 
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CUSTOMER SUPPORT CONTACT INFORMATION 
 
 
Electric Power Group support information: 
 
Manu Parashar 
201 South Lake Avenue, Suite 400 
Pasadena, California 91101 
E-mail parashar@electricpowergroup.com 
Tel. 626-685-2015 Ext. 130 
Simon Mo 
201 South Lake Avenue, Suite 400 
Pasadena, California 91101 
E-mail mo@electricpowergroup.com 
Tel. 626-685-2015 Ext. 123 
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APPENDIX 1:  PHASOR DATA DESCRIPTION 
 
Two types of data constitute the real-time phasor stream: static information about the PMU and the signal 
descriptions associated with each of its channels, and dynamic phasor values with timestamp information.  
This section outlines the data structure used within the RTDMS application. 
 
1. Static Data 
 
Version Information - Stores version and update information for static data. 
Version: major and minor version information. 
Update Date: the date the static information is updated. 
 
Example 
Version: 1.0 
Update Date: 22-Aug-2004 16:07:44 
 
PMU Description - Stores the static information of every PMU in the system to be monitored. 
 
PMU ID: an integer to identify the PMU, unique. 
PMU Code: short name, 4 characters string. 
PMU Name: long name. 
Longitude: location of PMU. 
Latitude: location of PMU. 
Vendor: Vendor of the PMU. 
 
Example 
PMU ID: 2 
PMU Code: JDAY 
PMU Name: John Day 
Longitude: -119.2 
Latitude: 47.37 
Vendor: Macrodyne 
 
Signal Description - Stores the static information signals provided by PMUs. 
 
Signal ID: an integer to identify the signal, unique. 
Signal Name: the description of the signal.  
Signal Type: the code to describe the signal type such as 
VA: voltage angle 
VM: voltage magnitude 
IA: current angle 
IM: current magnitude 
FR: frequency 
PP: MW 
PQ: MVAR 
##: Others 
PMU ID: indicate the PMU with which the signal associates. 
Base kV: an integer to present the voltage level of the signal (–1 if not applicable). 
Item Name: the corresponding tag name in OPC/PI Server for this signal. 
Remote Longitude: location of line current endpoint (optional, only applies to current type signal). 
Remote Latitude: location of line current endpoint (optional, only applies to current type signal). 
Remote Name: remote station name at the other end of this signal. 
 
Example 
Signal ID: 5 
Signal Name: John Day-Big Eddy Current 
Signal Type: IA 
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PMU ID: 2 
Base kV: 500 
Item Name: JDAY.IA.johnday- Big Eddy Current 
Remote Longitude:  
Remote Latitude:  
Remote Name: 
 
 
 
Figure 84:  Static Information Hierarchical Structure  
 
 
2. Dynamic Data 
 
Time-stamped dynamic data of all signals are available for access. Dynamic data includes real-time data 
and historical data. Dynamic data can be accessed according to the provided signal ids and the 
timestamp.  This data in the application is maintained as a two-dimensional array where the rows 
correspond to the signals and the signals correspond to different time instances. 
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Agenda
? Phasor Technology – Overview
? The Importance of Using Synchronized Data
? Review of Some WECC Events
? CA ISO Real-Time Dynamics Monitoring System
? Project Objectives 
? System Architecture
? What the System Operator Will See
? RTDMS Visualization 
? Architecture
? Navigation Within RTDMS
? Displays
? Client Support
? RTDMS Application Demo
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Phasor Technology Overview
Slide 3
Load
Generation
What Causes Power to Flow on the Grid
DC power system - Power flows from a point of high 
voltage to a point of low voltage. 
AC power system - Power flows from a point of high 
voltage angle to a point of low voltage angle.  The higher 
the angle the greater the power flow.
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Load
Generation
What Causes Voltage Angle to Increase
What can cause the voltage angle to increase?
? Increased scheduled power transfers between source 
and sinks (increasing the prime mover [e.g. steam] in 
source generators and decrease on sink generators). 
? Transmission lines removed (forced or scheduled) 
from service between source and sink, without 
adjusting schedules.
? Loss of generation in the sink area.
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Eastern Interconnection - Angle Separation on 8-14-03
12 degrees 25 degrees 45 degrees
115 degrees
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Power System Dynamics
Mechanical Analogy for Power System Dynamics
?Balls analogous to generators with different inertia
?Strings analogous to the physical power grid
? Pendulum swings analogous low-frequency oscillations 
observed by Phasor Measurement Units (PMUs)
? Oscillations may either decay or grow implying stability or 
instability respectively
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What Phasor Measurements are all about
Phasor Overview
“Reference 60Hz Signal using GPS time signal”
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What Phasor Measurements are all about (cont.)
Strobe Light Analogy
Pure 60Hz Signal
Decelerating System
Accelerating System
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What Phasor Measurements are all about (cont.)
System Wide “Snapshot” Across Power Grid
Lagging phase angles
Reference bus (0 Degrees)
Leading phase angles
Leading phase angles
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Importance of PMU Data Synchronization 
phase angle 
difference using 
synchronized data
phase angle difference
using unsynchronized 
data with 1 second 
mismatch
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What Phasor Measurements are all about (cont.)
Networking - Most stability events, involve a widespread area, and involve 
oscillations and control interactions between neighboring utilities and 
geographic operational regions.  This dictates the need for multiple 
recording devices across the transmission grid.  
Time Synchronization - Phasor measurements are time-stamped using 
the global satellite positioning system so that measurements from across 
the interconnection can be precisely aligned for comparison against one 
another. 
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What Phasor Measurements are all about (cont)
The  Primary Hardware Elements in a Phasor Network are:
Phasor Measurement Unit (PMU) – PMUs are located at key substations and 
measures and are capable of gathering better data at higher sampling rates than 
analog monitoring devices.  The PMU time stamps the local frequency, voltage and 
line currents at a rate of 30 to 60 times per second. The voltage and current data is 
used to calculate MW and MVAR flows on key lines. Substation PMU phasor data is 
transmitted to a PDC at a central location..
Phasor Data Concentrator (PDC) – Receives, integrates, and stores phasor signals 
from remote PMUs.  Can also exchange records with PDCs at other locations.  One 
of the primary functions of the PDC is to perform data synchronization.
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Phasor Technology – Industry Uses
? The use of phasor technology allows the industry to take high 
resolution “snapshots” of what is happening throughout the 
Western Interconnection grid and evaluate the grids performance 
during system events.
? System operators and planners can use data gathered by PMUs 
for a host of applications, including:
• State estimation 
• Real-time wide area monitoring 
• Validation of power system models
• Transient instability protection and fault location systems
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Value of Phasor Technologies - Example
WECC’s Experience
Comparison of model simulation 
system performance predictions 
prior to the WECC’s August 10, 
1996 blackout (lower panel) and 
conditions actually recorded by 
phasor technologies (upper panel) 
showed that the planning models 
were not able to accurately 
capture underlying causes of the 
blackout
The WECC has since modified 
their simulation models to better 
represent actual system 
performance.
Model Simulation - Predicted
System Performance
Actual System Performance
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Actual WECC Phasor Data
Events
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WECC Event - # 1
• Location: Western Interconnection
• Date/Time: Friday, August 4, 2000,  7:56PM
• High Static Stress and Low Dynamic Stress
• System Conditions:
1) System was operating with an angle greater than 90 degrees between 
Devers Substation (Palm Springs, Ca.) and Grand Coulee Power Plant 
(near Spokane, Wa.), a distance of over 1,000 miles
2) A 500 kV tie-line exporting power from British Columbia to Alberta, 
Canada tripped
3) Loss of line resulted in increased flows by 450 MW
4) The dynamic stress between Devers and Grand Coulee increased to 108 
degrees (an 18 degree increase)
5) System oscillated for about 60 seconds showing low damping
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WECC Event - # 1
J. Balance, B. Bhargava, G.D. Rodriquez, “Use of Phasor Measurement System for Enhancing AC-DC Power System 
Transmission Reliability and Capacity.”
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Comparison with August 10th 1996
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WECC Event # 2
• Location: Western Interconnection
• Date/Time: Tuesday, October 8, 2002,  3:38PM
• Abnormal Interconnection Frequency: 59.62 Hz (380 mHz)
• System Conditions:
1) An AC line fault occurred in the northwest tripping three 500 kV lines
2) SPS operated by applying the 1400 MW Chief Joseph break and tripping 
2800 MW of generation in northern WECC system. 
3) The frequency dropped to 59.620 Hz.
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WECC Event #2
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WECC Event # 3
• Location: Western Interconnection
• Date/Time: Sunday, January 15, 2006, 00:24AM
• Generator Trip (System Frequency Response Captured by RTDMS)
• System Conditions:
1) NEW Colstrip Unit 1 relayed while carrying 240 MW
2) System frequency deviated from 59.995Hz to 59.947Hz
3) Recovered to 59.961Hz by governor action 
4) Returned to pre-disturbance level at 00:29
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RTDMS Event File Name “20060115_002424”
Identify 
Trip 
near 
Colstrip 
PMU
Alarm log indicating Frequency Transient detected at the Colstrip PMU 
and the time of the event
System Frequency 
Response
WECC Event #3
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January 15, 2006 (CA ISO Log)
01/15/2006  - 00:24 System frequency deviated from 59.995Hz to 59.947Hz and recovered to 59.961Hz by governor action when 
NWE Colstrip Unit 1 relayed while carrying 240 MW. System frequency returned to pre-disturbance level at 00:29.
59.991Hz
∆f = 30mHz
59.961Hz
∆P = 240MW
1840MW
1600MW
Jan 15, 2005   00:24:24 AM
β = ∆P/∆f = 800MW/0.1Hz
Identify 
Trip 
near 
Colstrip 
PMU
WECC Event #3 (Frequency Response)
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Any Questions 
About Phasor Technology?
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Real-Time Dynamics 
Monitoring System (RTDMS)
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Project Objectives for RTDMS Applications
? Develop a Real-Time Phasor Monitoring Prototype System for use by 
system operators at utilities, ISOs and reliability coordination centers.
? Enable system operators to gain familiarity with phasor technology for 
reliability monitoring and real-time operations.
? Learn to utilize phasor data to recognize normal and abnormal conditions, 
and assess grid stress. 
? Provide system operators with real-time wide area information to increase 
situational awareness to avoid August 10, 1996 type blackouts.
? Monitor across the entire Western Interconnection (WI) for reliability, 
stability, system dynamics, and other key metrics using time 
synchronized phasor data.
? Enable system operators to evaluate and provide feedback on metrics 
monitored, visualization formats, functionality and displays.
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CA ISO RTDMS System Architecture
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CA ISO RTDMS System Architecture
Data Acquisition
- Data Reading
- Data Cleansing
- Data Processing
Remote Monitoring 
Clients
- Data Retrieval
- RT Monitoring & 
Alarming
- Trending & Reporting
Data Management
- Short-Term Buffer 
for RT Monitoring 
and Alarming
- Historical Data for 
Trending/Reporting
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RTDMS – What will the System Operator See?
? Wide Area View of WECC – Key metrics at selected 
locations and transmission corridors.
? Key Metrics Include – System frequency, voltages, 
phase angles and angle differences between major 
sources and sinks
? Violation of Key Thresholds (defined limits) – Visual 
alarming (color coded) 
? Rapid Changes in Metrics - Visual alarming 
? Identify System Anomalies 
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How To Navigate Around 
The RTDMS Screens
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RTDMS Visualization Architecture
Real-Time Monitoring Mode
Offline Analysis Mode
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Real-Time Monitoring
Tracking/
Comparison
Tracking/
Analysis
Scrolling/Tabular Text
Four-Panel Display Major Functions
Display Tabs
Navigation Icons
Date/Time
Text Box
Configuration/Help Functions
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Sample Four-Panel Display
Monitor : 
- voltage angles 
and magnitudes
- color coded
- quickly identify 
low or high 
voltage regions
compare angles 
selected
historical tracking 
and comparison 
over specified time 
durationSystem Status
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Tabular Table
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Navigation Tools
Pick to Display Data
Selection Arrow
 
Reposition
 
Zoom In/Out 
Rubber Band Zoom
Restore to Original 
Size
This is the default Navigation tool.  Selecting 
this tool allows the user to click and move 
through the different plots and data tables
With the mouse on the image hold the button 
and slide the mouse down or to the left to 
reduce the size of the image or move the 
mouse up or to the right to increase the size 
of the image.  
Click the cross arrows, move the cursor to the 
viewing panel, click the left mouse and drag the 
object to the desired location in the panel
Click on the arrow within the question mark to 
select data within the plot or diagram 
Click the magnifying glass with the box in the 
background, place mouse within the plot or 
diagram and left click to select the zoom 
desired
Click on the double plot icon and click on the 
appropriate panel to restore the plot or diagram 
to its original size
Pick to Move Text
Click on the cross arrows with the pointer, move the 
cursor to the text label, click the left mouse and 
drag the text label to the desired location in the panel
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Auto Refresh, Freeze and Replay
Real-Time Streaming Data (Auto Refresh)
When “check” mark is removed the current data is held
Click to remove “check” mark
Freeze Data
Toggle Switch between Real-
Time and Replay Mode
Auto-Rewind Auto-Forward
Replay Data
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RTDMS Property Editor
? Change the maps in geographic 
displays
? Modify font settings of titles, axis 
labels, legend labels, identifiers, text 
values etc
? Change graphics Properties 
Adjust legends – their thresholds 
and associated colors
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RTDMS – Frequency Transient Example
Identify 
Trip 
near 
Colstrip 
PMU
Alarm log indicating Frequency Transient detected at the Colstrip PMU and 
the time of the event
Frequency response at Colstrip PMU
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CA ISO RTDMS Functionalities Summary
RTDMS Functionalities at CA ISO:
?Includes BPA, SCE, WAPA, and PGE phasor data shown in real-time
?Server-Client architecture (Multi-user capability)
?Geographic visualization on Voltages, Angle Differences, Frequency, MW & MVAR
?End user configurability
?Replay capability
?Real-time alarming and event detection
?Event archiving and playback
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System Support and
Help Tab
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Help Overview
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Contact Information
Manu Parashar
Office: (626) 685-2015 ext 130
parashar@electricpowergroup.com
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Executive Summary  
This report is a scoping study to examine research opportunities to improve the accuracy of the 
system dynamic load and generator models, data and performance assessment tools used by 
CAISO operations engineers and planning engineers, as well as those used by their counterparts 
at the California utilities, to establish safe operating margins.  Model-based simulations are 
commonly used to assess the impact of credible contingencies in order to determine system 
operating limits (path ratings, etc.) to ensure compliance with NERC and WECC reliability 
requirements. Improved models and a better understanding of the impact of uncertainties in these 
models will increase the reliability of grid operations by allowing operators to more accurately 
study system voltage problems and the dynamic stability response of the system to disturbances. 
 
Secure operation of the grid relies on advanced planning for credible contingencies.  
Anticipatory studies are used to establish operating limits for secure operation as established by 
NERC and WECC reliability criteria.  The criteria have very specific goals, for example, “The 
interconnected power system shall be operated at all times so that general system instability, 
uncontrolled separation, cascading outages, or voltage collapse, will not occur as a result of any 
single contingency or multiple contingencies of sufficiently high likelihood” ([23], III-119). This 
famous N-1 criterion, by itself, does not provide specific guidance to achieve this goal.  
Additional criteria are concretely specified in terms of measurable system quantities such as 
voltage, frequency, active and reactive power flows, and other measures derived from these. For 
the initial response after an event, reliability criteria specify the allowable ranges for transient 
deviations in voltage and frequency.  Adherence to these criteria should prevent catastrophic 
failures.  To study these transient events, model-based computer simulations are required to 
predict the system response to possible contingencies.  It is the adequacy of these models that is 
the subject of this report.  
 
Today, CAISO staff report growing concerns their load models have become inaccurate and no 
longer adequately reflect the actual states of the system that they are witnessing in real time, 
especially under stressed system conditions.  They report that anticipated voltage problems 
sometimes do not occur, while other, unexpected voltage problems do.  They have suggested that 
their models may no longer be accurately representing the actual behavior of load or 
performance of generator controls, especially during major disturbances on the system. 
 
These suggestions are not un-founded.  The load models in use today were first developed over 
20 years ago and due to the difficulty of acquiring and maintaining accurate information, they are 
rarely updated to capture the changes that have taken place in the underlying composition of load 
(for example, increased saturation of power electronic devices, induction motors, etc.).  
Moreover, the forms of the load models that are used throughout the year are unrealistically 
based on the estimated load composition during the summer peak period; they are not adapted to 
seasonal conditions. Likewise, until recently the models for governor frequency response control 
have not kept pace with changes in the industry.  CAISO staff have noted decreased frequency 
response after large outages, and NERC has documented a persistent decline in frequency 
response in both the Eastern and Western Interconnects. As a result of restructuring, the settings 
on generator controls are no longer known to the transmission system operators, since different 
firms now operate the generators and transmission system.  Newer generation technologies, 
especially, have plant controls that are believed to override the automatic governor controls on 
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the generators, which transmission operators depend on to ensure system reliability.  The 
assumption of availability of traditional governor response is optimistic and better information is 
required.  Recent WECC modeling work has resulted in new plant control models that should 
improve the simulations of plant response. 
 
The development and use of improved models will have a considerable impacts on system 
reliability, reducing the risk of costly-blackouts, and on long-term and short term (operational) 
planning, and will increase confidence in operator control of the grid. 
 
The risk to blackouts exacerbated by inaccurate models was clearly illustrated by the August 10, 
1996 blackout (and others) in which simulations after the event were unable to replicate the 
event.  A study of that disturbance showed deficiencies in models of generator and plant 
controls, DC lines and their control, and in load models.  Since that time WECC members have 
improved the DC line and generator and plant control models, and continue to work on 
improving load models, which remain deficient.  “Close call” events in the West show the need 
for improvement in load models because of the concern that system damping to events is not 
precisely known, and observed slow voltage recoveries could propagate and lead to voltage 
collapse.  We are reminded that the costs of blackouts are high. The August 14th 2003 blackout 
was estimated to have cost in the range of $4 billon and $10 billion in the United States (at least 
$2.3 billion in Canada)[20], and a recent report estimates that power system disturbances cost 
$80 billion annually in the United States[7]. 
 
The most direct manner in which more accurate models can improve security is to increase 
confidence in operational limits and operator controls.  Secure operation of the grid is maintained 
through planning for credible contingencies, including the specification of path ratings and the 
deployment of remedial action schemes.  Improved models may identify the need to curb 
optimistic ratings or may allow increases for overly conservative ratings.  In either case, 
confidence in grid security will increase.  Confidence for operator actions will also increase with 
the ability to accurately predict system responses to events and actions.  (In the Introduction we 
present an example in which the observed voltage response in no way resembles the simulation-
based prediction.) 
 
In the longer-term improved models will benefit the decision process for capital investments, 
which must account for how operational limits affect the value of a proposed resource.  For 
example, the motivation for one load modeling study was to gain a better understanding for 
system responses to contingencies to evaluate investment in components for remedial action 
schemes[6].  Likewise, since models impact operational path ratings, they will impact decisions 
for transmission and generation investment. 
 
In this report we: 
• Document the need for improved models. 
• Review present modeling practices. 
• Make recommendations for modeling research and development. 
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We base our recommendations on interviews with participants at CAISO, members of WECC, 
and with academic researchers; a review of relevant research in the literature; and our own prior 
work and expertise in this area. 
 
The scope of this report is broad in the research needs related to load modeling.  Some of the 
recommendations do not require Energy Commission support to proceed.  We feel PIER should 
be aware of all of these needs and activities.  The focus of the research needs is limited to issues 
faced in the West, since this is the geographic area of primary interest to the PIER. In the West 
we emphasize the importance of WECC modeling activities.  WECC maintains the standard 
models for the Western Interconnect that are used by all members for their studies.  Significant 
change in models and modeling practices must undergo WECC analysis, scrutiny, and 
acceptance.   
 
In our review of WECC modeling activities we report that the present load modeling practices 
are crude. The representations for load characteristics that are important for assessing transient 
voltage and frequency responses are not detailed; and, as comparison to many observed events 
show, there are legitimate questions about model adequacy.  To examine these questions, WECC 
launched a Load Modeling Task Force in 2002. We detail many of their activities and results, 
and we draw on much of their experiences to identify many of the load modeling needs and 
recommendations in this report. 
 
We find it useful to separate the modeling issues addressed in this report into the following 
topical categories: 
1. Load Model Development and Policies 
2. Load Modeling  
3. Measurement and Validation 
4. Load Monitoring 
5. Measurement-Only (Black-Box) Models 
6. Uncertainty Analysis 
7. Generator Governor Models 
 
We briefly summarize the issues within each category and present recommendations for research 
to address them. 
 
ES.1 Load Model Development and Policies. 
 
This category addresses higher-level issues with model development that are not covered by the 
subsequent categories that focus more on detailed deficiencies in the model themselves.   
 
First we note that the characteristics of the load model are not adapted to seasonal changes when 
it is clear that the characteristics do change seasonally.  Air conditioning load dominates the load 
in the Southwest in the summer, and heating load becomes important in the winter in the 
Northwest.  The present load model characteristics are designed for summer conditions – even 
those used in the winter reliability assessments. 
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The second topic in the category involves the use of the models in on-line state estimators to help 
validate the standard WECC models (and vice-versa).  While the models serve different 
purposes, and do not completely overlap, it is likely that more than 90% of the electric grid 
representation is common to both and a comparison of the models would likely identify some 
inconsistencies that would benefit from further study. 
 
The third and most important topic in this category is consideration of how more accurate 
models may require reevaluation of reliability criteria.  Based on the study of slow-voltage 
recovery events (near voltage collapse), it is believed that stalled induction motors make up 
portion of the load that may be considered “voltage sensitive.”  The present reliability criteria 
that were developed for voltage sensitive loads were based on consideration of voltage-sensitive 
electronic load.   Reevaluation of reliability criteria may be required in light of more accurate 
models that represent the voltage recovery characteristics of induction motor loads. 
 
Summary of recommendations: 
 
Recommendation: Include seasonal variations in load models. 
Recommendation: Incorporate state estimator models into the modeling process. 
Recommendation: Anticipate and support activities to review reliability criteria, taking 
into account better information provided by more detailed characteristics of new load 
models. 
 
ES.2  Load Modeling 
 
This category addresses specific deficiencies of the model to represent known physical 
characteristics.  All three of the following recommendations involve the characterization of 
induction motor loads since it is widely believed that discrepancies between model-based 
simulations and observed behavior are largely due to inadequate induction motor representation. 
 
The first observation is that induction motors perform mechanical work: they turn fans, pumps, 
and compressors.  The mechanical characteristics of the motor-driven loads are crudely 
represented in load models and preliminary studies show that the results of simulations are 
sensitive to this representation. 
 
The second observation is that there is large variation in the sizes and types of induction motors 
in use.  All system models that include an induction motor representation assume a “three-phase” 
induction motor  - as might be found in industrial and some commercial loads.  On an average 
day three-phase motors constitute the major part of the total load.  On hot days the residential air-
conditioning load can become the dominant part of the total load, and residential appliances use 
“single-phase” induction motors.  Since many disruptive events occur on hot summer days, it is 
reasonable to study the effect of single-phase motors on system studies.  There neither has been 
research on the use of single-phase motor models for this purpose nor the adequacy of three-
phase motors to represent single-phase motors in this context. 
 
The third observation is that some induction motors trip off immediately due to contactor 
operation and other overloaded stalled motors eventually trip off-line through their own 
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protective circuitry.  There is some capability in simulation packages to account for this effect by 
including otherwise redundant motor models, some of which trip off-line during low voltage 
conditions.  Research into a simpler model that performs this function could facilitate analysis 
and remove duplicity. Furthermore, improvements to low-voltage protection should be discussed 
with manufacturers. 1 
 
Summary of recommendations: 
 
Recommendation: Perform studies to determine mechanical load characteristics for 
induction motors.   
Recommendation:  Compare the responses of singe-phase and three-phase motors under 
different disturbances.   
Recommendation:  Model motor load shedding behavior under low voltage conditions.   
Recommendation: Discuss improvements to low-voltage protection on residential air 
conditioners with manufacturers. 
 
ES.3 Measurement and Validation 
 
This category addresses the benefit of certain types of measurements for load modeling, and 
anticipates the near-term issue of how to efficiently perform model validation with increased 
availability of quality measurements. 
 
To monitor load characteristics, it makes sense to measure voltage and frequency at points near 
the load.  To this end, WECC Disturbance Monitoring Working Group (DMWG) has specified 
requirements for a new measuring device that monitors electrical quantities on feeders at 
substations.  To gain benefit from these monitors, we should encourage their use. 
 
It is expected that in the future there will be an increase use in wide area measurement systems, 
and we should anticipate how to incorporate the data in model validation studies.  One can 
envision a mathematical tool akin to a state estimator that would estimate dynamic phenomena 
on a short timescale (cycles) instead of the quasi-steady state estimators in use today (minutes). 1  
 
Summary of recommendations: 
 
Recommendation: Encourage the placement of the $10K load monitors. 
Recommendation: Support a basic research project to outline the challenges associated 
with automated model validation and developing a dynamic state monitor. 
 
ES.4 Load Monitoring 
 
This category addresses the goal of estimating physical load composition from measurements. 
Present load modeling practices are based largely on assumption of typical load composition 
(motor, lighting, heating …) and not measurement.  Consequently there is a large amount of 
uncertainty in the models that are used.  We draw attention to three separate aspects of load 
                                                 
1 This topic is not directly within the scope of this report, but we feel it is worth recommending. 
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monitoring, although we expect that all three would be best addressed in a single project.  These 
are developing and extending techniques for estimating load composition from measurements 
(we review prior work on this topic in the report), estimating model uncertainty as part of the 
analysis, and seeking additional information in the harmonics of electrical waveforms that may 
help identify load composition (harmonics are often filtered out of the data and their information 
is lost).  The uncertainty also includes geographic extent: how well a model translates to different 
locations.  That is, is a residential load model typical enough that the model can be substituted to 
other locations? 
 
Decisions that depend on load models have tremendous impact.  Operating limits (path ratings, 
nomograms), remedial action schemes, capital improvement projects may all be impacted by 
dynamic studies and presently the load models used in such studies are crude.  Any support for 
decisions that may be gained though measurement (over assumption) and related uncertainty 
analysis should be pursued. 
 
Summary of recommendations: 
 
Recommendation:  Support activities to estimate load composition from measurements.   
Recommendation: Support activities to test load model substitutability assumptions, and to 
characterize a range of uncertainty in models. 
Recommendation: Assess the value of harmonic information for the purposes of estimating 
load composition. 
 
ES.5 Measurement-Only (Black-Box) Models 
 
A report on load modeling needs would be incomplete without consideration of so-called black-
box models. In contrast to physically based load models that seek to represent fundamental 
physical characteristics of the load, black box models set out to match observed system behavior 
without constraint on the form of the model.  This is a powerful approach that has wide 
application. But it relies on having a wealth of measured data with which to estimate the model, 
and this data is not common in power systems.  For this reason and details described in this 
report we do not recommend new research in this area at this time.   
 
Recommendation:  Follow efforts to develop measurement-only (black-box) load models. 
 
ES.6 Uncertainty Analysis 
 
The motivation for this scoping study is that there is presently considerable uncertainty in the 
models we use, and correspondingly reduced confidence in analyses performed using these 
models.  The load is changing continually and a single dynamic representation may not identify 
adverse conditions under differing loading conditions.  The load models are necessarily 
simplified models and the loss of accuracy may be accommodated with a characterization of 
model parameter uncertainties. We can improve the models by gathering more data and 
information, but we must always cope with some level of uncertainty.  With load models, this 
level may be high.  There are technical challenges that make traditional approaches to 
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uncertainty analysis prohibitive (Monte Carlo and derivatives), and we need to adapt or develop 
new methods to this task. 
Like the topic of model estimation, this topic is very important as it can be tied to decision-
making processes in a natural way.  Furthermore, it is uncertainty in load models that is widely 
believed to be the dominant cause for discrepancies between simulations and observed behavior. 
 
Recommendation: Initiate a program to develop methods to evaluate the effect of load 
model uncertainties on system studies. 
 
ES.7  Generator Governor Models 
 
This category addresses issues associated with the observed decline in generator governor 
frequency response in the nation’s electric grids. We review the reported reasons for this decline 
in the main text.  Here we note that the WECC has a new plant control model with the capability 
of representing the reduced availability of “droop governor” response by introducing a higher-
level feedback control loop that regulates to a plant output set point. We recommend this model 
be used.  The remaining issue is how to determine the specific parameters for each generator in 
the model.  Ideally this information may be obtained voluntarily through survey, or a policy 
could make reporting this information mandatory.  In the extreme, it is possible that the data may 
not be obtained voluntarily or that the average response reported in a survey may differ from 
actual response in important instances, and a new monitoring and analysis tool may need to be 
developed to estimate the characteristics of each generator. 
 
Recommendation: Use the governor model of [19][18] and support WECC activities to 
maintain a database of plant governor characteristics.  
Recommendation:  Develop or adapt tools to monitor supplier governor frequency 
response.   
 
Summary of Recommendations 
 
In Table ES-1 we summarize the recommendations listed above and provide a qualitative 
comparison of significance and research requirements for each.  Distinctions are made on level 
of effort, time required, need for PIER direction and support, and significance of the results.  The 
difference between stated levels are presented next. 
  
The level of effort required to complete the research, a relative measure encompassing the 
staffing, focus, design and installation of special equipment, and in a general sense, total cost. 
• High: Multiple investigators and necessary installation of equipment and analysis of 
measured data. 
• Moderate: Single lead investigator and need for development of new techniques for 
analysis. Or this designation may refer to an otherwise costly activity that is best 
combined with another recommendation. 
• Low: Single investigator using established techniques to perform the study. 
 
The expected time to completion:  The distinction here is between an activity that should take 
one-year or less, and those that will require multiple years.  A further note is made on those that 
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will continue as on-going activities after the initial study (such as maintaining and updating 
data). 
The level of PIER direction and support.  Some projects require little direct PIER support, as 
they will be initiated and completed by others.  Some projects involve long-term and basic 
research and might not be initiated without and PIER support. 
• Low: will be initiated and completed by others. 
• Moderate: may require some direction or support to supplement projects with others. 
• High: Long-term or basic research that will require PIER direction and support to 
conduct the research. 
 
Significance: An estimate of the impact on improving the models and tools. 
• Low: the research will not likely have a significant impact. 
• Moderate:  will provide an incremental improvement in models and analysis tools. 
• High: introduces a fundamental improvement in the models and analysis tools. 
 
Table ES-1 appears on the next page.
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ES 1 Summary or Research Recommendations 
Recommendation Level of 
Effort 
Time Req’d PIER Support Significance 
Load Model Development and Policies 
Develop seasonal models. low 1-year low moderate 
Validate with state estimator 
models. low 1-year low moderate 
Review reliability criteria. low multi-year low high 
Load Modeling 
Study motor mechanical load 
characteristics and impact. moderate 1-year moderate high 
Study impact of single-phase and 
three-phase motors. moderate 1-year high high 
Model motor load shedding and 
low-voltage conditions. moderate 1-year moderate low 
Improve low-voltage protection. low 1-year low high 
Measurement and Validation 
$10K load monitor. low 1-year low high 
Scoping study: research needs for 
automatic validation 
and dynamic state estimation. 
moderate 1-year moderate moderate 
Load Monitoring 
Estimate load composition from 
measurements. high multi-year high high 
Characterize model uncertainties 
using measurements. moderate multi-year high high 
Use harmonic information in 
measurements to enhance  
load composition estimates. 
moderate multi-year high unknown 
Measurement-Only (Black Box) Models 
Follow research activities in this 
area. low multi-year low low 
Uncertainty Analysis 
Develop methods to assess the 
impact of load model  
uncertainties on system studies. 
high multi-year high high 
Generator Governor Models 
Support WECC activities to 
implement best model and  
maintain data for generator 
characteristics. 
low multi-year Low high 
Develop tools to monitor individual 
generator  
frequency response. 
high multi-year high moderate 
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1. Introduction 
This report is a scoping study to examine research opportunities to improve the accuracy of the 
system dynamic load and generator models, data and performance assessment tools used by 
CAISO operations engineers and planning engineers, as well as those used by their counterparts 
at the California utilities, to establish safe operating margins.  Improved models and a better 
understanding of the likely impacts of remaining uncertainties in these models will increase the 
reliability of grid operations by allowing operators to more accurately study system voltage 
problems and the dynamic stability response of the system to disturbances.  
 
Accurate models are necessary to help maintain reliability.  These models are used by system 
planners and operators to analyze expected and worst-case operating conditions to determine 
limits to maintain secure operation of the grid.  
 
Today, CAISO staff report growing concerns their load models have become inaccurate and no 
longer adequately reflect the actual states of the system that they are witnessing in real time, 
especially under stressed system conditions.  They report that anticipated voltage problems 
sometimes do not occur, while other, unanticipated voltage problems do.  They have suggested 
that their models may no longer be accurately representing the actual behavior of load or 
performance of generator controls, especially during major disturbances on the system. 
 
These suggestions are not un-founded.  The load models in use today were first developed over 
20 years ago and are rarely updated to capture the dramatic changes that have taken place in the 
underlying composition of load (for example, increased saturation of power electronic devices, 
induction motors, etc.).  Moreover, the forms of the load models that are used throughout the 
year are unrealistically based on the estimated load composition during the summer peak period; 
they do not adapt to seasonal conditions. Likewise, until recently, the models for governor 
frequency response control have not kept pace with changes in the industry.  CAISO staff have 
noted decreased frequency response after large outages, and NERC has documented a persistent 
decline in frequency response in both the Eastern and Western Interconnects. As a result of 
restructuring, the settings on generator controls are no longer known to the transmission system 
operators, since different firms now operate the generators and transmission system.  Newer 
generation technologies, especially, have plant controls that are believed to override the 
automatic governor controls on the generators, which transmission operators depend on to ensure 
system reliability.  The assumption of traditional governor availability is optimistic and better 
information is required. Recent WECC modeling work has resulted in new plant control models 
that should improve the simulations of plant response. 
 
The development and use of improved models will have a considerable impacts on system 
reliability, reducing the risk of costly-blackouts, and on long-term and short term (operational) 
planning, and will increase confidence in operator control of the grid. 
 
The risk to blackouts exacerbated by inaccurate models was clearly illustrated by the August 10, 
1996 blackout (and others) in which simulations after the event were unable to replicate the 
event.  A study of that disturbance showed deficiencies in models of generator and plant 
controls, DC lines and their control, and in load models.  Since that time WECC members have 
improved the DC line and generator and plant control models, and continue to work on 
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improving load models, which remain deficient.  “Close call” events in the West show the need 
for improvement in load models because of the concern that system damping to events is not 
precisely known, and observed slow voltage recoveries could propagate and lead to voltage 
collapse.  We are reminded that the costs of blackouts are high. The August 14th 2003 blackout 
was estimated to have cost in the range of $4 billon and $10 billion in the United States (at least 
$2.3 billion in Canada)[20], and a recent report estimates that power system disturbances cost 
$80 billion annually in the United States [7]. 
 
The most immediate direct manner in which more accurate models can improve security is to 
increase confidence in operational limits and operator controls.  Secure operation of the grid is 
maintained through planning for credible contingencies, including the specification of path 
ratings and the deployment of remedial action schemes.  Improved models may identify the need 
to curb optimistic ratings or may allow increases for overly conservative ratings.  In either case, 
confidence in grid security will increase.  Confidence for operator actions will also increase with 
the ability to accurately predict system responses to events and actions.  (In the Introduction we 
present an example in which the observed voltage response in no way resembles the simulation-
based prediction.) 
 
In the longer-term improved models will benefit the decision process for capital investments, 
which must account for how operational limits value the benefit of a proposed resource.  For 
example, the motivation for one load modeling study was to gain a better understanding for 
system responses to contingencies to evaluate investment in components for remedial action 
schemes [6].  Likewise, since models impact operational path ratings, they will impact decisions 
for transmission and generation investment. 
 
In this report we: 
 
• Document the need for improved models. 
• Review present modeling practices. 
• Make recommendations for modeling research and development. 
 
We base our recommendations on interviews with interested participants at CAISO, WECC 
members, and with academic researchers; a review of relevant research in the literature; and our 
own prior work and expertise in this area. 
 
A few general observations are in order.  The initial focus of this work was on load modeling and 
generator frequency response characteristics. Our research suggests that there are additional 
fundamental modeling issues of equal importance.  There is concern that there are basic 
inconsistencies between planning models used to anticipate problems in the grid, and the state-
estimator models used to monitor the operating state of the system.  Some minor variations are 
expected, of course, as components in operation change due to maintenance schedules, however 
more pervasive and significant differences are believed to be present.  Procedures for validating 
models could be improved, in addition to the models themselves.  Basic information about 
transmission line and transformer characteristics should be validated in addition to the load and 
generator models. 
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We also need to be realistic about the amount of modeling improvement that can be achieved or 
that may be needed. The load comprises all end-use electrical equipment in every home, 
business, and factory connected to the grid.  It is impossible and unnecessary to include models 
for all individual components. As we will present below, dynamics seen in measurements from 
severe disturbances, while complex, do suggest that aggregate models can sufficiently capture 
the observed phenomena.  Nevertheless, we must acknowledge that perfect knowledge of load 
dynamic behavior will be impossible to ascertain from present and likely future measurement 
technologies.   
 
Given that imperfect knowledge of load characteristics is inevitable, we will need to speculate on 
the level of accuracy that can be achieved and the amount of uncertainty that must be 
accommodated.  By specifically characterizing the uncertainty in load model parameters, we can 
develop tools to calculate the effect of this uncertainty on studies used to determine operating 
policies. 
 
In the following Background chapter we review type of models considered, their application, 
some events that indicate the need for model improvement, and we give an overview of WECC 
structure and relevant activities.  WECC is the primary source for modeling and model validation 
activities in the West, and WECC models are used by all its members. 
 
This report is focused on the needs and activities in the West because they are most relevant to 
the Energy Commission’s PIER program.  The report is not limited solely to issues that may be 
addressed by PIER, but discusses a wide range of research needs.  In our recommendations, we 
distinguish between those needs that will benefit from PIER involvement and those that will 
likely be addressed by others. 
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2. Background 
The load and generator models that are the subject of this report are used to assess system 
response immediately following a disturbance.  It is expected that the models have sufficient 
fidelity to enable engineers and operators to determine whether post-fault voltages and frequency 
deviations satisfy specific reliability standards.   
 
In the West, the Western Electricity Coordinating Council is responsible for developing and 
maintaining detailed models of the Western Interconnect.  Is important to emphasize the role 
WECC takes in this modeling effort. As the NERC reliability region in the West, WECC has 
obvious interest in maintaining accurate models.  Moreover, the models that WECC develops are 
shared among WECC members and form a common basis for analysis of grid.  These are the 
standard models and all the members use these models.  There is a committee process for 
evaluating and recommending improvements to the models as needs arise.  We discuss this in 
more detail later; here we note that all general changes in the recommended form of models will 
benefit from WECC involvement in the process.  We begin this background section by 
highlighting some of the uses of the dynamic models. 
 
2.1 Application of Dynamic Models 
The models discussed here for the evaluation of immediate system response after a network 
disturbance are used in:  
 
• Anticipatory studies – typically used to establish operating limits such as transmission 
path ratings, operating nomograms, and designing and tuning of certain controllers such 
as remedial action schemes. 
• Post-disturbance studies – for model validation, and to better understand the underlying 
cause and spread of a particular event. 
• Individual studies of interest – to study specific events and operating conditions that may 
not be covered in typical anticipatory studies. 
 
Secure operation of the grid relies on anticipation and advanced planning for credible 
contingencies.  These anticipatory studies are used to establish operating limits for secure 
operation as established by NERC and WECC reliability criteria.  The criteria have very specific 
goals, for example, “The interconnected power system shall be operated at all times so that 
general system instability, uncontrolled separation, cascading outages, or voltage collapse, will 
not occur as a result of any single contingency or multiple contingencies of sufficiently high 
likelihood” ([23], III-119). This famous N-1 criterion, by itself, does not provide specific 
guidance to achieve this goal.  Additional criteria are concretely specified in terms of measurable 
system characteristics such as voltage, frequency, active and reactive power flows, and other 
measures derived from these (ACE for example).  Because we are interested in the response of 
the system after some initiating event (generator trip, faulted line, etc.), we briefly present some 
of the representative requirements with respect to voltage and frequency. 
 
NERC and WECC designate system performance into four categories: A. no outages, B. loss of a 
single element, C. loss of two or more elements, and D. severe disturbance arising from loss of 
two or more elements.  The standards emphasize the prevention of uncontrolled loss of load.  As 
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a sample of engineering proxies for this goal, we list the frequency and voltage requirements for 
the effect of an event in one area on other areas ([24], XI-18) in the following table. Note that we 
don’t list category A here  - there is no contingency – or category D since this category 
corresponds to catastrophic failures where frequency and voltage levels are not assumed to be 
contained.  In the sidebar we describe the voltage criteria more visually.   
 
Frequency Voltage 
Dip not to exceed size for 
duration 
Category 
Lower limit Maximum dip
size duration 
Post-
disturbance  
deviation 
B: single 
element 
outage 
59.6 Hz 25 % 20 % 20 cycles 5 % 
C: multiple 
outages 59.0 Hz. 30 % 20 % 40 cycles 10 % 
 
The system is expected to be designed to be able to meet these criteria (and many more) during 
operation.  In turn, these criteria are intended to ensure that the grid remains stable and robust to 
outages. To analyze the system’s ability to meet these criteria, and to establish appropriate 
operating limits, it is necessary to use model-based computer simulations.  The most severe 
disturbances are simulated to determine if the system operating limits are stringent enough to 
ensure the system response satisfies these voltage and frequency criteria. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Transient  Voltage Characteristics 
Pre-fault 
Voltage 
Time 
20% dip 
level 
Post-disturbance 
voltage 
Time duration of voltage 
dip exceeding 20% 
Maximum voltage dip 
fault 
This figure shows the measures used to assess transient voltage deviations.  After the fault is 
cleared the three important characteristics are the maximum voltage dip, the duration of time 
the voltage dip exceeds 20%, and the final post-disturbance voltage level. 
 
These measures are used in reliability criteria and are intended to enforce the goal to maintain 
the integrity of the interconnected electric grid. 
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Another important application of these models is their use in evaluating themselves.  Model 
validation is important activity to better models using all the information that is available.  
Measurements from disturbances are compared to those predicted by computer simulation to 
assess the accuracy of the models.  Because the models are used to establish operating limits, the 
design of remedial action schemes and related decisions related to adjustment (expansion) of grid 
capabilities, it is important to use the most accurate models possible.  In the next section we 
discuss evidence that suggests that models are in need of improvement. 
 
2.2 The Need for Improved Models 
A fundamental maxim of modeling is to use the simplest model that captures the phenomenon of 
interest. Given the difficulties in characterizing the dynamic characteristics of loads, the 
necessary aggregate nature of the model and the inability to perform tests to design and validate 
models, it is typical to employ very simple models for the loads, perhaps too simple.  When can 
we tell that our models are not adequate?  When are fundamental changes required and when can 
relatively mild adjustments tune the models? 
 
During severe disturbances devices in the network will record frequency, voltage, current, active 
and reactive power.  A comparison of these recordings to computed values using mathematical 
models can be used to assess the accuracy of the model for a given disturbance.  A detailed 
mathematical study is required to identify and improve model shortcomings, whether 
fundamental or tuning. Let us consider a few historical disturbances that have led to changes in 
load modeling and then examine a few more recent and local disturbances that suggest renewed 
activity in load modeling is warranted. 
 
An example of a disturbance that concluded in a fundamental change in modeling of load 
characteristics is the Swedish Blackout of 1983.  The initiating event for this disturbance was the 
loss of a transmission line connecting the generation rich northern part of the country to the load 
centers in the south.  There were a number of redundant lines connecting the north and south and 
it was a surprise that this event resulted in a complete blackout of the entire country.  Model-
based simulations initially concluded that this event should not have caused such a severe 
disturbance.  Clearly the models were deficient in some way.  A detailed study concluded that 
the disturbance could not be replicated without a fundamental change in the load model, in this 
case the explicit incorporation of induction motor models [21]. With an induction motor load 
model in place, the event could be simulated. 
 
We will discuss the form of load models in more detail in the next chapter.  Here it is worth 
mentioning that models for induction motors differ from simpler static models for loads due to 
their different interaction with the network: because a motor stores energy in its rotational mass, 
it is possible for a motor to sometimes supply energy to the network, affecting overall system 
damping.  It is also possible for induction motors to stall at low voltages, which will exacerbate 
low voltages. 
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Another important example reported in the literature, also involving induction motors, is the 
August 10, 1996 WSCC1 disturbance that resulted in a loss of more than 30GW of load [12].  
This disturbance occurred on a hot day when the system was operating under stressed conditions. 
The initiating event involved a transmission line fault to a nearby tree.  The loss of that line led 
to overloaded conditions on other lines, and subsequent trippings of generators and additional 
lines.   The measurements from disturbance recorders indicate that the event was characterized 
by a dynamic instability leading up to an eventual cascading outage.  The power flowing across 
key interfaces oscillated, initially undamped, and then began to oscillate in a negatively damped 
fashion  (the magnitudes of the oscillations increased).  The system became unstable. 
 
The initial simulation of the disturbance using standard WSCC data set, adjusted for operating 
conditions, failed to capture the observed voltage and frequency deviations and the power flow 
oscillations.  A detailed study showed five basic deficiencies in the standard model: 
 
1. Inadequate DC line model. 
2. Automatic Generation Controls were not in the standard model, and were important for 
some hydro plants during the disturbance. 
3. Large thermal generators may take minutes to respond to frequency deviations and the 
revised model blocked governor controls for these plants throughout the WSSC system. 
4. Voltage controls for some hydro generators were not adequately represented in the 
standard model. 
5. Dynamic induction motor load models were introduced to represent the air conditioning 
and irrigation load that were present on the system.  The standard model had employed a 
constant current representation for the load. 
 
With these updates to the model, the simulation captured the basic voltage, frequency, and power 
oscillations of the disturbance. 
 
We note here that the first four items involved updates to the model to better represent known 
characteristics of the components.  The fifth item, load model adjustments, involved tuning 
unknown load characteristics to best match the data. Without the changes to the load model, the 
simulations did not show growing oscillations and system instability.  The load model 
representation was crucial for replicating the disturbance. 
 
The study of this disturbance was a major motivation for changing the standard load model in the 
Western Interconnect models to include 20% induction motor loads.  Again, we will discuss the 
explicit forms of models in the next chapter.  Here we note that the analysis of this disturbance 
required an adjustment to a standard load model.   
 
Recent disturbances indicate that there is need for modifications to the standard load model. 
Recordings from two different representative disturbances in which load dynamic are believed to 
have considerable impact are shown in Figure 2-1 and Figure 2-2 below.  In the June 2002 
disturbance, voltage oscillations are observed.  While these oscillations are slightly damped, the 
uncertainty in load characteristics in our models raises legitimate concern that we will not 
                                                 
1Now WECC. WSCC (Western Systems Coordinating Council) joined with the Southwest Regional 
Transmission Association and the Western Regional Transmission Association to form WECC in 2002. 
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anticipate undamped, unstable conditions.  In the July 2004 disturbance we observe a sustained 
voltage depression.  In this case the depression is believed to be caused by air conditioning 
motors (induction motors) stalling.  This plot shows what appears to be an incidence of near 
voltage collapse.  In both cases the standard models fail to predict the observed response. 
 
The July 2004 disturbance was initiated by fault on a 115 kV line in the Southern California 
Edison (SCE) system.  The fault was cleared within four cycles (67 milliseconds).  The 30-
second voltage sag that followed the fault clearing was unexpected.  In Figure 2-3 the simulated 
response (using the standard model) is shown.  The simulated response shows no delay in 
voltage recovery; the voltage immediately returns to normal levels after the fault clearing.  The 
observed behavior is quite different and is believed to be due to air conditioning motor stalls.  A 
1992 laboratory study of voltage recovery after motor stalls demonstrated this type of slow 
recovery[25].  That report also noted that this class of motors would stall for any voltage dip 
below 65%, regardless of duration, with additional probability of stall at higher voltages for 
sustained dips.  An analysis of the July 2004 event in which a stalled motor current model was 
imposed for the low voltage condition was able to adequately represent the event [4].  In the 
simulation, the motors began to trip-off line after some delay, allowing the system voltage to 
recover. 
 
These and other disturbances are under study by WECC committees to help validate and improve 
models. (The LMTF is working on validation of eight events.)  The problem of concern to us is 
that these disturbances are not well predicted using the standard WECC models, and load model 
deficiencies are considered to be important.  The questions that need addressing are whether the 
existing form of models can represent the observed behavior or is some phenomenon not being 
modeled, how uncertain are our models and can we assess the effect of uncertainties in the 
models. 
Figure 2-1. June 6, 2002 event. (courtesy of D. Kosterev) 
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Figure 2-2. July 2004 Valley event . (courtesy of G. Chinn) 
Figure 2-3 Simulation of the July 2004 Valley event using the standard model. Note that the voltage 
recovery is immediate after the fault is cleared. (courtesy of G. Chinn) 
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As partial answers to these questions we note that the 20% induction motor load that worked 
well in the analysis of the 1996 outage has not proven to be accurate in all subsequent analyses.  
Surveys indicate that induction motors constitute around 60% of the load.  It appears that the 
process of aggregation of loads and distribution system seems to reduce the impact of induction 
motor loads somewhat, but a complete understanding is lacking.  Another phenomenon not well 
represented in aggregate induction motor loads, for large disturbances, is the discrete tripping of 
some motors while others remain connected.  The creation of a simple model to represent these 
features may be important to explain the sustained dip, and eventual rise in the voltage profile 
shown in Figure 2-2.  Finally, the models are uncertain and methods to assess uncertain models 
need to be explored.  
 
The need for research on load modeling is clear.  Studies of major past events indicate that 
simulations are sensitive to load models.  Studies of more recent close-call events, demonstrate 
that the models require refinement.  Research is being done on these issues.  As mentioned 
above, WECC committees are actively conducting research on the both the analysis of 
disturbances and on general model techniques.  They are an important source of information and 
expertise and in the next section we discuss their structure and activities in the modeling area. 
 
2.3 System Modeling in WECC 
System reliability in the West fall under the purview of the Western Electricity Coordinating 
Council (WECC), the NERC region comprising all or parts of 14 western states in the U.S., the 
provinces of Alberta and British Columbia, and part of Baja California, Mexico. Because WECC 
collects data and develops models for reliability studies, and has a responsibility to do so, it is 
useful to review the organization’s goals, basic structure, and activities.  In particular, in this 
report we will review the activities of the WECC Load Modeling Task Force and it is appropriate 
to provide the context for their work within WECC. 
 
Membership in WECC includes participants and organizations with a common interest in 
maintaining the integrity of the grid. WECC’s 167 members are classified by transmission 
providers, transmission customers, and state and provincial representatives.  WECC conducts the 
business of applying NERC reliability criteria, developing its own system specific and sometime 
more stringent reliability criteria, performing various analyses to assess near- and long-term 
reliability, and developing common operating procedures to maintain system security.   
 
As a NERC region, WECC is responsible for coordinating reliability in the West.  The WECC 
organization has a number of administrative and policy committees, and two primary system 
specific committees, the Operating Committee and the Planning Coordination Committee. 
Generally, the Operating Committee is responsible for policies and procedures for secure 
operation of the grid, including (and not limited to) establishing reliability criteria, emergency 
procedures, interchange scheduling, overseeing compliance monitoring and operator training and 
certification, analyzing severe disturbances, and more.  The Planning Coordination Committee is 
generally responsible for maintaining models and data to perform studies on the system, and to 
perform these studies.  These include regional planning studies and specific evaluations of 
changes in system facilities.  There is overlap between the two committees, and they coordinate 
on planning activities and system simulations.  For details on the specific activities of these two 
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committees the reader may refer to the WECC Operating Committee Handbook[23], and the 
WECC Planning Coordination Committee Handbook [24]. 
 
For our purposes we are interested in the models that are developed and used by WECC.  NERC 
and WECC standards require that the electric system must be planned to withstand probable 
outages (Specific definitions and conditions related to system adequacy and security may be 
found in Chapter 3 of [23].)  The process of evaluating system security in the planning process 
uses simulated testing of the system (page III-15, [23].) As a NERC region, WECC is required to 
perform winter and summer reliability assessments, and near-term (1-5 yrs) and long-term (6-
10yr) assessments.  Consequently, WECC is required to maintain a working model and database 
with which to perform these studies. 
 
The Planning Coordination Committee maintains the models and data to perform the required 
studies, and a committee structure to evaluate and make changes to recommended models as 
becomes necessary. The committee also reviews and suggests changes, as appropriate, to the 
NERC/WECC planning standards. There are two subcommittees and six working groups under 
the Planning Coordination Committee (see Figure 2-4).  The Reliability Subcommittee and the 
Reliability Performance Evaluation Working Group are responsible for evaluating and 
recommending changes to the planning standards.  The Technical Studies Subcommittee is 
responsible for developing and maintaining simulation models and data to be used in reliability 
studies and to perform these studies.  The System Review working group is largely responsible 
for preparing case studies and performing the required reliability assessments.  They maintain the 
system model database and coordinate data submissions from WECC members.  The two 
computer programs used by the subcommittee have users groups to ensure that the programs 
meet WECC and members needs.  Most important for the purposes of this report is the Modeling 
and Validation Working Group.  This group compares data recorded from system disturbances to 
predictions from simulations to determine if modeling improvements are warranted. They will 
recommend new models and modeling techniques as appropriate.  Under this working group is a 
task force dedicated to improving load modeling.   
 
We will discuss the specific activities of the WECC Load Modeling Task Force in the next 
chapter of this report.  Here we try to place their activities in the context of WECC goals and 
administrative organization.  In summary, WECC uses model-based simulation to assess 
reliability.  The models are constantly under review for opportunities for improvement, and load 
model improvement would be beneficial to more accurate evaluation of system security.  
Furthermore, these models are in common use among WECC members. 
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Figure 2-4. Organization chart for the Planning Coordination Committee 
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3. System and Load Modeling 
In this chapter we discuss details of system and load modeling and the relevant issues that may 
benefit from modeling research.  We will review a typical modeling exercise to identify areas for 
improvement.  In this case we discuss the WECC procedure for developing planning models.  
We will mention the benefit of consistency checking with state estimator models.  The majority 
of this chapter is dedicated to the need for load modeling research.  We provide a background in 
general approaches, what is done in practice, present research activities, and the areas of need for 
basic research in the load modeling. 
 
The discussion in this chapter will be directed towards the specific forms models may take.  We 
dedicate the next chapter to how measurements and monitoring may be used to improve models 
and the need to proactively consider how to handle data as appropriate metering equipment 
becomes available. 
 
3.1 WECC Modeling Process 
The System Review Working Group under the Technical Studies Subcommittee is responsible 
for developing and maintaining models in WECC, and for conducting reliability studies.  They 
perform 11 studies per year including 5 operating studies for upcoming seasons, 2 scenario cases, 
2 typical cases, and generic 5 and 10- year studies.  The data required to perform these studies 
are collected from WECC members, roughly on a monthly basis as these studies are designed, 
scheduled, and completed. 
 
Members of the System Review Working Group serve as “Area Coordinators” and develop 
models for designated regions in WECC (e.g. Northern California, Southern California, etc.).  
They collect study-specific information, such as expected load profiles and generator 
availability, that are important for power flow studies, and they maintain a database of system 
dynamic information used in stability studies.  The database includes information on generator 
characteristics and controls, and dynamic load models.  (We will comment more on this dynamic 
information shortly.)  The Area Coordinators check their models for internal consistency and 
quality and pass along the models to WECC staff.  WECC staff piece together the area model to 
form a complete model of the Western Interconnect.  They also perform checks for consistency 
and quality.  For example, they ensure that scheduled flows between regions are reported 
consistently.  This model is then used to study the specific case it was designed for.  Such cases 
are distinguished by season and loading characteristics, such as a heavy winter base case or light 
spring base case.   
 
A Master Dynamics File, as used by the simulation software, is generally maintained and 
updated as members submit more accurate data, but this information is not required to be 
reviewed and updated with each case.   Consequently it is updated less frequently.  For example, 
NERC standards require that generators be tested at least once every five years.  Between tests 
the dynamic data for a specific generator is not likely to be updated.  Typical, generic 
representations are applied for generators that are in the planning stages and for which testing 
has never been done.  Dynamic load models, which are important for stability studies, are also 
infrequently updated.  Furthermore, the models submitted by WECC members typically use a 
single static load model for an entire region. While there are exceptions, this simplified load 
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modeling assumption is generally the rule.  Based on validation studies, WECC has adopted an 
interim model in which 20% of the load is represented by a generic induction motor model 
throughout the entire system.  WECC staff does introduce this in the final model. 
 
These models are then used to simulate credible contingencies to ensure the responses satisfy 
WECC reliability criteria.  These criteria include restrictions on allowable transient voltage and 
frequency deviations from nominal after a fault has been cleared.  The transient voltage 
conditions are defined in terms of an absolute minimum allowable voltage and a (higher) 
minimum voltage that the system may only go below for a defined duration.  The frequency 
criteria are based on absolute deviations from nominal frequency. Four different event 
classifications are defined which dictate the appropriate load and generator shedding and 
network interruptions that may be needed to maintain operation of the grid.  It is intended that 
such load loss should be handled in a controlled manner.  For single failures (N-1), no load, 
generator, or network interruptions should be required (other than to remove the source of the 
disturbance). 
 
Important to us here is the consideration given to load modeling when developing these 
reliability criteria.  A discussion is provided in [11].  The voltage sensitive loads used to develop 
the transient voltage reliability criteria are assumed to be related to computer and electronic 
equipment.  There is reasonable evidence in the recent events to suggest that induction motor 
loads also constitute a voltage sensitive load that needs consideration. The July 2004 event 
described in the introduction is believed to have an uncontrolled loss of load (air conditioners) 
and a suppressed voltage after the fault was cleared. As we will detail in this chapter, much of 
the research on load modeling is centered on the appropriate representation of motor loads.  With 
this focus we need to recognize that consideration of induction motor voltage sensitive loads may 
require a review of transient voltage reliability criteria. 
 
Based on our interviews we echo the following three recommendations concerning this type of 
modeling procedure. 
 
Recommendation: Include seasonal variations in load models. 
It is clear that the load changes substantially with season.  Most dramatically is the air-
conditioning load in the Southwest that is present in the summer, but absent in the winter, and 
the heating-related load that is present in Northwest in the winter and largely absent in the 
summer.  Some form of regional and seasonal variations in the models can be made as they 
presently exist, and will benefit from the improved models that we discuss in the next section. 
 
Recommendation: Incorporate state estimator models into the modeling process. 
State estimators are used in several regions in the West and the models that they use should be 
the most accurate available.  It would be particularly valuable to compare the planning models 
with state estimator models as one check for consistency.  The WECC Technical Studies 
Subcommittee is presently considering ways to use state estimator models in the modeling 
process. As WECC moves forward along this sensible path, it is possible that data confidentiality 
issues will arise that will need consideration.  The Energy Commission may be positioned to aid 
in making useful state estimator data available to improve system models. 
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Recommendation: Anticipate and support activities to review reliability criteria, taking 
into account detailed characteristics of new load models. 
Recognition that induction motor loads constitute a portion of the load that may be considered 
voltage-sensitive, reliability criteria associated with voltage transients should be reviewed to 
account for this portion of the load. 
 
3.2 Load Modeling 
Here is it useful to begin with a review of load modeling issues and provide an abbreviated 
historical perspective before delving into the details of present models and in-depth discussion of 
future needs. 
 
First we clarify what a “load” model is in order to contrast it from generator and network models.  
The greatest distinction is that a load model usually represents an aggregate of many 
components, often including low-voltage distribution networks.  Generator models are specific 
mathematical models that represent physical operating characteristics of that component and its 
associated controls. Equations are used to model magnetic fluxes, rotor speed, field winding 
voltage and controls (AVR and PSS), turbines, governors, and more.  Likewise, network models 
include mathematical representations for transmission lines, transformers, reactive power 
controls, and the like.  These focus on the operation and characteristics of individual 
components.  Load models are also mathematical models, but they do not represent individual 
components.  Rather, they are used to represent entire portions of the power system that are not 
explicitly modeled.  These tend to be low voltage networks to which the tens of thousands of 
end-use electrical appliances are ultimately connected.  To be accurate, a load model must 
adequately represent not only the end-use characteristics of the energy supply, but also the effect 
of intervening lower-voltage grid with its transformers, capacitors, lines, and regulators.  
 
Historically, very simple models have been used and they continue to be used. In many instances 
simple models are entirely adequate.  In a power flow study with the purpose of evaluating 
whether projected generation and transmission is capable of serving projected loads, the power 
flow equations can be used with the load quantity specified as constant constraints in terms of 
active and reactive power.  No sophisticated model is needed, simply accurate information about 
the projected demand is required (including effects of the lower-voltage network).  For power 
flow studies with the purpose to assess the steady-state operating condition after a contingency 
(assuming a steady-state is reached!), it may sensible to include voltage-dependent models for 
certain loads to represent the change in demand with a change in voltage profile.  There are often 
voltage regulating components in the lower-voltage network that will readjust voltages after a 
contingency, effectively restoring voltages and power levels.  So even in this contingency 
scenario, the need for a sophisticated load model is not clear. The need for a detailed load model 
is for the analysis of the network after a contingency and before a steady state is achieved, 
especially to determine if the system will remain stable enough to return to a steady state.   
 
The simplest model for the load (other than constant demand) is to assume that the load appears 
to react to voltage variations as a constant impedance would.  This form of model was common 
in the more distant past when network analyzers were used to simulate the network for stability 
studies.  The analyzer could then simulate the entire system, or with an impedance representation 
for the network and loads, the engineer could reduce the entire network down to generator buses 
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and then perform a simulation of generator responses.  A discussion of this usage is found in 
Kimbark’s book [10].  While one might argue that the constant impedance load could represent 
the lower-voltage subtransmission and distribution networks and characteristics of resistive 
heating and lighting loads, undoubtedly the form was chosen for ease of implementation.  It 
made the analysis practical.  For reference to the more detailed models that followed, we write 
the constant impedance load model below in (1).  P, Q, and V represent the active power, 
reactive power, and voltage, and PL, QL, and V0 represent the pre-disturbance values for active 
power, reactive power, and voltage. 
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As tools for analysis progressed to the use of digital computers, the reliance on simple load 
models to facilitate analysis remained a practical issue.  In their 1993 paper on “Load 
Representation for Dynamic Performance Analysis” [1], the IEEE task force of the same name, 
presented information on a survey of industry representatives that reported that the dominant 
load model for stability analysis was a “constant current” model for active power and a constant 
impedance model for reactive power2.  Other respondents reported using impedance models for 
both active and reactive power, polynomial models of the powers in terms of voltages, and two 
respondents used induction motor models for some studies. In (2) we display a second-order 
polynomial model for active power in terms of voltage.  A similar equation is used for the 
reactive power.  This is commonly referred to as a ZIP model because the first term corresponds 
to constant impedance, the second term to constant current and the last term to constant power, 
and the common electrical engineering symbols for impedance, current, and power are Z, I, and 
P respectively. 
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The static models, such as the ZIP model, have the practical benefit of not increasing the 
computational complexity of simulations, whereas dynamic models such as induction motors, do 
tend to make simulation run slower.3  This was a concern up and through the 1980s but has 
become less a concern now with faster computers.  The static models suffer from detail and 
cannot represent dynamics that many loads exhibit.  Half of the respondents to the survey 
                                                 
2 “Constant current” is a slight misnomer since the load current will not remain constant with voltage 
changes in this case with the reactive power described as a constant impedance.  Constant current refers to 
a model in which the power is directly proportional to voltage.  When both the active and reactive powers 
are described this way, the model will enforce constant current magnitude at constant power factor.   
3 The adjectives “static” and “dynamic” refer both to types of studies and to the form of load models used 
in studies.  Static studies, such as power flow, refer to steady-state analysis.  Dynamic studies refer to 
stability studies involving the response of the system to disturbances. Static loads models have no 
“memory;” they respond instantaneously to changes in voltage frequency.  Dynamic load models have 
memory and can store and exchange energy with the network. 
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mentioned above stated dissatisfaction with the models they were using.  Improved accuracy in 
models was warranted. 
 
The IEEE Task Force on Load Representation for Dynamic Performance followed their 1993 
paper with a paper in 1995 with recommended models for standard load models [2].  This task 
force comprising industry experts with common interest in the load modeling put significant 
effort into this study.  Many of their observations are recommendations are valid today, ten years 
later.  Their observations and recommendations include: 
 
1. Load models should be physical and flexible. 
2. Multiple load models should be placed at each bus to represent the phenomena to be 
captured. 
3. They emphasize the need for induction motor models, including details of saturation and 
mechanical load characteristics. 
4. Include models of synchronous machines as applicable. 
5. Include representation for distribution transformer saturation. 
6. Include control actions in LTCs. 
7. Model load shedding. 
 
In Item 1 it is clear without discussion that the models should be flexible enough to support 
accurate models as needed, and this is reiterated in Item 2 by stating that multiple important 
loads should be explicitly represented.  The notion that models should be physically based is not 
a fundamental axiom.  There are two-basic approaches to load modeling, measurement-based, 
and composition-based.  The former approach is entirely based on fitting a model to data without 
restriction on the form of the model. Neural Net-modeling is common for developing such 
models.  The risk with such models is that they are only guaranteed to be accurate for the data 
from which they were developed, and there is understandable concern that without a physical 
basis, the models will not be accurate under different conditions that may arise.  Since data are 
relatively rare, there is little opportunity to construct and then validate such models.  We will 
discuss this more in the next chapter, which we devote to measurement issues.  Composition-
based models derive from assumed knowledge of the dominant types of loads present in network 
and direct incorporation of their characteristics or aggregation of similar characteristics.  One has 
increased confidence in results using physically based models for disturbances since they can be 
accepted as physically possible based on the assumed load composition.  And, of course, data 
from disturbances can be used to refine the model and assumptions. 
 
The third item persists as a dominant modeling issues.  Induction motors comprise at least 50% 
of the load used, and under heavy summer loading conditions, air-conditioning load alone can 
reach this level. As we discussed in the Introduction of this report, inadequate representation for 
induction motor load contributes to discrepancies between simulations and observed 
disturbances.  The 1995 IEEE recommended modeling practices suggest that consideration be 
given to distinguishing between large and small induction motors because they have different 
characteristics.  (Large induction motors have magnetic flux dynamics that can often be 
neglected in small motors.) The mechanical load torque on the motor can have an impact on the 
dynamics and they recommend a particular form for modeling this, which we will discuss shortly 
as part of the WECC load modeling work.  Other details of load models can include the different 
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types of motors, a representation for magnetic flux saturation, and low-voltage protection that 
may be present. 
 
The fifth item in the list emphasizes the importance of magnetic saturation in distribution 
transformers, especially for studies that involve potential overvoltages.  Note, however, that 
distribution transformers are typically not included in large-scale studies. A more detailed model 
of the load with some representation of the distribution network may be warranted.  We visit this 
issue shortly in the WECC load modeling work. 
 
As they note in their paper, Item 6 concerning LTC control actions is usually a network 
modeling issues where models for these transformers may already be present.  The voltage 
regulating action of these transformers has been shown to be critical for representing certain 
voltage instabilities. 
 
The last item we listed above represents the actions of undervoltage and underfrequency relays to 
shed load.  These may apply to certain loads represented at a bus, some portion of each load, or 
to the entire load.  
 
This 1995 paper suggests the following static load model to be used as part of the load at a bus, 
along with more detailed models for induction motors: 
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where P, Q, V, and ∆f are variables representing active power, reactive power, voltage, frequency 
difference from nominal. The remaining symbols denote various constants in the model to 
distribute the relative proportion of load to the ZIP model in the first three terms of (3) and the 
two frequency-dependent, voltage-exponential terms, their exponents, etc.  There is an 
equivalent form for reactive power.  While it may not be obvious from the form, the terms in the 
model are motivated by and related to physical characteristics of various tested load components, 
but remain general enough to allow for the aggregate modeling of different components within 
the same framework. 
 
A dominant dynamic portion of the load model is the induction motor motel. One mathematical 
representation for a basic induction motor (three-phase, single cage, no saturation) is given by 
the equations: 
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where VD, VQ, IDs and IQs are related to the terminal voltage and current, E’D and E’Q are related to 
rotor magnetic flux, and s is the slip (difference from synchronous speed).  The remaining 
symbols are constants. The first equation is algebraic representation of the stator circuit, the first 
two differential equations represent rotor magnetic flux dynamics, and the last differential 
equation is the rotor torque equation.  The differential equations indicate that the model has 
memory; the motor characteristics are not instantaneous functions of the terminal voltage.  The 
inclusion of an induction motor in the load model does increase the complexity, but it adds 
important physical characteristics that are not well represented by the static models. 
 
The recommendations of the IEEE task force are excellent, but there remains the issue of how to 
gather the data and information with which to populate the model.  The model is not simple.  The 
static model described by (3) and (4) and the reactive power counterpart requires the definition 
of 20 parameter values.  Each induction motor model will require the definition of approximately 
10 parameter values.  Inclusion of other detailed model for discharge lighting, transformer 
saturation, LTC controls, and synchronous motors, will require even more parameters.   
 
The traditional approach, at least philosophically, is to develop representative models by load 
class and then appropriately aggregate these models to form a composite model. A procedure for 
developing a detailed load model begins with an estimate of different customer classes that are 
part of the load, with distinctions made between residential, commercial, and industrial loads.  
For each class a typical model is imposed.  Industrial customers, for example, will have a high 
proportion of their energy consumed in large induction motors, some with power electronic 
drives.  A composite model will then include a detailed model of an induction motor, a model for 
the power electronic drive load (constant power over typical voltages), and a representation for 
the rest of the load.  Similar, but different models are assumed for residential and commercial 
load classes.  Based on the residential, commercial, and industrial loads present at a location, an 
aggregate model is built.  Software aids are available to help.  The EPRI LOADSYN program is 
used, and the WECC Load Modeling Task Force is developing a complementary tool for this 
purpose. 
 
As we noted in the beginning of this chapter, WECC models are initially derived from data 
submitted by members.  The detail of the model then depends on the members’ submission.  
Here we note that the computer software used by the WECC members is capable of representing 
the models suggested in the IEEE Task Force recommendations. The WECC recommended 
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standard static model is based on the IEEE recommendations, although mildly simpler.  It takes 
the following form [17]: ( ))1(432210 fKPPVPVPPP pd++++=       (5) ( ))1(432210 fKQQVQVQQQ qd++++=       (6) 
This model is similar to (3) in that incorporates a ZIP model, but it differs in that in only includes 
a single frequency-dependent term (for each active and reactive power) and that this term is 
assumed to be insensitive to voltage. 
 
Recognizing the importance of induction motor models, WECC imposes a 20% induction motor 
representation in the composite load model.  The study forming the basis for this “interim” 
model is reported in [17].  In this study, the authors report on their efforts to replicate the 
observed behavior during the summer 1996 blackouts.  In particular, they introduce an induction 
motor model, without which the simulations fail to capture the observed instabilities. From this 
lesson, they developed a default induction motor model that is intended to be a compromise 
between large and small motor models, and they considered some important sensitivity studies to 
test assumptions.  The default motor model implemented at high voltage buses (for 
approximately 20% of the load) across the WECC system succeeds in replicating the basic 
features of the 1996 blackouts. Then, in this thoughtful piece, they consider sensitivity studies: 
 
1. Connection of motor loads to new low-voltage buses.  The results of this sensitivity study 
shows that motors thus connected increase system damping.  They speculate that to 
achieve the same level of damping (or lack of damping) at a high-voltage bus, the percent 
of motor load would have to increase to 50%. (Note that this is a reasonable percentage 
and is consistent with estimates of total motor load.) 
2. Different motor load percentages.  These sensitivity studies show that increasing motor 
load percentage results in a decrease in damping. 
3. Different motor inertias.  These studies suggest that the sensitivity of system damping is 
relatively modest compared to the sensitivity of motor load percentages.  As might be 
expected, increased inertia resulted in decreased damping. 
4. Large and small motor models.  Keeping the percentage of motor loads constant, it 
appears that the small motor parameters resulted in less damping than large motor 
parameters.   
5. Location.  In this interesting scenario, the authors find that motors located in the electrical 
“middle” of the system have the greatest negative impact on system damping. 
 
The authors conclude their analyses with the study of a fictitious event in which the two largest 
generating stations trip out during heavily loaded summer conditions.  These types of 
hypothetical studies are what the models are designed for, and the inclusion of the induction 
motors models has a noticeable impact on the results.  While the system remains stable, the 
results show that certain path loadings need to be adjusted to meet WECC reliability criteria.  
This is an important consequence of improved models; improved models will impact the results 
of reliability studies. 
 
They recommend this model for interim period while the WECC Load Modeling Task Force is 
conducting research on how to improve load models. They are accounting for some practical 
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limits of available information and at the same time determining the most sensitive 
characteristics of the model that need attention.  We discuss their activities next, which will lead 
to some of our recommendations for continued and future research. 
 
3.3 WECC Load Modeling Task Force 
The WECC Load Modeling Task Force (LMTF) is engaged in activities to improve load models 
in WECC planning models.  Formed in 2002, the LMTF is tasked with developing a load model 
form that can be implemented in the two programs used by WECC members, (GE PSLF, and 
PTI PSE/E), developing a tool to aid in the determining model parameters given information 
about the load, and to recommended generic models when little information is available. 
 
This is an ongoing research and development activity and some of the advancements 
summarized here are courtesy of the LMTF and its members.  By reviewing some of their 
current work and the gaps it identifies, we see where future work may be best directed. A recent 
paper summarizes some of their activities [5]. 
 
The model under design and development must meet some sensible criteria.  It must be accurate 
enough to capture the load’s effect on system damping during disturbances, and it must be able 
to reflect the loads impact on voltage dynamics initiated by faults and system voltage dips.  Also, 
from a practical point of view given the paucity of detailed information about loads, it should be 
robust to parameter variations (uncertainty).  The latter objective suggests that key sensitivities 
should be identified and included in the model.  As a recurring theme in this report (and in the 
load modeling literature in general), motor loads have a significant impact on system response 
and need particular attention.  A final concern is that the model, when implemented, should not 
tax the capabilities of the computer software.  That is, the computational requirements should not 
dramatically increase, and the algorithms should remain numerically stable.  
 
In their present activities, the LTMF has performed background work on distribution systems, 
characteristics of end-use loads, load composition by class and location, special models for 
industrial loads, and load monitoring.  With this information they are developing a structure for a 
recommended load model and a means to determine parameters from information. 
 
3.3.1 Direction of recommended load model. 
Two improvements on the structure of the model are: 
 
• The introduction of a basic form of distribution network.  This is not a detailed 
representation of a particular distribution network associated with a specific location. 
Rather it is a model to capture the effect of the existence of a distribution network 
including transformers and electrical distance between substation and end use. 
• A more detailed and careful use of motor models. 
 
The distribution networks (and typically not-modeled lower voltage networks) can be 
complicated with many lateral lines and loads.  In this effort we emphasize that the distribution 
network representation is only a stylized version that introduce some key features of the network.  
This is considered part of a load model, not a directed effort to incorporate details of the 
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distribution network.  The features that are included in this manner are transformers and the 
effect of lines and reactive compensation.  The change this introduces in a typical load model is 
depicted below in Figure 3-1.   A transformer and line are introduced to connect the substation 
bus to a new lower voltage bus to which the end-use load is connected.   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 3-1.  The introduction of a stylized distribution network. 
The end-use load that is connected at the end of the line in Figure 3-1 will not have the same 
form as the rough and formerly used (and currently-used) models of loads at the substation bus.  
The end-use loads in the new model should be closer to those reported in surveys (which we 
discuss shortly).  For example, in [17] the authors introduced a 20% induction motor model (at 
substation bus) to replicated observed disturbances, while surveys indicate that actual induction 
motor loads exceed 50% of the load.  With the new structure of the model, it is expected that 
known estimates for load composition can be used directly, which should ease the work of 
engineers and increase confidence in the models. 
 
The addition of the new lines and transformers requires some assumptions about the specific 
characteristics these should take.  Engineering judgment based on typical distribution feeder 
voltage drops can be used, recognizing that in some cases other distinctions may be applicable.  
For example, short urban distribution feeders differ from long rural feeders.   LMTF studies 
show that in the case of a short feeder representation, the simulation results are insensitive to 
transformer and feeder impedances.  However, the results are sensitive to these parameters for 
long feeder representations [9], and more care may be necessary for constructing those cases. 
 
The second item listed above, motor modeling, remains a significant issue for load modeling.  
The first issue is that end-use motor loads constitute the dominant part of the energy demand.  
While under normal operation this is concentrated in the industrial sector, under the heavily-load 
conditions when most system problems occur, residential and commercial HVAC energy use 
becomes a primary factor.  Neglecting motor loads is believed to be the main reason for 
discrepancies between observed disturbances and simulations of power system dynamics. 
 
The second issue and challenge in modeling the motor load is that there is such a wide variety in 
types of motors performing different tasks with different controls that it is difficult to construct a 
simple model that captures all the necessary features.  Some motors are large, others are small, 
and they have different characteristics.  (Magnetic flux dynamics in large motors impact dynamic 
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studies, but do not for small motors.)  Some motors are designed to be operated from three-phase 
supplies, others use single-phase supplies.  (The effect of this difference remains unstudied in 
dynamic simulations.  It is a gap that needs investigation.)  Some motors have sophisticated 
power electronic controls that make them appear as constant power demands to the system.  
Some motor have protective relays that automatically turn them off after sustained low voltages; 
others do not.  Different motors serve different mechanical purposes, driving pumps, compressor, 
fans, etc.  The different mechanical loads also impact the dynamic simulations.  (The impact of 
different mechanical load types remains a gap that needs to be studied.)  This large range of 
different types of motors and usage makes it challenging to design an accurate and simple model, 
especially when one considers that the aggregate model actually represents thousands of 
individual components.   
 
Standard methods for aggregating motors appear to work well for combining the effect of motors 
with basically similar characteristics, but do not work well for combining the effects of 
fundamentally different motors.  Thus an aggregation of a large class of large motors with 
similar mechanical loading conditions into a single motor model works well for system studies.  
But significant differences are noticed between a model with both large and small motors when 
they are combined into a single equivalent motor.  Furthermore, the controls of motors, even 
similar motors, differs at low voltages, suggesting the need for more than one model for, say, 
small motor loads, to capture the effects at low voltages.   
 
Such a fine distinction among the end use of energy is too detailed for practice given the 
information that is available. A simpler, but detailed, model will be developed and 
recommended, such as that shown below in Figure 3-2 in which three aggregate motor models 
are used. 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 3-2.  An aggregate load model in which three representative motors are employed. 
The first two motors will represent three-phase motor load, differing by load shedding capability, 
and the third motor will represent single-phase motors.  The remaining load includes 
representations for the electronic load and the remaining components using a ZIP model. 
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3.3.2 The load modeling process: Survey and Aggregation. 
The process for updating load models follows the steps of obtaining new estimates for load 
composition by class (industrial, commercial, etc.)  and then performing an aggregation step to 
combine the effects of representative models for each class. In their efforts, the LMTF has 
conducted a survey of members to identify load composition by class and is developing a tool to 
construct and aggregate model in this fashion. 
 
The basic procedure for load composition estimation is shown below in Figure 3-4.  Data from 
substation load class is converted to more detailed descriptions of load components, which are 
then aggregated to fit the specified load model.  In addition, a representation for substation 
transformer and feeder are added to complete the load models.  Details of the present state of the 
Load Modeling Tool (LMT) that performs these tasks, taking data from substation load class and 
developing load models, are described in [15]. 
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Figure 3-3 A method for load model composition estimation from substation data. 
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The final step in load model for dynamic performance is in validation.  This is accomplished 
through comparisons of model-based simulations with recorded measurements in the field. The 
WECC performs model validation based on disturbances, and their experiences in these efforts 
are part of the motivation for the formation of the LMTF.  Some validation studies are reported 
in the public literature such as [12] [17], while other reports are available only to WECC 
members.  
 
Validation studies based on disturbances raises the issue of what information is and can be 
gathered from monitoring devices.  This is the topic of the next chapter.  Before embarking on 
that discussion and its own research needs, we summarize the research needs related to load 
modeling development. 
 
3.4 Load Modeling Needs 
In this section we summarize the load modeling needs with respect to the structure of the model 
and the information that may be gathered to enhance the models.  Issues related to measurement, 
and validation from measurement we leave to the next chapter.  We also recognize that 
significant work has been done by WECC committees already and that on-going research will 
continue within that structure.  We emphasize here the issues that may not be done without some 
additional support, even for research that is best done by WECC committees and members. 
 
The basic structure of the recommended load model that will come from the LMTF activities is 
likely to be adequate and serve simulations needs.  No additional research is recommended for 
amending the structure as depicted by Figure 3-2. The models for the components require 
significant work yet, as well as information gathering for different operating seasons.   
 
By far, the load component requiring the most attentions is the representation of induction 
motors.  While this is long-recognized problem, there remain challenges for accurate modeling. 
We list items individually in our recommendations. 
 
Recommendation: Perform studies to determine mechanical load characteristics for 
induction motors.  These studies would best be performed in a testing laboratory. 
Preliminary LMTF studies show that simulation results depend on the representation of the 
mechanical load’s characteristic.  At the simplest level, the relation between torque and speed 
differs between pumps, fans, and compressors, and the models will be improved by quantifying 
these differences by laboratory measurements (instead of by assumption). It may be the case that 
more sophisticated dynamic models for the loads may be necessary, especially for compressors.   
 
Recommendation: Compare the responses of singe-phase and three-phase motors under 
different disturbances.  This work should couple laboratory-setting experiments with 
detailed models and simulations. 
The issue here is that under the heavily loaded conditions of great interest, the percentage of 
single-phase motor load increases (in residential air conditions, for example).  The models used 
in simulation studies all correspond to three-phase motors.  There is an unstudied, basic question 
about how accurately a three-phase motor model can represent the response of a single-phase 
motor under disturbance conditions.  This is a reasonable question in that three-phase and single-
phase motors model differ, most notable in the energy conversion to torque.  This concern 
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complements the issue with motor mechanical load characteristics, which is also related to 
torque, and this recommendation could be studied at the same time as the previous 
recommendation 
 
Recommendation:  More work is required to model motor load shedding behavior under 
low voltage conditions.  The aggregate model of induction motor loads requires a 
mechanism for allowing a portion of the load to trip off line during a disturbance. 
The problem here is the difficulty in representing all the different characteristics of motor loads 
in a simple aggregate model.  Presently the overall model could be augmented with different 
motors, ones that trip off line during a disturbance, and others that do not.  In the traditional spirit 
and practice of modeling, an aggregate model that represent this low voltage trip, would be 
beneficial.   
 
Recommendation: Discuss improvements to low-voltage protection on residential air 
conditioners with manufacturers. 
It is observed that the slow voltage recovery observed after a disturbance could be avoided by 
temporarily removing voltage-sensitive loads, such as air-conditioners, and the restarting them 
after a few minutes delay.   This approach to mitigating the problem on the component level 
should be discussed with manufacturers. 
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4. Measurements, Monitoring, and Validation 
There is value in system measurements for load modeling.  Measurements are crucial for 
validation work to confirm the accuracy of models, and furthermore, since load models affect 
operations and policy, justification for the models based on measurements in addition to 
reasonable assumptions should be required.  In this chapter we review these issues, describe 
some of the uses of measurements, and project on what the uses will be, or can be in the future.  
Our recommendations will serve to improve load modeling capabilities. 
 
Load models have an impact on reliability studies, planning studies, and even policies for 
reliability.  A change in the load models used could result in a change in path ratings, 
transmission planning, and reliability criteria, and thus there is an economic value (and economic 
consequence) to using more accurate load models.  Our stand in this report is that more accurate 
models are justified regardless of the positive or negative economic impact it may impart on 
planning.  The issue that requires very serious consideration is whether the load modeling 
procedure as alluded to in the previous chapters is justifiable in light of possible consequences.  
The basic procedure presently being pursued is largely based on some knowledge and some 
assumptions.  For example, the load model is built up from knowledge of load class (which is 
arguably known or can be known from utility billing records) and assumptions about typical 
behavior of loads within a class (residential, commercial, industrial).  And then there is an 
imperfect aggregation step to simplify the model enough to allow practical numerical simulation. 
While the best information available may be used to justify the models, in light of the important 
impact they have, the results would benefit from use of measurement. 
 
Measurements can be used to: 
 
• validate models, 
• form the basis of measurement-based models, 
• test assumptions in the modeling procedure with staged testing or continual monitoring, and 
• characterize uncertainty in the models. 
 
We review these uses and consider what improvements can be made with existing, expected 
future measurement capabilities, and more sophisticated measuring equipment that does not 
presently exist. 
 
4.1 Measurements and System Dynamic Monitoring 
Existing data come from a variety of sources including state-estimator outputs, SCADA data, 
fault recorders, and phasor measurement units.  For purposes of monitoring these all have 
benefits and drawbacks.  State estimator data is useful for validation studies because it provides 
information on the state of they system prior and after a disturbance.  Because it only runs every 
few minutes, a state estimator does not (and is not intended to) follow the fast dynamic responses 
of loads.  Likewise, SCADA is somewhat limited in this regard, sampling every few seconds, but 
does provide information on relatively slow events that may persist for tens of seconds.  Fault 
data recorders provide much of the information that is used in validation studies.  These devices 
save information on voltages, frequency, and current, once a disturbance in noticed.  They are 
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limited for purposes of load modeling and validation in that their placement may not be optimal 
for any particular disturbance, are not typically placed near loads with the purpose of 
determining load characteristics.  Phasor measurement units provide another source of 
information that is sampled at a rate consistent with fast response studies (30 samples reported 
per second). Their use is still not perfect (or designed) for load modeling, since they will also not 
be placed for this purpose, and they report positive sequence information (i.e., not information 
along individual phases to which loads are ultimately connected). 
 
The IEEE Disturbance Monitoring Working Group (DMWG) has consider these issues and are 
seeking a vendor to develop a low cost (under $10K) monitor that is specifically intended to help 
identify load characteristics.  It will be placed on distribution feeders and will measure phase 
currents and voltages.  This provides direct information about what is happening at the interface 
where the (better-known) system model stops and the load model starts. 
 
Recommendation: Support the development and placement of $10K load monitors. 
Encourage the use of monitors, and staff time, to gather information beneficial to improved load 
modeling. 
 
In the future, it is likely that there will be a proliferation of phasor measurement units and similar 
high-sampling rate real-time recorders.  These offer the promise of improved disturbance 
validation.   Presently, given the paucity of data and rarity of events, each disturbance validation 
exercise is handled uniquely.  One can expect that better models and greater data will allow the 
creation of a nearly automated process of model validation from measured data.  Conceptually, 
this will mimic the activities of a state estimator, except with more sophisticated, dynamic 
models.  Initially, during a development stage, it might be run off-line with historical data, but 
should be developed with the intent of possible on-line implementation. While this task is not 
exclusively limited to the topic of load modeling, and might be considered outside the purview of 
this report, we make the recommendation here to begin the background research to plan for this 
future.  Two basic questions could be addressed in an initial study.  One, what are the basic 
mathematical tools that would be used and their data requirements.  Two, what institutional 
issues related to data gathering will need consideration. 
 
Recommendation: Support a basic research project to outline the challenges associated 
with automated model validation and developing a dynamic state monitor. 
The issues to be addressed are the mathematical tools and data requirements, and institutional 
challenges with gathering and sharing data. 
 
4.2 Load Monitoring 
In the near term, load models need improvement and may benefit from measurements.  There are 
examples in the WECC where this is the focus of research.  We discuss a few of the efforts in the 
West and the lessons learned that can be applied to future research. 
 
In a study of a specific industrial plant, the Bonneville Power Administration (BPA) developed a 
load model for a paper mill and validated the model using disturbance data.  The model was 
developed with information on the electrical layout about the plant and its end-use components. 
In  Figure 4-1 the simulated and recorded responses are provided for comparison.  It is clear that 
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the model represents the actual response very well.  The encouraging lesson one may infer from 
this study is that it is possible to accurately characterize the behavior of the load when 
information and measurements are available.  With an industrial plant the load is concentrated 
and information may be gathered (assuming cooperation with the load) to form a relatively 
simple model that captures the basic physical features of the load. If the operation of the plant is 
fairly consistent over time, it should be a useful representative model for the site. It is understood 
that a model formed in this manner is specific to the individual plant and care should be taken 
before replicating the form of the model to other industrial plants, especially of very different 
types (i.e. not paper mills).   
 
Figure 4-1 Recorded and simulated response to a disturbance at a paper mill (courtesy D. 
Kosterev). 
Public Service Company of New Mexico (PNM) has also conducted research on characterization 
of loads in their system, from measurements.  Some of their results are presented in [6]. Their 
approach is consistent with the physically based load modeling philosophy discussed in this 
report.  They assume representative models for dominant electrical components and then use 
measurements to estimate the percentage of each component in load.  The components include 
small, medium, and large motors, incandescent lighting, fluorescent lighting, thermostatic loads, 
electronics loads, and capacitors.  They also designed custom measurement systems to record 
- voltage
- current
- power
- reactive
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voltages and currents on individual feeders from a distribution substation.  They collected data 
from natural disturbances, and from staged tests. 
 
While the models are physically based, we emphasize the difference between this approach and 
the typical physically based modeling approach: the information comes from measurements.  
Presently model parameters are populated based on knowledge of load class, that is, the 
percentage of residential, commercial, and industrial load.  In the PNM study, model is populated 
by assumptions of typical load components (not class) and measurement-based estimations of 
percentages of each component.    The report shows that this approach is feasible and provides 
reasonable results. 
 
The report and discussion with the author also highlight some important observations and 
lessons.  These include the following: 
 
• Any estimation technique will fit the data. It is important to use an estimation technique 
that respects the physical nature of the load.  They noticed that simple least-squares 
estimation often resulted in coefficients that were not physical (unrealistically large 
numbers, and negative weights).  They effectively employed a fuzzy regression scheme 
that resulted in physically meaningful coefficients. 
• The measurements at the distribution level are noisy. Voltage disturbances of a minimum 
deviation of 2.5% are necessary to extract useful information from measurements. 
• It is important to measure responses of individual phases to estimate single-phase load 
components. 
• There are significant challenges to isolating load characteristic in measurements.  These 
include the time frame of the measurement to exclude effects of load variation and the 
effect of automatic voltage controls that may be present in the network. 
• Load composition changes with time, and data coming from natural disturbances may not 
yield the most appropriate model for general use. 
 
This is very promising and reasonable work on load modeling.  We recommend that it continue 
with a focus on gaining experience with this approach to load monitoring and how to apply it to 
system-wide studies, given that relatively few representative substations can be metered in this 
way.  Of particular importance is the question of how to populate load models in general based 
on a few measurements. 
 
Recommendation:  Support activities to estimate load composition from measurements.   
This includes investigating refinement in metering equipment, assumed load models (such as 
adding stylized distribution feeder model as WECC moves in this direction), staged testing, and 
techniques for estimation that may expand conditions under which estimation is possible. 
 
Recommendation: Support activities to test load model substitutability assumptions, and to 
characterize a range of uncertainty in models. 
This addresses the issue of whether or not representative models are truly representative by 
comparing results from substations that would be assumed to have similar loading characteristics 
by load class.  The matches will not be perfect, so there would be additional value to 
characterizing the range of values obtained for different load classes that may be evaluating 
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using uncertainty analyses. Also, a calculation of uncertainty in estimates at each measured 
location will facilitate uncertainty simulations. 
 
We also believe this measurement approach may benefit from ideas and techniques used in the 
Non-Intrusive Load Monitor (NILM) that was developed at MIT [13].  The NILM is a device 
placed at the service entry to a building and through sophisticated signal processing is able to 
detect when individual components in the building turn on and off.  Furthermore, with 
information of how the equipment should operate, or has operated in the past, it is able to 
diagnose degradation of equipment and they systems they run.  It has been employed and tested 
in several buildings in California under support from the Energy Commission [3]. 
 
The core of the NILM technology is a detection algorithm that correlates observed transients in 
the spectral components (harmonics) of voltage and currents to the signatures of equipment. The 
start-up waveforms for motors appear different from those of incandescent lighting, discharge 
lighting, etc., and at the level of a building many components can be distinguished.  At the level 
of the power grid there is little hope that individual components could be identified in this 
manner (except, perhaps at industrial facilities). Nevertheless, it may be possible to distinguish in 
a course sense the operation of classes of particular components based on the analysis of steady-
state harmonic characteristics of the load voltages and currents.  An initial study of this approach 
was promising [14]. One could envision a load composition monitor that would attempt to 
estimate the percent of load in certain categories.   
 
Such research would need to be considered high risk.  It is yet unknown whether information in 
the harmonics will be useful.  At the minimum, is very likely that information in the harmonics 
can improve the component estimates from disturbance data.  Presently the best work relies on 
only the 60Hz waveforms, and the harmonics can only add information.  But in the case of 
steady-state analysis, it is not clear that harmonic information can be correlated to load 
composition. 
 
The benefit of such research, if successful, could be large.  The load changes continually and the 
best models now in use assume that load composition does not change; the models are prepared 
for a high summer load scenario.  We have made a recommendation for the development of 
seasonal models, but these do not track hourly and daily changes in composition.  An estimate of 
load composition, from measurement, may save the operators from surprises. 
  
We think it would be prudent to design and install monitoring equipment at some substations 
with the capability of recording harmonics.  This is for the expressed purpose of assessing the 
value of this extra information.  If there appears to be information in steady state, a subsequent 
project may look into the development of a load composition monitor. 
 
Recommendation: Assess the value of harmonic information for the purposes of estimating 
load composition. 
The additional information in harmonics will augment the primary frequency data now used, and 
there may be useful information in steady-state waveforms. 
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4.3 Measurement-Only Load Models 
There is an alternative to the physically based load models that we have discussed in this report.  
One can make an argument for the use of measurement-based load models, the form of which do 
not necessarily have a physical basis. Neural net models are a common form of measurement-
based models.  The advantage of this type of model is that the form of the model is not restricted 
and can adapt to fit measured data.  Furthermore, one must admit that physically based models 
are one only an approximation of the real network; they are designed to capture basic physical 
features, but only in a coarse sense.  The aggregation and uncertainty in composition, etc., make 
the form inexact.  It is entirely reasonable and appropriate to consider generic “black-box” 
modeling techniques that can accurately reproduce the observed behavior of loads. 
 
The fatal flaw with this approach is the extreme lack of data with which to develop a model that 
can be expected to perform well (or better than physically-based models) over a wide range of 
operating conditions.  Without any physical basis to the models, one cannot be certain the 
models will represent load characteristics for conditions outside those used to fit parameters of 
the model.  Severe outages, which are the conditions of interest, are relatively rare and recorded 
data is scarce – at least from the perspective of having enough data to develop a comprehensive 
model.  Of course it is possible to fit and/or validate black-box models using simulated data with 
loads modeled in a traditional manner.  In doing so there is little doubt that measurement-only 
models can fit the characteristics of a physically based model.  (But a model fit in this manner 
offers no advantage over a physically based model.) Most practitioners that we interviewed feel 
that there is not enough data to support such a modeling approach at this time (or in the 
foreseeable future - hopefully severe disturbances will continue to be relatively rare!). 
 
Measurement efforts are likely to be the most successful and useful for estimates of load 
composition, and not for the development of black-box load models.  However, we should be 
cognizant of such efforts and employ any breakthroughs if they occur. 
 
Recommendation:  Follow efforts to develop measurement-only (black-box) load models. 
In general, black-box modeling techniques are most valuable when the available data is rich 
enough to show all the operating characteristics of the modeled component.  Presently, we 
believe that the data set does not support this approach. 
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5. Uncertainty Analysis 
The load models we have discussed are necessarily imperfect. It is not possible to model every 
end-use component in the system, and it is not reasonable to represent details of every 
distribution network in a model spanning a continent.  And it isn’t necessary.  An engineer with a 
background in dynamic phenomena can look at the disturbance plots, such as those shown in 
Figure 2-1 and Figure 2-2, and recognize that an incredibly detailed model with thousands of 
components modeled is not required to capture the basic features of the disturbance.  The 
challenge is to develop a parametric model that is flexible enough to be able to represent the 
observed disturbances, and then to consider parameters suitable for further analysis.  Efforts are 
under way to improve the form of load models to capture some of the salient features of loads 
and distribution networks, and we have recommended continued research to examine important 
features that are not adequately featured in the models.   
 
Completion of efforts to improve the form of the load models should yield a representation that 
is capable of capturing the important features of the load that affect dynamic studies.  However, 
there will remain a significant amount of uncertainty.  Even if there exists a particular set of 
parameters values for the model that will accurately represent the system loads, it is not possible 
to know the values of these parameters.  For example, the form of the load model may allow for 
accurate analysis of the effect of induction motors on system damping and prediction of low 
voltage responses of compressor-loaded motors, but we will still not know, with certainty, the 
amount of motor load that should be present in the model.  In a practical sense, we may have 
adequate models for components and low-voltage systems, but we cannot exactly know what 
percentage of the loads correspond to each component. Moreover, any aggregation step 
introduces uncertainty in the representation of the model.   
 
There may be value in considering the effect of model uncertainties may have on the outcome of 
studies.  This is a common practice in many areas of engineering, including power engineering.  
(For example, scenario analysis is used in transmission planning to evaluate future needs under 
different assumptions for resource availability, and the N-1 reliability criterion effectively 
removes uncertainty in location of events by considering them all.)    There are a few common 
methods for uncertainty analysis and their use depends on the information available and 
computation limits that may be encountered.  These methods include: 
 
1. Worst Case Study.  In this case, one posits a worst-case scenario (a task in itself) under 
which a system is required to operate, and then designs the system to do so.  Presumably 
this is sufficient to cover all other operating conditions. 
2. Scenario Analysis.  One posits a set of different scenarios under which the system is 
expected to operate, and then ensures the system can operate under these various 
conditions.  
3. Weighted Scenario Analysis.  This is identical to scenario analysis except weights are 
assigned to the different scenarios.  These may represent the relative importance, or the 
probability of occurrence of the different conditions.  In this case it may not be deemed 
necessary to operate under all conditions (otherwise there is no need for the weights), 
rather one may require that operation be expected with some (high) probability.  Or, in 
the transmission planning context, we may expect that today’s decisions will suffice to 
meet future needs with an acceptable (high) probability.  
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4. Monte Carlo Simulation.  This is a common technique for uncertainty analysis when 
uncertainty in models can be parameterized by distribution functions.  It may be 
considered an automated weighted scenario analysis where the scenarios considered are 
randomly chosen based on the distribution functions.  In this manner many thousands of 
scenarios may be considered.  Like the weighted scenario analysis, it allows one to place 
decisions in a likelihood context. 
 
In the context of uncertainty in load modeling, these approaches are not routinely applied.  For 
the dynamic simulations that are of most interest in this report, WECC uses static model supplied 
by participants, augmented with a 20% induction motor load.  This is largely due to results of 
model tuning from the 1996 disturbances.  Presently the WECC LMTF is developing a new 
model with data that will be applicable to a heavy loaded summer condition.  This might be 
considered akin to a worst-case analysis.  The LMTF will likely conduct load modeling 
sensitivity studies as part of their research investigations.  There is no plan to evaluate 
uncertainty in load models for standard planning and reliability studies. 
 
It should be clear that many studies are (and should be) driven by worst-case analyses.  It is a 
challenging task to pose the conditions and load models suitable for realistic worst-case analysis.  
Sensitivity studies are helpful for isolating the key characteristics that are represented in the 
worst case models, and can provide information about the sensitivity of to worst-case model 
assumptions.  These same parametric models and sensitivity information can be used to evaluate 
model uncertainties in formal way, at least in theory. 
 
Part of the problem is that there are several impediments to evaluating load model uncertainties, 
including: 
 
• There are no quantitative data on load model uncertainties.  One has to characterize 
uncertainty in order to evaluate it.   
• There are few efficient tools to perform the uncertainty analysis.  In the context of 
dynamic simulations this is computationally challenging.  The analysis relies on 
evaluation of repeated simulations using different load modeling assumptions.  A Monte 
Carlo study, for example, would require thousands of simulations and is computationally 
prohibitive. 
• There has not been a study to quantify the value of such an uncertainty analysis.  
 
The last point does not suggest that there is not value in improved models.  It was noted in [17] 
that the inclusion of 20% induction motor load in the model would warrant changes in path 
ratings, and in [6] the purpose of the estimation of load model composition was for studies to 
design remedial action schemes.  The last point differs slightly in that it suggests not only 
improved models, but also that there is value to an evaluation of the uncertainties in the models.  
While this has not been proven, it appears sensible.   Since we cannot represent every component 
in the system, some uncertainty in the model is unavoidable.  Moreover, it is generally felt that 
deficiencies in load modeling are dominant weakness in the model.   We proceed with a 
discussion of this research topic assuming that there will be value in uncertainty analyses, and we 
expect that researchers will consider this question as work is done in this area. 
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The first issue of availability of data on uncertainty is addressed by recommendations in the 
monitoring section of the last chapter.  The load monitoring activities can be augmented to 
quantify uncertainty in two ways.  One, uncertainty in the load composition estimates may be 
calculated from the data and calculation, and two, typical ranges for different substation 
locations may be compiled for use in models for which there is little data and no monitors. 
 
A visual description of uncertainty analysis 
 
 Figure 5-1 shows the ideal: a complete uncertainty description of the input is available; an exact, 
trusted model is used to compute a complete uncertainty description of the output.  This is typically 
done with a Monte Carlo simulation.  If a tool analyzing the exact model is time consuming, the 
repeated sampling approach of the Monte Carlo will be computationally prohibitive. If a simulation set 
requires 100 simulations, each requiring 1 minute of processing and computation time and the Monte 
Carlo simulation requires 1000 repetitions, then (without parallel processors) the computations time will 
approach 100,000 minutes.   While potentially computationally costly to compute, the output description 
is very useful. The output distribution obtained through this approach can be analyzed easily to answer 
most questions about the range of possible outcomes and their likelihood of occurrence. 
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Input 
uncertainty 
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uncertainty 
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Exact Model 
 
Figure 5-1 A complete uncertainty analysis.  The uncertainty is contained in a parameterized description of 
inputs into an exact model.  Analysis of the uncertainty and exact model yield a description of the 
uncertainty of the outcome, shown on the right.  Typically a Monte Carlo method is used for the analysis. 
Scenario Analysis is commonly used.  Instead of a detailed uncertainty description, selected 
scenarios are chosen to evaluate using the exact model. This does not inherently apply likelihood 
weights to the scenarios (Figure 5-2), but probabilities can be applied to scenarios if desired (Figure 5-
3).  The output descriptions aren’t as valuable as that shown in Figure 1, but computationally, scenario 
analysis is practical. 
 
An alternative approach is to maintain the exact uncertainty description and perform a Monte Carlo 
(or even better, analytic) analysis using an approximate model that runs very quickly, possibly several 
orders of magnitude more quickly than the original.  If this can be done without losing too much 
accuracy, it is an attractive approach.  It supplies the desired form of output uncertainty description.  
This is depicted in Figure 5-4. 
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Figure 5-2Scenario Analysis: select input scenarios are analyzed with an exact model yielding the output 
results.   No likelihood is explicitly indicated. 
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Figure 5-3 Weighted scenario analysis: Likelihoods (probabilities) are assigned to each scenario. 
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Figure 5-2 Full uncertainty description with approximate model yields an approximation of the full 
uncertainty description of the output. 
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Parallel research can be initiated to determine how to evaluate uncertain information if it were 
available.  This research will need consider the type of analysis to use (worst case, scenarios, 
Monte Carlo) based on the information that is available and the purpose of the study.  If it can be 
shown with confidence that there is a particular worst-case load model and that it can occur in 
the actual grid, then a worst case scenario study is the easiest to perform.  On the other hand if no 
such worst-case model is known, or is deemed extremely unlikely, or there are several (or 
numerous) model combinations that may be consider worst-case, then scenario analysis or Monte 
Carlo simulation will be appropriate.  
 
In the sidebar on uncertainty analysis, we give a visual presentation of the differences in these 
approaches.  An “exact” evaluation of uncertainty typically requires significant computation, and 
presumes an accurate description of the uncertainty is available.  Scenario analysis and weighted 
scenario analysis are computationally more efficient, but do not consider all possible 
uncertainties, or all possible outcomes.  Care must be chosen when using scenario analysis to 
ensure that all uncertainties of interest and outcomes are considered.   
 
The last portion of the sidebar depicts a relatively recent development in uncertainty analysis in 
which the detailed model is replaced by an approximate, reduced-order model.  The premise is 
that the detailed model is difficult (or time consuming) to evaluate and that a well-designed 
approximate model is simpler.  Furthermore, the approximate model can be designed specifically 
to support the uncertainty analysis.  An example of this is the Probabilistic Collocation Method 
(PCM) (also known as the Deterministic Equivalent Modeling Method (DEMM)) that was 
introduced to evaluate global climate change models [22].  The global climate models can be 
very sophisticated and require up to a days worth of computation to evaluate a single scenario.  A 
Monte Carlo simulation is out of the question.  By gathering information for a few well-chosen 
simulation runs, an approximate model that maps the uncertain inputs to the outputs of interest is 
developed, and this simpler model is easily evaluated using Monte Carlo techniques.  This 
approach has been applied to a power system model in an academic setting with promising 
results [8].  The authors evaluated uncertainties in load models and fault characteristics in 
dynamic simulations of power systems.  Using the PCM method they were able to reduce the 
computation requirements by a factor of 300 (2 days reduced to 10 minutes). This and similar 
approaches are worth pursuing in this context. 
 
Recommendation: Initiate a program to develop methods to evaluate the effect of load 
model uncertainties on system studies. 
Load models and their parameters will never be known with certainty.    Since they are believed 
to be a main source of discrepancy between simulations and observations, it is sensible to begin a 
program into studying the effect of uncertainties on outcomes of interest. 
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6. Generator Governor Models 
In the dynamic simulation tasks of interest, generators are modeled in great detail and the models 
are largely believed to be accurate.  Unlike load models that are aggregate by necessity, detailed 
physical representations of individual generators are feasible.  Mathematical models are 
developed for the physical generator itself and for all the supporting subsystems and controls. 
 
In theory, all generators should be equipped with a droop governor control (see sidebar) that 
helps maintain the system energy balance after sudden, unanticipated changes.  These often 
occur if a generating plant trips off-line and the remaining generators must increase output to 
compensate.  As the frequency changes, the generators should respond by increasing (or 
decreasing) output to reestablish an energy balance. By setting all generators to the same droop 
setting (5% in the West), they all should compensate in proportion to their relative sizes.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
In practice it has been noticed by CAISO that after moderate and large disturbances the amount 
frequency response is smaller than expected and there is concern that this, in part, because some 
plant operational controls may override the needed governor response.  NERC has documented a 
persistent decline in frequency response over recent years and suggest a number of reasons for it 
[16].  These include a fundamental change in load characteristics – induction motors that 
Droop Governor Control 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
A disturbance in the system that results in a change in frequency signals a net power imbalance. If 
the load exceeds generation, the frequency will decrease (generators will slow down), and if left 
unchecked the frequency will continue to fall.  Governor controls on generators will act to counter 
changes in frequency by increasing or decreasing output as needed.  The characteristic of this 
control is shown in the figure above.  The slope of the control line is called the droop and is 
commonly set to 5%.  (Note that the independent action – frequency change – is shown on the 
vertical axis, and the dependent action, generation output, is shown on the horizontal axis.) 
 
To coordinate the response of the many generators, the droop of the governors are set to the same 
value. This automatically distributes the needed change in generation among the generators by the 
relative amount of nominal output.  Thus a 100 MW generator will contribute 10 times as much in 
generation change than a 10 MW generator. 
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typically decrease energy use with a decrease in frequency supply may no longer do so if 
controlled by power electronics – and issues related to operating generators near capacity.  A 
generator operating near its maximum supply limit will not be able supply additional energy if 
called upon to do so.  Worse, the NERC document reports, certain combined-cycle generators 
may actually be operating on a temperature control loop when near the maximum output, and can 
exacerbate frequency problems by decreasing output with lower frequency.  It may also be the 
case that plant operators simply disable droop governor controls, although they should not.  One 
may also make the observation that in a centralized electricity market there is an economic 
motivation for suppliers to be fully dispatched, limiting their ability to increase output, and an 
economic incentive to not decrease output for loss of sales. 
 
Droop governor response is intended to provide quick a quick response to maintain the integrity 
of the system.  It is not intended to dictate long term dispatch and in a centralized control system 
frequency will be restored to its nominal value by an economic redispatch of generation.  When 
there is not a centralized control system to dictate the output of all generators, then there may be 
plants with their own controls to maintain a generation set point.  While they may be equipped 
with functioning droop governors that do react to a disturbance, their own controls to regulate 
output will work against the initial droop governor response.  
 
This is a serious problem.  It is not clear that it is a modeling problem as much as an information 
problem.  Present models for generators and generator controls are probably adequate or can be 
adapted to account for actual generator operation.  A recent addition to generator models controls 
includes a power setting that represents controls that adjust to maintain a specified power output 
[19] [18].  This effect tends to reduce the governor response.  This model has been shown to 
increase the accuracy of simulations.   In anticipating the response to a disturbance, CAISO 
needs to know how a generator’s output will respond, and operate monitoring tools to verify that 
the response is what it should be.  The issues involve mechanisms to get this information, and to 
maintain an up-to-date database of this information.  
 
Recommendation: Use the governor model of [19][18] and support WECC activities to 
maintain a database of plant governor characteristics.  
 
Recommendation: Develop or adapt tools to monitor supplier governor frequency 
response.   
WECC has adopted a governor model that captures the effect of reduced frequency response.  
They populate the model based on information from survey of generator owners, and have 
validated the model using historical data.  In order to gain accurate model parameters based on 
measurements, one can develop a tool to identify the responses of individual units. 
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7. Summary and Recommendations 
Load models have an impact on dynamic studies and deficiencies in the models are believed to 
be a dominant source of discrepancy between observations and model-based simulations.  
Improved load models should increase confidence in operational limits for reliability. Changes in 
load models can result in operating limits, and may require reconsideration of reliability criteria. 
In a general sense, improvements to load models include: 
 
1. The development and use of different models for different operating conditions.  Most 
notable is the lack of different models for different seasons. 
2. Improving the understanding and form of load models. 
3. Improving confidence in models and usage through measurement and uncertainty 
analysis. 
 
There is considerable work being done on load modeling already. In the West, WECC is actively 
engaged in research activity in this area.  WECC models are widely used by all WECC members, 
and as a NERC region they have an interest and responsibility in ensuring reliability. Where 
there is overlap and existing expertise, it is sensible to support these activities and researchers as 
their results have a direct impact on operation in the West. 
 
Throughout this report we have suggested recommendations by research topic.  These are 
general recommendations to the field and all do not require direct backing and sponsorship by 
the PIER.  Here we restate the recommendations still organized by research topic. Some 
recommendations require little PIER input and will likely be completed under existing work, 
while others suggest initiating completely new programs that may not be accomplished without 
PIER support.  In addition to a summary of each recommendation, we provide an assessment of 
the necessary research in four categories: 1) the level of effort required to complete the research, 
2) the expected time required, 3) the level of needed PIER direction and support, and 4) the 
significance of the research.  We conclude with a summary table of recommendations. 
 
Before proceeding with a summary of the recommendations, we further describe the distinctions 
used in the four categories of research requirements. 
 
The level of effort required to complete the research, a relative measure encompassing the 
staffing, focus, design and installation of special equipment, and in a general sense, total cost. 
 
• High: Multiple investigators and necessary installation of equipment and analysis of 
measured data. 
• Moderate: Single lead investigator and need for development of new techniques for 
analysis. Or this designation may refer to an otherwise costly activity that is best 
combined with another recommendation. 
• Low: Single investigator using established techniques to perform the study. 
 
The expected time to completion:  The distinction here is between an activity that should take 
one-year or less, and those that will require multiple years.  A further note is made on those that 
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will continue as on-going activities after the initial study (such as maintaining and updating 
data). 
 
The level of PIER direction and support.  Some projects require little direct PIER support, as 
they will be initiated and completed by others.  Some projects involve long-term and basic 
research and might not be initiated without PIER support. 
 
• Low: Will be initiated and completed by others. 
• Moderate: May require some direction and support to supplement projects with others. 
• High: Long-term and basic research that will require PIER direction and support to 
initiate the research. 
 
Significance: An estimate of the impact on improving the models and tools. 
 
• Low: the research will not likely have a significant impact. 
• Moderate:  will provide an incremental improvement in models and analysis tools. 
• High: introduces a fundamental improvement in the models and analysis tools. 
 
7.1 Review of Recommendations 
Here we list the report recommendations.   For reference we include the page number in the 
report where these recommendations originate, and we include a brief comment about the 
recommendation.   
 
7.1.1 Load Model Development and Policies 
Recommendation: Include seasonal variations in load models (pg 16). 
It is clear that the load changes substantially with season.  Most dramatically is the air-
conditioning load in the Southwest that is present in the summer, but absent in the winter, and 
the heating-related load that is present in Northwest in the winter and largely absent in the 
summer.  Some form of regional and seasonal variations in the models can be made as they 
presently exist, and will benefit from the improved models that we discuss in the next section. 
This work is best done by WECC (LMTF initially), but they currently do not have plans to do so. 
 
Level of Effort: Low. Requires new survey for seasonal load composition and application of 
tools and techniques already under development by the LMTF. 
Time Required: 1-year.  Ongoing maintenance of data will be required.  
PIER support: Low.  A small amount of support may be required to initiate the activity. 
Significance: Moderate.  Most of the significant events are observed during the summer 
conditions, which corresponds to the one seasonal model in use. 
 
Recommendation: Incorporate state estimator models into the modeling process (pg 16). 
State estimators are used in several regions in the West and the models that they use should be 
the most accurate available.  It would be particularly valuable to compare the planning models 
with state estimator models as one check for consistency.  The WECC Technical Studies 
Subcommittee is presently considering ways to use state estimator models in the modeling 
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process. As WECC moves forward along this sensible path, it is possible that data confidentiality 
issues will arise that will need consideration.  The PIER may be positioned to aid in making 
useful state estimator data available to improve system models. 
Level of Effort: Low. Likely to be initiated by WECC. 
Time Required: 1-year initiate research followed by continual use. 
PIER support: Low.  
Significance: Moderate. A comparison of planning models and state estimator models will likely 
turn up a few inconsistencies.  Fixing these will provide and incremental improvement to the 
models. 
 
Recommendation: Anticipate and support activities to review reliability criteria, taking 
into account information provided by detailed characteristics of new load models (pg 17). 
Recognition that induction motor loads constitute a portion of the load that may be considered 
voltage-sensitive, reliability criteria associated with voltage transients should be reviewed to 
account for this portion of the load. 
 
Level of Effort: Low. Will need to be conducted by WECC. 
Time Required: multi-year. Reviewing and changing standards can be a long process. 
PIER support: Low.  
Significance: High. A change in reliability standards by definition requires a fundamental change 
in analysis of the grid. 
 
7.1.2 Load Modeling 
Recommendation: Perform studies to determine mechanical load characteristics for 
induction motors (pg 27). 
Preliminary LMTF studies show that simulation results depend on the representation of the 
mechanical load’s characteristic.  At the simplest level, the relation between torque and speed 
differs between pumps, fans, and compressors, and the models will be improved by quantifying 
these differences by laboratory measurements (instead of by assumption). It may be the case that 
more sophisticated dynamic models for the loads may be necessary, especially for compressors.  
This is unknown at this point, and this research is presently beyond the WECC LMTF supported 
activities. These studies would best be performed in a testing laboratory. 
 
Level of Effort: Moderate.  Can by carried out by single lead investigator, but it will require 
laboratory facilities, and equipment to test. 
Time Required: single-year.  
PIER support: Moderate.  This is important project that the LMTF would like to see done. 
Limited testing and modeling is likely to be initiated by some WECC members, but 
supplemental PIER support will allow more comprehensive testing. 
Significance: High. This involves a fundamental changing in accurate load model representation. 
 
Recommendation:  Compare the responses of singe-phase and three-phase motors under 
different disturbances (pg 27). 
The issue here is that under the heavily loaded conditions of great interest, the percentage of 
single-phase motor load increases (in residential air conditions, for example).  The models used 
in simulation studies all correspond to three-phase motors.  There is an unstudied, basic question 
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about how accurately a three-phase motor model can represent the response of a single-phase 
motor under disturbance conditions.  This is a reasonable question in that three-phase and single-
phase motors model differ, most notable in the energy conversion to torque.  This concern 
complements the issue with motor mechanical load characteristics, which is also related to 
torque, and this recommendation could be studied at the same time as the previous 
recommendation.  This work is not likely to be undertaken without additional support. This work 
should couple laboratory-setting experiments with detailed models and simulations. 
 
Level of Effort: Moderate.  Can by carried out by single lead investigator, but it will require 
laboratory facilities, and equipment to test. 
Time Required: single-year.  
PIER support: High.  This is important project that the LMTF would like to see done.  This is 
fundamental research and  PIER support is likely to be needed to initiate this work. 
Significance: High. This involves a fundamental changing in structure of the load model and 
may have a fundamental impact on results. 
 
Recommendation:  More work is required to model motor load shedding behavior under 
low voltage conditions.  The aggregate model of induction motor loads requires a 
mechanism for allowing a portion of the load to trip off line during a disturbance (pg 28). 
The problem here is the difficulty in representing all the different characteristics of motor loads 
in a simple aggregate model.  Presently the overall model could be augmented with different 
motors, ones that trip off line during a disturbance, and others that do not.  In the traditional spirit 
and practice of modeling, an aggregate model that represent this low voltage trip, would be 
beneficial.  Such research is not currently being done. 
 
Level of Effort: Moderate.  Can by carried out by single lead investigator, but involves 
development of fundamentally new models, or novel mechanisms to switch between 
established models. 
Time Required: single-year.  
PIER support: Moderate. It is not likely to be initiated without PIER funds. 
Significance: Low.  While this research does result in a fundamental change in the structure of 
the load model, the same impact can be achieved with existing models if one is willing to accept 
more motors being represented at the end use load. 
 
Recommendation: Discuss improvements to low-voltage protection on residential air 
conditioners with manufacturers (pg 28). 
It is observed that the slow voltage recovery observed after a disturbance could be avoided by 
temporarily removing voltage-sensitive loads, such as air-conditioners, and the restarting them 
after a few minutes delay.   This approach to mitigating the problem on the component level 
should be discussed with manufacturers.  
 
Level of Effort: Low.  Appropriate industry staff need to contact relevant industry 
representatives. 
Time Required: single-year.  
PIER support: Low.  It does not require significant support. 
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Significance: High.  This change to protection could significantly reduce the chance of the 
propagation of a voltage disturbance. 
7.1.3 Measurement and Validation 
Recommendation: Support the development and placement of $10K load monitors (pg 30.) 
Encourage the use of monitors, and staff time, to gather data beneficial to improved load 
modeling. 
 
Level of Effort: Low.  The specification work has already been completed by WECC. 
Time Required: single-year, and on going.  Encourage use of the monitors.  
PIER support: Low. 
Significance: High.  Data is valuable.  A special monitor for the purpose of monitoring loads will 
aid in all modeling and analysis activities. 
 
Recommendation: Support a basic research project to outline the challenges associated 
with developing a dynamic state monitor (pg 30). 
The issues to be addressed are the mathematical tools and data requirements, and institutional 
challenges with gathering and sharing data.  This could evolve into a major research program and 
a scoping study or white paper on the issues would need to be prepared. 
 
Level of Effort: Low.  Single investigator and scoping study report 
Time Required: single-year.  
PIER support: Moderate:  This will require PIER support to initiate, but it is a low-cost effort. 
Significance: Moderate:  It will identify issues associated with the development of a new 
technology.  Ultimate success and value will be in the subsequent research. 
 
7.1.4 Load Monitoring 
Recommendation:  Support activities to estimate load composition from measurements (pg 
32). 
This includes investigating refinement in metering equipment, assumed load models (such as 
adding stylized distribution feeder model as WECC moves in this direction), staged testing, and 
techniques for estimation that may expand conditions under which estimation is possible. This 
requires significant effort and testing in the field.  This work will need to be done with the 
cooperation of a utility in the West. 
 
Level of Effort: High.  This will require cooperation with a utility to install equipment to gather 
data.  This is basic research that will require novel analysis techniques to complete the task. 
Time Required: multi-year, and on-going to maintain database. 
PIER support: High.  This is a significant project to be conducted with utility partnership. 
Significance: High. These measurements will provide a fundamental improvement in the 
accuracy of load models. 
 
Recommendation: Support activities to test load model substitutability assumptions, and to 
characterize a range of uncertainty in models (pg 32). 
This addresses the issue of whether or not representative models are truly representative by 
comparing results from substations that would be assumed to have similar loading characteristics 
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by load class.  The matches will not be perfect, so there would be additional value to 
characterizing the range of values obtained for different load classes that may be evaluating 
using uncertainty analyses. Also, a calculation of uncertainty in estimates at each measured 
locations will facilitate uncertainty simulations.  This work can and should be done jointly with 
the research in the previous recommendation and may be grouped as a larger project.  Again, it 
will require fieldwork and cooperation with a utility. 
 
Level of Effort: Moderate.  This will require cooperation with a utility to install equipment to 
gather data, however this should be combined with the previous recommendation to reduce 
redundancy in monitoring efforts. 
Time Required: multi-year, and on-going to maintain database. 
PIER support: High.  This is basic research that should be performed with utility partnership. 
Significance: High. Assessment of the uncertainty in load models will allow the analysis of 
uncertainty in dynamic studies.  This is not done now. 
 
Recommendation: Assess the value of harmonic information for the purposes of estimating 
load composition (pg 33). 
The additional information in harmonics will augment the primary frequency data now used, and 
there may be useful information in steady-state waveforms.  This will require field testing and 
possible refinement of metering equipment.  This work could be done in conjunction with the 
previous recommendations. 
 
Level of Effort: Moderate.  This will require cooperation with a utility to install equipment to 
gather data; however, this should be combined with the previous two recommendations to 
reduce redundancy in monitoring efforts. 
Time Required: multi-year, and on-going to maintain database. 
PIER support: High.  This is basic research that should be performed with utility partnership. 
Significance:  Unknown.  It is not known how much information there is in the harmonics.  
Energy Commission-sponsored research was successful in finding useful information in 
harmonics at the level of a building or plant.    
 
7.1.5 Measurement-Only (Black-Box) Models 
Recommendation:  Follow efforts to develop measurement-only (black-box) load models 
(pg 34). 
In general, black-box modeling techniques are most valuable when the available data is rich 
enough to show all the operating characteristics of the modeled component.  Presently, we 
believe that the data set does not support this approach.   
 
Level of Effort: Low.  Monitor on-going work or by others. 
Time Required: multi-year, and on-going monitoring of research in this area. 
PIER support: Low.   
Significance:  Low.  
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7.1.6 Uncertainty Analysis 
Recommendation: Initiate a program to develop methods to evaluate the effect of load 
model uncertainties on system studies (pg 39). 
Load models and their parameters will never be known with certainty.    Since they are believed 
to be a main source of discrepancy between simulations and observations, it is sensible to begin a 
program into studying the effect of uncertainties on outcomes of interest.  
 
Level of Effort: High. Requires the development of new techniques to analyze the impact of 
uncertainties in dynamic simulations. 
Time Required: multi-year.   
PIER support: High.  This is basic research that may require PIER support to initiate. 
Significance:  High. The models will never be know with certainty, and evaluation of uncertainty 
will lead to greater confidence and better decision in the operations and planning. 
 
7.1.7 Generator Governor Models 
Recommendation: Use the new governor model [19] [18] and support WECC activities to 
maintain a database of plant governor characteristics (pg 41). 
This activity will be handled by WECC.   
 
Level of Effort: Low.  Will be completed by WECC. 
Time Required: multi-year, and on-going to maintain database 
PIER support: Low.   
Significance:  High. Prior models overestimated governor response. 
 
Recommendation:  Develop or adapt tools to monitor supplier governor frequency 
response (pg 45). 
WECC has adopted a governor model that captures the effect of reduced frequency response.  
They populate the model based on information from survey of generator owners, and have 
validated the model using historical data.  In order to gain accurate model parameters based on 
measurements, one can develop a tool to identify the responses of individual units. 
 
Level of Effort: High.  Need to develop new tools to complete this task 
Time Required: multi-year, and on-going to monitor generator characteristics 
PIER support: High.  This involves basic research that may require PIER support to initiate. 
Significance:  Moderate.  This would be a valuable tool.  The alternative is to seek ways to 
populate the model through surveys or mandatory reporting. 
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7.2 Summary table of recommendations 
Here we present a summary table of recommendations.  
 
Recommendation Level of 
Effort 
Time Req’d PIER 
Support 
Significance 
Load Model Development and Policies 
Develop seasonal models. low 1-year low moderate 
Validate with state estimator models low 1-year low moderate 
Review reliability criteria. low multi-year low high 
Load Modeling 
Study motor mechanical load 
characteristics and impact. moderate 1-year moderate high 
Study impact of single-phase and 
three-phase motors. moderate 1-year high high 
Model motor load shedding and 
low-voltage conditions. moderate 1-year moderate low 
Improve low-voltage protection. Low 1-year Low high 
Measurement and Validation 
$10K load monitor. low 1-year low high 
Scoping study: research needs for 
automatic validation 
and dynamic state estimation. 
moderate 1-year moderate moderate 
Load Monitoring 
Estimate load composition from 
measurements. high multi-year high high 
Characterize model uncertainties 
using measurements. moderate multi-year high high 
Use harmonic information in 
measurements to enhance  
load composition estimates. 
moderate multi-year high unknown 
Measurement-Only (Black Box) Models 
Follow research activities in this 
area. low multi-year low low 
Uncertainty Analysis 
Develop methods to assess the 
impact of load model  
uncertainties on system studies. 
high multi-year high high 
Generator Governor Models 
Support WECC activities to 
implement best model and  
maintain data for generator 
characteristics. 
low multi-year Low high 
Develop tools to monitor individual 
generator.  
frequency response. 
high multi-year high moderate 
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